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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
RECRVED 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION SEP 8 g Zoo6 
In the Matters of: 

Petition of Ballard Rural Telephone Cooperative 
Corporation, Inc. for Arbitration of Certain Terms 
and Conditions of Proposed Interconnection 
Agreement with American Cellular Corporation 
WWa ACC ICentuclcy License LLC, 
Pursuant to the Cornrn~;mnications Act of 1934, 
as Amended by the Telecommunicatioi~s 
Act of 1996 

) 
1 
1 
) 
) Case No. 2006-002 15 
) 
1 
) 

Petition of Brandenburg Telephone Company ) 
For Arbitration of Certain Tenns and ) 
Conditions of Proposed Interconnection ) 
Agreement wit11 Cellco Partnership d/b/a 1 
Verizon Wireless, GTE Wireless of the 1 Case No. 2006-00288 
Midwest Incorporated d/b/a Verizon Wireless, and ) 
I<entucky RSA No. 1 Partnersliip d/b/a ) 
Verizon Wireless, Pursuant ) 
To the Communications Act of 1934, 1 
As Anended by the Telecommunications 1 
Act of 1996 1 

Petition of Duo County Telephone Cooperative ) 
Corporation, Inc. for Arbitration of Certain 1 
Terms and Conditions of Proposed Interconnection ) 
Agreement with Cellco Partnership d/b/a 1 Case No. 2006-002 17 
Verizon Wireless, GTE Wireless of the Midwest ) 
Incorporated d/b/a, and Kentucky RSA No. 1 ) 
Pai-tnerslzip d/b/a Verizon Wireless, Pursuant to ) 
the Coimunications Act of 1934, as amended 1 
by the Telecommunications Act of 1996 1 

Petition of Foothills Rural Telephone Cooperative ) 
Corporation, Inc., for Arbitration of Certain Terms ) 
and Conditions of Proposed Interconnection 1 
Agreement wit11 Cellco Partnership d/b/a Verizon ) 
Wireless, GTE Wireless of the Midwest 1 
Incosporated d/b/a Verizon Wireless, and Kentucky ) Case No. 2006-00292 
RSA No. 1 Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless, ) 
Pursuant to the Communications Act of 1934, 1 
as Amended by the Telecommunications ) 
Act of 1996 ) 
Petition of Gearheart Communications Inc. d/b/a ) 



Coalfields Telephone Company, for Arbitration of ) 
Certain Terns and Conditions of Proposed ) 
Interconnection Agreement with Cellco Partnership ) 
d/b/a Verizon Wireless, GTE Wireless of the 1 
Midwest Incorporated d/b/a Verizon Wireless, and ) Case No. 2006-00294 
ICentucky RSA No. 1 Partnership d/v/a Verizon ) 
Wireless, Pursuant to the Communications Act of ) 
1934, as Amended by the Telecommunications ) 
Act of 1996 ) 

Petition of Logan Telephone Cooperative, Inc. ) 
For Arbitration of Certain Terms and ) 
Conditions of Proposed Interconnection ) 
Agreement with American Cellular Corporatiori ) Case No. 2006-002 18 
W a  ACC ICentucky License LLC, Pursuant to ) 
the Cominunications Act of 1934, as Amended ) 
by the Telecommunications Act of 1996 1 

Petition of Mountain Rural Telephone Cooperative ) 
Corporation, Inc., for Arbitration of Certain Terrns ) 
and Conditions of Proposed Interconnection 1 
Agreement with Cellco Partnership d/b/a Verizon ) 
Wireless, GTE Wireless of the Midwest 1 Case No.2006-00296 
Incorporated d/b/a Verizon Wireless, and Kentucky ) 
RSA No. 1 Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless, ) 
Pursuant to the Coinmunications Act of 1934, ) 
as Amended by the Telecommuriicatio~~s 1 
Act of 1996 ) 

Petition of North Central Telephone Cooperative ) 
Corporation, for Arbitration of Certain Teims and ) 
Conditions of Proposed Interconnection Agreement ) 
with American Cellular Corporation W a  ACC ) 
Kentucky License LLC, Pursuant to the 1 Case No. 2006-00252 
Communications Act of 1934, as Amended by ) 
The Telecoinmunications Act of 1996 1 

Petition of Peoples Rural Telephone Cooperative ) 
for Arbitration of Certain Terns and Conditions ) 
of Proposed Interconnection Agreement with 1 
Cellco Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless, ) 
GTE Wireless of the Midwest Incorporated 1 Case No. 2006-00298 
d/v/a Verizon Wireless, and Kentucky RSA 1 
No. 1 Partnershp d/b/a Verizon Wireless 1 
Pursuant to the Communications Act of 1 
1934, as Amended by the Telecommunicatioiis ) 
Act of 1996 1 



Petition of South Central Rural Telephone 
Cooperative Corporation, Inc. for Arbitration 
Of Certain Terms and Conditions of Proposed 
Interconnection Agreement with Cellco 
Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless, GTE 
Wireless of the Midwest Incorporated d/b/a 
Verizon Wireless, and Kentucky RSA No. 1 
Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless, 
Pursuant to the communications Act of 1934, 
As Amended by the Telecommunications 
Act of 1996 

1 
) 
) 

) 
Case No. 2006-00255 

1 
1 
) 
) 
) 

Petition of Thacker-Grigsby Telephone Company, ) 
Inc., for Arbitration of Certain Terms and 1 
Conditions of Proposed Interconnection Agreement ) 
with Cellco Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless, ) 
GTE Wireless of the Midwest Incorporated d/b/a ) 
Verizon Wireless, and Kentucky RSA No. 1 Case No. 2006-00300 
Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless 
Pursuarit to the Communications Act of 1934, 1 
as Amended by the Telecomrnuilications 1 
Act of 1996 ) 

Petition of West Kentucky Rural Telephone ) 
Cooperative Corporation, Inc. for ) 
Arbitration of Certain Terms and ) 
Conditions of Proposed Interconnection 1 
Agreement with American Cellular Corporation ) Case No. 2006-00220 
fllda ACC Kentucky License LLC, 1 
Pursuant to the Communications Act of 1934 1 
as Amended by the Telecomrnuriicatioiis ) 
Act of 1996 ) 
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PREFILED DIRECT TESTIMONY OF DOUGLAS D. MEREDITH 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1 Q: PLEASE STATE YOUR FULL, NAME, PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT AND 

2 BUSINESS ADDRIESS. 

3 A: My full name is Douglas Duncan Meredith. I am employed by John Staunllaltis, Inc. 

4 (JSI). JSI is a telecomunications collsulting firm headquartered in Greenbelt, Maryland. 

5 My office is located at 547 Oakview Lane, Bountiful, Utah 84010. 

6 Q: PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE AND 

7 EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND. 

8 A: At JSI, I am the Director of Econoinics and Policy. In this capacity, I assist clients with 

9 tlie development of policy pertaining to economics, pricing and regulatory affairs. I have 

10 been employed by JSI since 1995. Prior to my work at JSI, I was an independent research 

11 economist in the District of Columbia and a graduate student at the University of 

12 Maryland - College Park. 

13 In my employment at JSI, I have participated in liulnerous proceedings for rural and rion- 

14 ~ural  telephone companies. Tliese activities include, but are not limited to, the creation of 

15 forward-looking economic cost studies, the development of policy related to the 

16 application of the rural safeguards for qualified local exchange carriers, the determination 

17 of Eligible Telecommunications Casriers, and the sustainability and application of 

18 ulliversal service policy for telecommunications carriers. I have participated in and have 



assisted a number of telephone companies in negotiation of interconnection agreements 

including situations similar to the one involved in this matter. 

In addition to assisting telecommunications carrier clients, I have served as the economic 

advisor for the Telecommunications Regulatory Board of Puerto Rico since 1997. In this 

capacity, I provide economic and policy advice to the Board Coi~llnissioners on all 

telecommunications issues that have either a financial or ecoriolnic impact. I have 

participated in a number of arbitration panels established by the Board to arbitrate 

interconnection issues under Section 252 of the Telecoin~nuiiications Act of 1996 (the 

"Act"). 

I arn participating or have participated in numerous national incumbent local exchange 

carrier and telecommunications groups, including those headed by NTCA, OPASTCO, 

USTA, and the Rural Policy Research Institute. My participation in these groups focuses 

on the development of policy recommendations for advancing universal service and 

teleco~nmunications capabilities in rural cormnunities and other policy matters. 

I have testified or filed pre-filed regulatory testimony in various states including North 

Dakota, South Dakota, South Carolina, Vermont, New Hampshire, New York, Michigan, 

Texas Utah and Wisconsin. I have also participated in regulatory proceedings in Illany 

other states that did not require formal testimony, ilicludiiig Florida, Louisiana, 

Mississippi, North Carolina, Puerto Rico and Virginia. hi addition to participation in 

state regulatory proceedings, I have participated in federal regulatory proceedings 

through filing of formal comments in various proceedings and subinission of economic 

reports in an enforcement proceeding. 



1 I have a Bachelor of Arts degree in economics from the University of Utah, and a 

2 Masters degree in economics from the University of Maryland - College Park. While 

3 attending the University of Maryland - College Park, I was also a Ph.D. candidate in 

4 Economics. This means that I completed all coursework, comprehensive and field 

5 examinations for a Doctorate of Economics without completing my dissertation. 

Q: ON WHOSE BEHALF ARE YOU PRESENTING THIS PRE-FIL,ED DIRECT 

TESTIMONY? 

A: I am testifying on behalf of the following nlral incumbent local exchange carriers: 

Ballard Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., Brandenburg Teleplione 

Company, Duo County Telephone Cooperative Corporatioii, hic., Footliills Rural 

Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., Gearheart Communications, Inc. d/b/a 

Coalfields Telephone Company, Logan Telephone Cooperative, Iiic., Mountain Rural 

Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Iiic., Nortli Central Telephone Cooperative 

Corporation, Peoples Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., South Central 

Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc., Thaclter-Grigsby Telepl~oiie Company, 

Iiic., and West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative Corporation, Inc.. (collectively 

"RLECs") 

18 Q: WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY? 

19 A: I testify on the steps the RLECs would need to take to produce a total eleineiit long sun 

20 incremental cost study ("TELRIC") for the purpose of determining a transport and 



1 terminatioil rate. With regard to this proceeding, I submit that without significant 

2 shortcuts or compromises in producing the TELRIC studies, these necessary steps cannot 

3 be completed during the timeframe adopted for this arbitration. 

4 I also provide materials which constitute the best available information that can be used 

5 to determine a fair rate for transport and termination in the timeframe of this proceeding. 

6 I divide my presentation of the best available infoimatioii into four parts: (1) the current 

7 negotiated agreement and recent negotiated rates for the RLECs; (2) comparisons of rural 

8 LEC rates from other jurisdictions; (3) the RLECs' current interstate access rates; and (4) 

9 the use of proxy rates tailored to Kentucky RLECs. 

10 I submit testimony showing these alternative best available foilns of information may be 

11 used by this Commission to determine a fair transport and termination rate for the RLECs 

12 in the present arbitration involving indirect interconnection with a limited number of 

13 commercial mobile radio service ("CMRS") providers. 

14 11. TE1,RIC STUDIES 

15 Q: WHAT DOES THE TERM "TEL,RIC" SIGNIFY? 

16 A: The term "TELRIC" was first used by the Federal Cominunications Commission 

17 ("FCC") in its 1996 Local Competition Order and signifies "total element long run 

18 incremental cost." FCC 96-325 at 678 TELRIC serves as the basis from which fonvard- 

19 loolting economic cost is determined under current FCC rules. To calculate forward- 

20 looking economic cost, the FCC adds a reasonable allocation of fonvard-looking 

2 1 common costs to the TELRIC results. See 47 CFR 5 5 1.505(a) 



1 Recently, the FCC has expressed concerns about the use of TELRIC-based pricing. 

2 These concerns have been explained by RLEC witness Steven E. Watltins and I will not 

3 repeat these recent expressions by the FCC on the use of TEL,RIC-based pricing. 

4 Q: PLXASE DESCRIBE YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE REQUIREMENT TO 

5 PRODUCE TELRIC STUDIES IN THIS PROCEEDING. 

6 A: I have read the order dated July 25,2006 in Case No. 2006-0021 5. That Order required 

7 the RLECs to file TELRIC studies supporting the proposed transport and termination 

8 rates on August 16,2006 - 22 days from the date of the Order. 

9 I have also read the order dated August 18,2006 in tlie consolidated case. This Order 

10 required the RLECs to file such TEL,RIC studies 011 or before August 23,2006 - 

11 extending the TELRIC study deadline one week from t l~e  original 22 day allowance. 

Q: HAVE YOU PREPARED TELRIC STUDIES FOR TRANSPORT AND 

TERMINATION FOR OTHER RURAL LOCAL, EXCHANGE CARRIERS IN 

OTHER STATES? 

A: Yes. I have prepared transport and termination rate studies following tlie FCC's TELRIC 

methodology. Specifically, I recall two proceedings in 2002 and 2003 where I prepared 

studies for 22 North Dakota and 30 South Dakota companies respectively. These two 

proceedings were arbitrations with Western Wireless involving a number of issues. hi 

both of these proceedings, the parties negotiated a settlement prior to the scheduled 

liearing thereby liegating the need for a hearing and an arbitrated decision. 



1 Q: ARE TELRIC STUDIES REGULARLY PREPARED BY THE RLECS? 

2 A: No. TELRIC studies are special studies that involve many company resources. In 

3 additional to the financial resources required to gather and process outside 

4 engineering/consulting services, the RL,ECs need to devote internal resources, such as 

5 time from key employees, to develop meaningfixl TELRIC rates. 

WHAT IS INVOLVED IN DEVELOPING A TELRIC STUDY FOR TRANSPORT 

AND TERMINATION? 

The FCC TELRIC methodology requires developing tlie total element long-run 

incremental cost using an efficient network configuration, foiward-looking costs of 

capital, economic depreciation rates, and a reasonable allocatioli of forward-looking 

common costs. See 47 C.F.R. 5 5 1.505 After these element costs are developed they are 

"divided by a reasonable projection of the total number of units of tlie element provided 

by the incumbent LEC to other telecomunications carriers and the total number of units 

of tlie element the incumbent LEC is likely to use in offering its own services, during a 

reasonable measuring period." 47 CFR 5 5 1.5 1 1 (a) 

16 Q: DOES A TELlUC STUDY CALCULATE THE ACTUAL COSTS FOR 

17 TRANSPORT AND TERMINATION ON THE RLECS' NETWORKS? 

18 A: No. A TELRIC-based study is based on a hypothetical network. A TEL,RIC-based study 

19 is an approximation of the efficiently incurred costs of providing transport and 

20 termination. 



IN DEVEIJOPING PER UNIT RATES FOR TRANSPORT AND TERMINATION, 

ARE", SPECIAL TRAFFIC MEASUREMENTS NECESSARY TO PRODUCE 

TELRIC RATES FOR TERMINATION? 

Yes. Tlie unit for a transport and termination TEL,RIC rate is a minute of use. The FCC 

rules require studies to use the total volume of traffic using end-office and tandem 

switches. Additionally, the FCC requires this reasonable projection of dema~id be based 

on "a reasonable measuring period." Absent some sort of shortcut, total traffic volumes 

will need to be collected over a reasonable measuring period. 

9 Tlie RL,ECs do not measure total traffic volumes passing through their switches for their 

10 normal operations. The RLECs generally have accurate information on access traffic. 

11 However, local traffic is not generally measured. None of the RLECs have measured 

12 local traffic for a TEL,RIC study. So in order to develop meaningfil TELRIC rates, the 

13 RLECs need to measure and record total switched minutes, including local minutes of 

14 use. 

15 Because of the novelty of measuring total switch minutes, I recommend measuring at 

16 least two months of traffic. Measuring for two montl~s ensures there is a reasonableness 

17 cl~eck on the measured traffic for the first month. The actual ~neasurement for these two 

18 inontlls is after the measurement and recording process, customized for each RLEC, is 

19 developed and tested by RLEC central office engineers. Therefore, at minimum, the 

20 development, measurement, recording and processing of traffic requires 90 days. This is 

2 1 one reason why I suggested in the informal conference held September 12, 2006 that it 

22 would take 90 days to perform a TELRIC study for an RLEC. 



IN ADDITION TO THE TIME INVOLVED IN CAPTURING TOTAL, TRAFFIC, 

ARE THERE OTHER RESOURCES REQUIRED FROM THE RLECS TO 

PRODUCE MEANINGFUL, TELJRIC STUDIES? 

Yes. TELRIC studies require fonvard-looking decisions on network design. Tliese 

decisions necessarily involve engineers, consultants and management. In some instances, 

outside engineering firms will be employed to develop current prices for network 

designs. The completion of a TELRIC study may depend upon the availability of these 

outside resources and vendors. 

BASED ON YOUR EXPERIENCE AND RECOMMENDATIONS, DOES A 29- 

DAY TIMEL,INE ORDERED BY THE COMMISSION PROVIDE RLECS THE 

OPPORTUNITY TO PRODUCE MEANINGFUL TELRIC STUDIES 

SUPPORTING RATES FOR TRANSPORT AND TERMINATION? 

No. The timeframe ordered by the Commission does not permit the development of 

meaningful TELRIC studies supporting the proposed transport and termination rates for 

the RLECs. A 29-day cycle does not recognize first the necessity to measure total traffic. 

It also doesn't recognize any time constraints on management, engineering staff, nor the 

availability of necessary resources external to the RLECs. 

18 Q: DIDN'T THE RLECS HAVE THE EXPECTATION THAT TELRIC STUDIES 

19 WOULID BE REQUIRED IN THIS PROCEEDING? 

20 A: No. The reasons this expectation didn't exist are twofold. First, the RLECs are already 

2 1 operating under an agreement with the CMRS providers represented in this proceeding. 

22 The RLECs have had a reasonable expectation that the existing negotiated rate of 1.5 



cents per minute of use would be accepted by the CMRS providers and adopted in the 

new agreement. Second, the RLECs are rural LECs and seek modification of the 

TELRIC standard to be used in this proceeding. See Petition of Ballard Rural Telephone 

Cooperative Corporation, Inc. for Suspension of, or Modification to, any Requirement to 

Conduct TELRIC Studies and RLEC Letter Dated September 14,2006. Thus, there was 

no expectation that the RLECs would be required to perform TELRIC studies in this 

proceeding. A few of the RLECs have begun the process of determilling how to capture 

and measure total traffic on their switches; however, no actual capture or measurement of 

total traffic volumes has begun. 

10 Q: WITHOUT A FILED TE1,RIC STUDY FOR THE RLECS, WHAT 

11 INFORMATION CAN YOU PROVIDE TO ASSIST THE COMMISSION TO 

12 ESTABLISH A FAIR CHARGE FOR TRANSPORT AND TERMINATION? 

13 A: My understanding is that in the event that TELRIC studies are not available for this 

14 proceeding, the Comrnission is authorized to determine a transport and termination rate 

15 based on the best available information available to it. 

16 In response to the Commission's need for the best available infolmation on transport and 

17 termination rates, I have four categories of data whicl~ represent the best available 

18 information the Commission may use to make a determination in this proceeding. 

19 111. BEST AVAILABLE INFORMATION 



PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR FIRST CATEGORY OF INFORMATION FOR 

DETERMINING A FAIR TRANSPORT AND TERMINATION CHARGE. 

The first category of information relates to the existing rural LEC agreements filed with 

this Commission. The agreement filed in Case No. 2003-00045 and effective on May 1, 

2004 has a transport and termination rate of $0.01 5 per minute. This rate is the lower of 

three rates used over the course of the agreement and is tlie current rate for tlie 12 RLECs 

who terminate CMRS traffic when the CMRS provider chooses to use an indirect method 

of interconnection with the RLECs. This rate is based on voluiltary negotiations between 

the parties and best reflects the value market participants place on RLEC transport and 

termination services. As such this rate is a valuable reference for a fair transport and 

termination rate. 

In addition to this indirect agreement I just discussed, there are many direct 

interconnection agreements whose transport and termination rates have been established 

between CMRS providers and the rural LECs in ICentucky. In the past 12 months, I 

know of seven (7) agreements. I examined rate appendix of the most recent of these 

agreements and I have reviewed a summary of the remaining six transport arid 

termination rates. From this information, I find that the range of the effective reciprocal 

transport and termination rate for rural LECs and CMRS providers in ICentucky is 

between 1.96 cents to 1.5 cents per minute of use ($0.01 96 (2); $0.01 84 (1); $0.0175 (2); 

$0.0 160 (1); and, $0.01 50 (1)). The average for these voluntarily negotiated rates with 

CMRS providers in the past 12 months is $0.0177 per ~ni~iute of use. 

Based on these recent agreements, the current rate paid by CMRS providers for indirect 

interconnection is lower than the effective reciprocal transport and termination rate 



1 agreed to by CMRS providers operating in Kentucky. These seven agreemeilts have even 

2 inore significance because they are agreements for direct iriterconnection where the 

3 volume of traffic is larger than the volume of traffic used for indirect interconnection. 

4 Thus, I believe it is reasonable to conclude that camers seeking direct interconnection are 

5 more sensitive to achieving a fair, just and reasonable transport and termination rate 

6 because this large traffic flow will result in higher overall payrnerits. 

7 Based on the best available infonnation from ICentucky rural LEC transport and 

8 tennination rates, the cussent $0.01 5 per minute rate for RLEC termination of indirect 

9 CMRS traffic is fair and is below the average rate of negotiated rates with directly 

10 iilterconnected CMRS providers and rural LECs in Kentuclcy over the past twelve 

11 months. 

12 This information from cussent market participants in ICentucky shows that the market 

13 price for RLEC termination exceeds the price suggested by the RLECs in negotiations 

14 with the CMRS providers indirectly interconnecting with the RLECs. It also underscores 

15 the possibility that TELRIC-based pricing for RLEC transpoi-t and tennillation could 

16 exceed the $0.015 per minute rate offered by the RLECs in the event TELRIC-based 

17 studies are performed. 

18 Q: WHY DO YOU BELIEVE THIS INFORMATION FWFLECTS THE FORWARD- 

19 LOOKING ECONOMIC COST FOR FtLEC TRANSPORT AND 

20 TERMINATION? 

21 A: These agreements are voluntary agreements between the parties. Taken as a whole, they 

22 represent how much value market participants place on RLEC transport and termination. 



1 The whole purpose of TELRIC studies is to estimate the marltet value for certain network 

2 elements or services. The FCC states TEL,RIC-based pricing "best replicates, to tlie 

3 extent possible, the coiiditions of a competitive market." And TEL,RIC pricing "simulates 

4 tlie conditions in a competitive marltetplace." Local Competition Order at 679 In these 

5 I<entuclty voluntary agreements, we are able to see the value placed on RLEC transport 

6 and termination. Rather than "simulate" competition, we can actually observe market 

7 participants signal the fair and reasonable price levels which recover economic costs for 

8 providing RLEC transport and termination. I believe the Commission may establish an 

9 RLEC transport and termination rate based on this data. 

DO THE RBOC AND LARGE ILEC TRANSPORT AND TERMINATION RATES 

RF,FLECT THE VALUE OF RLEC TRANSPORT AND TERMINATION? 

No they do not. The average cost for RBOC operations does not reflect the ecoiioinic 

cost of transport and termination for tlie R.LECs whose size of operations is a s~ziall 

fraction of an RBOC. According to a publication reporting telephone lines by state, 

BellSouth serves over 1,300,000 lines in I<eiitucky; whereas tlie largest RLEC serves just 

over 27,500 and the smallest RLEC serves fewer than 6,700 lines. See Phone Lines 

2006, JSI Capital Advisors, LLC, page 87 There is a wide disparity between the 

operational size of BellSouth and the R1,ECs. Tliese operational size issues play a very 

importa~it role in determining the cost of providing RLEC transport and termination 

services for CMRS calls. 

2 1 One reason for the considerable cost variance between these carriers is the population 

22 density in the geographic area served. The RBOCs have vastly different geographic areas 



in which they provide telecommunicatioi~s service. Recog~iizing there are significant 

ecorioniic cost variances among differing geographic areas, the FCC requires that 

unbundled network element ("UNE") rates be set on a geographically-deaveraged basis. 

See 47 CFR 5 5 1.507(f) Even FCC UNE: default proxy rates recognize these geographic 

cost variances: The FCC requires the weighted average of separate geographically 

deaveraged UNE rates, rates that apply in separate areas in a state, to comply with the 

FCC UNE default proxy rate ranges. See 5 1.5 13(b) 

Transport and termination rates include tandem and end office switching functionality. 

The central office switching equipment used to provide transport and tesmination is 

recognized as being more costly for smaller carriers. The industry has long recognized 

there is wide variance between the switching costs of a highly populated city center and 

the switcl~ing casts of serving rural areas. The FCC, for example, accounts for this high 

level of cost variance in its dial equipment minutes s~lpport factors for local switching 

support in its Federal universal service program. See e.g., 47 CFR 5 36.125 and 54.301 

Applying RBOC average transport and termination rates to the RLECs does not 

recognize the well known differences in cost for serving diverse geographic areas whose 

population densities create legitimate aiid well lmown cost variances. It would not be 

appropriate to use RBOC rates in this proceeding. 

19 Q: YOU MENTIONED A SECOND GROUP OF INFORMATION RELATED TO 

20 OTHER JURISDICTIONS WHICH CONSTITUTES THE BEST AVAILABLE 

2 1 INFORMATION TO M A m  A JIJDGMENT IN THIS PROCEEDING. PLEASE 

22 DESCRIBE THIS INFORMATION. 



1 A: JSI has experience thsoughout the nation in worlcing with its clients in negotiating CMRS 

2 interconnection including the development and negotiation of transport and termination 

3 rates. I asked our Austin and Atlanta offices to provide me a list of negotiated transport 

4 and termination rates for the past several years. In all of tlzese instances, the activities in 

5 otlier jurisdictions mirrors what the RLECs have experienced in Kentucky. 

6 In Texas for instance, I have information on eight (8) agreements with n~ra l  LECs 

7 approved since September 2003. Tlie average tra~~sport and termination rate for rural 

8 LECs in these agreements is $0.01 750 per minute of use. All of these agreements are on 

9 file with the Texas Commission and represent both direct arid indirect interconnection 

10 with a variety of CMRS providers. 

Five (5 )  of these agreements were signed since 2005. Tlie average for these five 

agreements is $0.01 880 per minute of use. I looked at the iiumber of central offices 

served by these carriers and found some were similarly sized and configured to the 

Kentucky companies. Aside from the largest company, the other companies liave host 

configurations ranging from one to three hosts. These five most recent (Marcli 2005 - 

July 2006) agreements reflect the value of RLEC transport and termination for similarly 

sized rural LECs and provide yet another source confirnlilig the value cui-sent rnarket 

pasticipants place on rural L,EC transport and termiliation services. These CMRS 

providers are paying rates higher than the $0.0150 per minute rate the RLECs current 

charge the indirectly connected CMRS providers. 

2 1 The infonnation I received from our Atlanta is more voluminous. Our JSI-Georgia office 

22 Iias gathered infonnation on transport and termination rates we Iiave been invoIved with 



1 in various states. I narrowed my analysis to those agreements effective from January 

2 2005. In total there are 39 agreements in 10 states (Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Kansas, 

3 Maine, North Carolina, New Hampshire, New York, South Carolina and Utah). These 

4 agreements were for direct intercolmection arid indirect interconnection wit11 a volume 

5 threshold where indirect is converted to direct interconnection. T11e average of these 39 

6 agreements is $0.0169 per minute of use. The maximum rate was $0.020 and the 

7 minimum rate was $0.0120 per minute of use. 

8 Based on this geographically diverse best available information, the value of nlral LEC 

9 transport and termination services is priced at a level higher than $0.01 50 per minute. 

10 Taken together, the number of recent interconnection agreements froin other jurisdictiolls 

11 supports the RLEC offer rate of $0.015 per minute of use. These prices, established 

12 through negotiation, signal the market value attached to rural L,EC transport and 

13 termination services and reflect the economic value niarket participants assign to rural 

14 LEC transport and termination hnctionality. I reco~lzmelid the Co~mission give these 

15 rates consideration in this proceeding. 

16 Q: YOU OUTLINED A THIRD TYPE OF INFORMATION THAT YOU CONSIDER 

17 PART OF THE BEST AVAILABLE INFORMATION YO'IJ RECOMMEND TO 

18 THIS COMMISSION. PLEASE IDENTIFY THIS INFORMATION. 

19 A: I suggest that in addition to the market infonnation I have provided, the RLECs interstate 

20 composite switched access rate also provides insight into TELRIC-based prices for 

2 1 transport and termination. 



1 Q: AREN'T TEL,RIC-BASED PRICES ALWAYS LOWER THAN INTERSTATE 

2 ACCESS RATES? 

3 A: No. Tliere are instances where the TELRIC-based price is higher than interstate access 

4 rates. Witness Steven E. Watkins explained one reason why this occurs. There are also 

5 otlier reasons dealing with the comparison of the embedded costs to forward-looking 

6 economic costs. In summary, it is not correct to claim that TELRIC-based pricing is 

7 always lower than interstate switched access rates. 

DON'T CURRENT INTERSTATE SWITCHED ACCESS RATES HAVE 

CONTRIBUTIONS OR SUBSIDIES? 

No. In the past there were particular loadings on interstate access rates for public policy 

purposes. These contributions or subsidies were recognized by the FCC in its L,ocal 

Competition Order when it reported some parties claimed existing interstate access rates 

"contain inordinate amounts of contribution." See LC0 780. Since this observation, the 

FCC lias eliminated the contributions in interstate access rates. The CAL,LS, and more 

particularly applicable to the RLECs, the MAG interstate refonn efforts have stripped the 

contribution from interstate access rates and have left a cost-based rate that reflects the 

actual cost of providing services identical to transport and termination. 

18 Q: WHAT IS THE NATIONAL AVERAGE INTERSTATE RATE COMPARED TO 

19 TRANSPORT AND TERMINATION FUNCTIONALITY? 

20 A: According to information provided by the National Exchange Camer Association 

2 1 ("NECA") to tlie Missoula Group, the average end office switching rate plus a modest 

22 amount of transport is $0.0170 per minute of use. This is a general nurnber because of 



1 the rate banding and transport variations that exist among NECA members. This per 

2 minute rate has been used in the Missoula Plan addressing intercarrier compensation 

3 reform. Under the Missoula Plan, intrastate access rates for Track 3 carriers will decline 

4 to interstate access levels. For purposes of computer modeling, the Rural Alliance, a 

5 participating group forming the Missoula Plan uses $0.0170 as an average terminating 

6 per minute rate. See The Missoula Plan for Intercarrier Compensation Reform, Appendix 

7 D Modeling the Impact of Intercarrier Co~npensation Reform, page 1 10. 

8 Q: HOW DO THESE NATIONAL AVERAGES COMPARE WITH KENTUCKY 

9 SPECIFIC TRANSPORT AND TERMINATION FUNCTIONALITY? 

10 A: I have examined the transport and termination for each N,EC if this functionality were 

11 priced from their respective interstate tariffs. Based on my examination, the average 

12 composite interstate access rate for the same functionality as tra~isport arid termination is 

13 $0.01335 per minute of use. 

14 Q: HOW DOES THIS INFORMATION HELP THE COMMISSION DETERMINE A 

15 FAIR TRANSPORT AND TERMINATION RATE? 

16 A: This information is useful as a comparison to the negotiated rates I have provided. Since 

17 the contributions that existed previously in interstate access rates have been removed by 

18 the FCC, the remaining costs represent the cost of transport and teimination. Taken 

19 across the broad spectrum of rural LECs participating in the NECA tariff, the national 

20 average rate serves as a reasonableness check for providing transport and tennillation 

2 1 services. 



1 As stated by Mr. Watkins in his testimony, there is considerable value in using interstate 

2 access rates as information in this proceeding. I encourage you to use this information to 

3 its fullest extent while determining a fair transport and ternination rate for RLECs in 

4 Kentucky. 

5 Q: DO YOU HAVE A FOURTH CATEGORY OF INFORMATION USEFUL AND 

6 AVAILABLE TO THE COMMISSION IN THIS PROCEEDING? 

7 A: Yes. While I do not believe that FCC default proxy rates should be used in this 

8 proceeding, I do have some comments and recommendations for the Commission if FCC 

9 default proxy rates were used in developing Kentucky specific proxy rates for transport 

10 and termination. 

Q: BEFORE YOU BEGIN YOIJR COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATION, 

PLEASE EXPLiAIN WHY THE COMMISSION SHOU1,DN'T USE FCC 

DEFAULT PROXY RATES FOR LOCAL SWITCHING IN THIS PROCEEDING. 

A: The FCC discusses its development of default proxy rates for local switching in its Local 

Colnpetition Order. It used rates developed by various states that had this information 

available in 1996, e.g., Maryland, Florida, Massachusetts, Michigan and Illinois. See 

LC0 at 8 12, 8 14 Neither the FCC nor the states suggest that these rates reflect fonvard 

looking costs for rural LECs. In its discussion of default proxy rates generally, the FCC 

recognized that "certain small incumbent LECs are not subject to our rules under section 

25 l(f)(l) of the 1996 Act, unless othenvise determined by a state commission, and 

certain other small incumbent LECs may seek relief from their state commissions from 

our rules under Section 25l(f)(2) of the 1996 Act." LC0 at 783 I firid this statement in 



the FCC's application of default proxies particularly revealing. It seems to me that the 

FCC recognizes that default proxies are not appropriate for certain rural LECs and 

provides relief from these default proxies under at least two mechanisms. One is the 

modification and suspension approach (section 25 1(f)(2)) talten by the RLECs in this 

proceeding. The other is the determination by the Kentucky Coinmissio~~ that default 

proxies do not apply to the RLECs under section 25 l(f)(l). 

Furthermore, as I mentioned earlier, the FCC has a longstanding history recognizing that 

rural LEC switching costs are much higher than their urban counterparts. The FCC 

applies a DEM weighting factor to switching costs in recognition of these cost variances. 

L,astly, the FCC's local switching default proxy is a statewide average. The FCC requires 

geographic de-averaging of local switching rates and requires the rate to fall within a 

range "if converted through use of a geographically disaggregated average usage factor." 

LC0 at 8 15 Thus, the range the FCC discusses is supposed to be used as an average 

local switching rate across, presumably, urban and n~ral  seivice territories. Tlzis concept 

works for an RBOC; however, when focusing on a rural LEC, the cost characteristics of 

i~iral L,EC sesvice territory is more lilte the costs of a rural RBOC territory. The 

geographically averaged RBOC rate does not capture the RLEC cost variances 

recognized by the FCC. 

In light of the origin and application of the FCC default proxies, the FCC discussion 

about application of default proxies, and staffs statements that this Commission must 

make a judgment under federal and/or state law, I do not believe it is appropriate to use 

the FCC's local switching default proxy in this proceeding. 



Q: WHAT ARE THE FCC DEFAULT PROXIES FOR TRANSPORT AND 

TERMINATION? 

A: The FCC has three default proxy rate elements for transport and termination. The first is 

local switching. The FCC ceiling for local switching is $0.004 per minute of use. The 

second proxy is for tandem switching which would apply for all of the RL,ECs (each of 

which have tandem fixnctionality, e.g., have a Class 415 switch). Tlie FCC ceiling for 

tandem switching is $0.001 5 per minute of use. The last proxy is for transport. The FCC 

ceiling for this function is computed using the carriers' interstate costs or interstate tariff 

for shared transport. See 47 CFR $ 5 1.5 13(4) 

10 Q: SHOULD THE COMMISSION USE THE FCC's LOCAL SWITCHING PROXY 

11 RATE OF $0.004 PER MINUTE? 

12 A: No. As 1 have expressed above, this rate is an averaged rate that does not reflect known 

13 cost variances among geographic population densities. If the Commission used this FCC 

14 default proxy as a basis to develop a Kentucky specific proxy, it should recognize the 

15 FCC proxy as a geographically averaged rate and apply a higher rate to the RLECs. 

16 Q: IF FCC DEFAULT SWITCHING PROXIES WERE USED AS A BASIS FOR 

17 KENTUCKY SPECIFIC PROXY RATES, HOW COULD THE COMMISSION 

18 USE THE FCC DEFAULT PROXY CEILING? 

19 A: I do not recommend the local switching or tandem switching proxy rates because 

20 there are better sources of information available to the Commission to make a judgment 

2 1 in this proceeding. However, if the Commission wanted to use the proxy ceilings as a 

22 basis, I suggest the Commission apply the FCC's DEM weighting factors to these proxy 



1 ceilings in order to reasonably estimate the cost of local switching for the RL,ECs using 

2 the FCC's own method of adjusting for increased switching costs in calculating local 

3 switcliing support. This approach recognizes the switching costs vary by the size of the 

4 LEC and applies a standard FCC factor to capture these cost variances. 

5 The DEM weighting factor is described in FCC rules and applies a weighting factor of 

6 3.0 to study areas with fewer than 10,000 access lines; a 2.5 factor for study areas with 

7 access lines greater than 10,000 but less than 20,001; and a weighting factor of 2.0 for 

8 casriers whose access lines are greater than 20,000 and less than 50,001 access lines. See 

9 47 CFR §36.125(f) 111 this application, the local switching proxy would be $0.012, $0.01 

10 or $0.008 per minute of use depending on the size of the RL,EC. 

11 The same application would apply to the $0.0015 per minute tandem switching rate, 

12 where applicable. Tandem switching rates would be $0.0045, $0.0038 or $0.0030 per 

13 minute of use. 

14 Q: BASED ON THIS RECOMMENDATION, WHAT WOULD BE THE 

15 TRANSPORT AND TERMINATION PROXY FOR THE RLECS? 

16 A: The total transport and termination rate for the RLECs would depend on the transport rate 

17 proxy for each carrier. The transport rate proxy is based on interstate costs or tariffs. I 

18 supervised the development of the RLEC transport proxies and they range from $0.00060 

19 to $0.00693 per minute of use. 

20 After adding all of these proxy components for each RLEC (adjusted switching and 

2 1 tandem rates and transport rates), I have calculated what the Comlnission could conclude 



to be a reasonable basis for an RLEC proxy and the range of rates is from $0.01 160 to 

$0.02343 per minute of use. This range is similar to the rates I discussed that have been 

voluntarily negotiated across many states. 

PLEASE EXP1,AIN HOW YOU CALCULATED THE TRANSPORT PROXY 

RATE. 

There are two methods I used depending on the available data for each RLEC. For cost 

companies, I used interstate costs, mileage and circuits according to the FCC instructions, 

e.g., 9,000 minutes of use per DS-0 circuit. For average schedule companies, whose data 

is limited because of different reporting requirements, I used the applicable interstate 

tariff rates to determine the appropriate transport proxy according to FCC instructions. 

See 47 CFR $5 13(c)(4) 

12 The development of FCC-based transport proxy rates for the RLECs relies on actual costs 

13 or tariffs - this fact supports my prior discussion regarding the appropriateness of 

14 interstate access tariffs. Considering how the FCC developed transport proxies, I believe, 

15 as I have mentioned earlier, it reasonable to rely on other aspects of the interstate access 

16 tasiff to develop switching proxies. As mentioned earlier, the interstate tariff based 

17 average per minute of use rate for RLEC transport and tei-mination functions is $0.01335 

18 per minute of use (the range of interstate rates is from $0.00157 to $0.01 856 per minute 

19 of use). 

20 Q: DO FCC RULES REQTJIRE THE USE OF FCC DEFAULT PROXY RATES IN 

2 1 THIS PROCEEDING? 



1 A: No. In the event that the cost study available to this Cormnission does not support the 

2 adoption of transport and termination rates that are "consistent with the requirements set 

3 forth in $95 1.505 and 5 1.5 1 1," the state co~nmission "may establish rates for transport 

4 and termination of telecommunications traffic, or for specific components included 

5 therein, that are consistent with the proxies specified in this section.. ." 47 CFR 

6 $5 1.707(a) I have provided a variety of rates fi-om various sources that appear consistent 

7 to the fonvard-looking requirements. 

Only later in this same nlle referenced above does the FCC states that if default proxies 

are used, certain requirements rnust be met. My plain English understanding of the rule 

suggests that there can be "proxies" different from the "default proxies" provided by the 

FCC. These non-default proxies must have a written basis for their selection, 47 CFR 

$5 1.707(a)(2), and are superseded in the event a study is perfoimed. Furthennore, these 

state specific proxies need only be "consistent with" the FCC default proxies. I have 

expressed one method of using the FCC's own analysis to capture known cost variances 

among geographically diverse populations. This method severs as a basis to develop 

Kentucky specific proxy values that are consistent but not identical to the FCC proxies. 

This approach appears not only reasonable given the circumstances, but in line with 47 

CFR $5 1.707(a). The information I have provided in this postion of my testimony 

provides information necessary for the Commission to set fosth in writing the reasonable 

basis for its selection of transport and termination proxy rates. 

21 Q: WILL YOU PLEASE HIGHLIGHT THE RF,COMMENDATIONS YOU MAKE 

22 TO THIS COMMISSION? 



1 A: I recosrunend this Commission recognize that TELRIC-based studies for the RLECs will 

2 take more time than what was allocated. 

3 Furthermore, I recommend that the Commission accept the information I have provided 

4 and judge it to be the best available information related to transport and termination rates 

5 in this proceeding. I recommend that based on this substantive infosrrlation, the 

6 Cornrnissioil determine that the $0.0 15 per minute of use rate for transport and 

7 termination is a fair rate and adequately reflects the fonvard-looking economic costs of 

8 providing transport and termination to CMRS providers indirectly interconnected to the 

9 RLECs. 

10 Q: DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR DIRF,CT TESTIMONY? 

11 A: Yes. 
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PREFILJED DIRECT TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM W. MAGRUDER 

Q: Please state your name, title and address. 

A: My name is William W. Magruder. I am Executive Vice President arid Chief Executive 

Officer for Duo County Telephone Cooperative. Our company's address is P.O. Box 80,2 150 

North Main Street, Jarnestown, Kentucky 42629. 

Q: Please describe your professional background. 

A: I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering from the University of 

Kentucky. I have almost 40 years of experience working in the rural telephone company 

industry in Kentucky. I have testified before this Commission on numerous occasions in 

virtually every administrative case of industry importance that involves settlements and the 

restnicturing of the telephone industry including the divestiture of AT&T. I am a fonner 

chairman of the National Exchange Camer Association ("NECA") and have served as president 

of the Kentucky Telephone Association ("KTA") on nurnerous occasions and currently serve on 

the boards of US Telecom and KTA. 

Q: Please provide a short description of your company. 

A: My company provides local exchange service to approximately 13,000 customers in rural 

south central Kentucky. We serve all or parts of Russell, Adair, Cumberland and Casey 

counties. Many of our areas, unfortunately, have some of the lowest per capita income in the 

Comnonwealth. I am particularly proud, however, that we have been providing modem state- 

of-the-art service to our customers for over 50 years. Today we provide the ability for all of our 
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customers to access broadband service regardless of where they live in our rural area. We 

depend heavily on Universal Service Funds ("USF"), access revenues and terminating revenues 

(including those from the CMRS carriers) to keep our rates at a level that our custorners can 

continue to afford to pay. 

Q: What is the purpose of your testimony today? 

A: Tlie purpose of my testimony is to introduce policy concerns and issues that the rural 

telephone companies ask the Commission to keep in mind as they work through this case and all 

the coinplications that the various industry experts will undoubtedly delineate at great length. It 

is important that the Commission keep some guiding principles at work to ensure that our local 

cooperative members or customers in rural ICentuclcy are not hainled. 

Q: Please describe your policy principles. 

A: 1. We comply with the interconnection nlles of tlie FCC. We currently have 

intercoivlection within our network (within our Russel Springs exchange, where our company's 

tandem switch is located) with the following carriers. 

a. Two IL,ECs - Windstream, for EAS, between two of our four exchanges 

and two of Windstream's exchanges, so that custorners within the same county that we both 

serve can have local calling to each other. We also have coizllectioil witli BellSouth for two 

distinct purposes. First, the Kentucky Restructured Settlement Plan ("I<RSPm) which tlie 

Coimnission approved allowed BellSouth to interconnect an intralata toll trunk group with our 
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company for the purpose of BellSouth's carriage of intralata toll to and from our local customers, 

based upon BellSouth's provision of that toll under the KRSP. Second, we recently entered into 

a Cormnission-approved interim settlement agreement between the niral L,ECs, CMRS carriers 

and BellSouth. This interim settlement agreement allowed BellSouth to terminate CMRS traffic 

on tlie same intralata toll tmnk group to our tandem under the tenns and conditions of that 

interim agreement whiclz will expire at the end of 2006. 

b. We also have interconnectio~i with 12 ilzterexchange carriers that connect 

to our access tandem (within our network) at the DS1 level for purposes of originating and 

terminating their interexchange traffic for customers who liave selected tlzern as their long 

distance carrier. 

c. We also have three CMRS carriers that provide cellular service within our 

operating area, and they also connect at the DS 1 level to our iietwork in our taizdem exchange 

area. 

We are able to identify, bill and maintain control of all traffic entering our 

network today from all of these carriers that connect to our iietwork through our taizdem under 

PSC or FCC approved tariffs or interconnection agreements. We liave riot been required to 

accept or terminate traffic from any carrier that does not confonn to applicable rilles, regulations 

and agreements . 

It is critical that our small rural company not be forced to accept traffic that our 

systems cannot identify, bill and control. It is my understa~~diizg that the Commission has never 

required BellSoutli or Windstream to establish any coimections at their tandems such that they 

could not control or identify the traffic entering their network. If our comnpanies were required to 

allow traffic to enter our network without those stringent controls, it is clear that arbitrage could 
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occur, and we could not ensure the integrity of traffic entering our network. Consequently, the 

whole structure of access or any other compensation mechanisms would be in jeopardy. 

2. We operate pursuant to Commission approved tariffs and agreements that have 

established the local calling scope of our local exchange customers. We should never be 

required to transport local calling traffic, or traffic of ally nature, beyond tlie physical confines of 

our network. It is my understanding that the Commissioll has not required BellSouth to transport 

any traffic outside of its physical network. Certainly the small rural carriers should not be 

required to do so either. 

3. The FCC established a rural exemption for small rural local carriers, such as the 

petitioners, that relieves us from having to perform expensive and uimecessary TEL,RIC studies 

for intercoimection purposes. The industry currently has cost studies that produce the data that 

allows the NECA to establish cost-based access rates that are used to charge the interexchange 

carriers for originating and terminating traffic on our networlts. Those NECA access rates are 

the lniilimum rate that should be allowed for interconnection. That rate is still below the costs of 

Duo County because our cost settlements fmm NECA exceed the amount of billed tariff rates 

that we bill the carriers and submit to NECA. The NECA access rate is below the effective rates 

that existing CMRS carriers pay, and any revenue reductioiis below current levels will ultilnately 

have to be recovered from rural telephone company end-users in the form of higher local rates. 

Our customers live and worlc in a relatively low income area and cannot afford, and should not 

be required, to subsidize the large national CMRS carriers in this proceeding. 

4. We are preseilting expert witnesses who will address these issues in detail and 

will address FCC requirements and the best informatioil that we can provide for the 

Co~~~niss ion 's  consideration. These experts will also address the rural telephone companies 
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areas of disagreement with the CMRS carriers, at least to the extent we understand the CMRS 

carriers' positions. We have proactively worked wit11 BellSouth, Windstream and the CMRS 

carriers to develop the interim settlement plan that cul-rently exists for CMRS carriers that do not 

operate in our own areas and do not have existing interconnection agreements. We initiated the 

interconnection negotiations that the interim agreement called for with little or no response &om 

some or all of the CMRS carriers. We had to initiate this arbitration proceeding so we could get 

a final interconnection agreement and the necessary tnlnking arrarlge~nents in place by the end of 

this year when the interim agreement ends. 

5.  I arn submitting this testimony to ask that this Commission do no harm to our 

small rural cooperative or the nxral telephone companies, in general. Our experts will provide 

tlie details, but I ask you to base your decisions and order on the following four principles: 

a. The rural telephone companies must be allowed to contin~le to identify, 

control and bill for any traffic entering our network. 

b. The rural telephone companies must not be required to change the 

structure of our local calling areas or have to transport any traffic beyond our respective 

networks. 

c. The rural telephone companies must not be required to accept traffic 

except under Commission or FCC tariffs or approved intercoimection agreements. 

d. We should not be required to tenninate traffic at rates less than our costs; 

othe~wise, our local cooperative members or customers will l~ave to subsidize the national 

wireless carriers. 

These principles are simple, and they make good coinmoil business sense. They 

are the principles under which we operate today. We interconnect with CMRS carriers and, 
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1 needless to say, those carriers seem to be doing very well. We look foiward to interconnecting 

2 with the remaining CMRS carriers under terns and conditions that are fair, equitable and do no 

3 harm to the small rural companies of this Commonwealth. 

4 

5 Q. Does this conslude your testimony? 

6 A. Yes, it does. Thank you. 

Respectfully submitted, 

DINSM 
1400 PNC Plaza 
500 West Jefferson Street 
Louisville, KY 40202 
(502) 540-2300 (telephone) 
(502) 585-2207 (fax) 
COUNSEL, TO PETITIONERS 
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111 the Matters of  

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
B E F o m  THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION RE~ECVED 

Petition of Ballard Rural Teleplione Cooperative ) 
Corporation, Inc. for Arbitration of Certain Terms ) 

SEP 8 B 2996 

and Conditions of Proposed Intercolmection ) 
Agreement with Alnerican Cellular Corporation ) 
fllda ACC I<entuclcy License LL,C, 1 Case No. 2006-002 15 
Pursuant to the Co~izlrlunications Act of 1934, ) 
as Amended by the Telecoln~nur~ications ) 
Act of 1996 ) 

Petition of Brandenburg Telepllone Colnpany ) 
For Arbitration of Certain Tenns and ) 
Conditio~~s of Proposed Intercormection 1 
Agreement with Cellco Partnership d/b/a ) 
Verizon Wireless, GTE Wireless of the ) Case No. 2006-00288 
Midwest Incorporated d/b/a Verizon Wireless, and ) 
I<entuclcy RSA No. 1 Pal-tnersllip d/b/a ) 
Verizon Wireless, Pursuant To The ) 
Coinrnunications Act of 1934, As A111ended ) 
by the Telecolnlnunications Act of 1996 1 

Petition of Duo County Telephone Cooperative ) 
Corporation, Inc. for Arbitration of Certain ) 
Tel~ns and Conditions of Proposed Interconnection ) 
Agreement with Cellco Partnership d/b/a ) Case No. 2006-002 17 
Verizon Wireless, GTE Wireless of the Midwest ) 
Incol-porated d/b/a, and I<entuclcy RSA No. 1 ) 
Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless, Pursuant to ) 
the Communications Act of 1934, as ainelided 1 
by the Teleco~nrnunications Act of 1996 ) 

Petition of Foothills Rural Telephone Cooperative ) 
Corporation, hic., for Arbitration of Certain Tenns ) 
and Conditions of Proposed Interconnectiol~ ) 
Agreement with Cellco Partriersl~ip d/b/a Verizon ) 
Wireless, GTE Wireless of the Midwest ) 
Incorporated d/b/a Verizon Wireless, and ICenh~clcy ) Case No. 2006-00292 
RSA No. 1 Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless, ) 
Pursuant to the Colnnlunications Act of 1934, 1 
as Amended by the Telecon~munications ) 
Act of 1996 ) 



Petition of Geadlea1-t Colnlnullicatiolls Inc. d/b/a ) 
Coalfields Telephone Conlpany, for Arl>itration of ) 
Certain Tellnls and Collditions of Proposed 1 
Intercolu~ection Agreelnent with Cellco Partnership ) 
d/b/a Verizo~l Wireless, GTE Wireless of the ) 
Midwest Incorporated d/b/a Verizon Wireless, and ) Case No. 2006-00294 
ISentucly RSA No. 1 Partnership d/v/a Verizoil ) 
Wiseless, Pursuant to the Colmllunications Act of ) 
1934, as Alllellded by the Telecolnrnullications ) 
Act of 1996 ) 

Petition of Logan Telephone Cooperative, Inc. 1 
For Asbitration of Certain Tel111s and 1 
Conditions of Proposed I~ltercollnection ) 
Agreement with Ainericall Cellular Corporation ) Case No. 2006-002 18 
fllda ACC ICentucky License LLC, Pursuant to ) 
the Comlnunications Act of 1934, as Amended ) 
by the Telecornillu~~ications Act of 1996 1 

Petition of Mountain Rural Telephone Cooperative ) 
Corporation, Inc., for Arbitration of Certain Telxls ) 
and Conditions of Proposed Intercolll~ection 1 
Agreement with Cellco Pat-tnership d/b/a Verizon ) 
Wireless, GTE Wireless of the Midwest ) Case No.2006-00296 
Illcoi-porated d/b/a Verizon Wireless, and ISenhlcky ) 
RSA No. 1 Partnership d/b/a Verizoll Wireless, ) 
Pursuant to the Comnlunications Act of 1934, ) 
as Anended by the Telecoi~~municatio~~s ) 
Act of 1996 1 

Petition of North Central Telephone Cooperative ) 
Corporation, for Arbitration of Certain Terlns and ) 
Collditiolls of Proposed Illtercollllectioll Agreement ) 
with American Cellular Col-poration fllda ACC ) 
ISenk~cly License LLC, Pursuant to the Case No. 2006-00252 
Colnlnullicatiolls Act of 1934, as Anended by ) 
The Telecoln~nullicatioi~s Act of 1996 ) 

Petition of Peoples Rural Telephone Cooperative ) 
for Asbitration of Certain Terms and Conditions ) 
of Proposed Interconnectiol~ Agreelnellt with 1 
Cellco Pal-trlership d/b/a Verizorl Wireless, 1 
GTE Wireless of the Midwest Illcorporated ) Case No. 2006-00298 
d/v/a Verizol~ Wireless, and I<entucky RSA 1 
No. 1 Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless ) 
Pursuallt to the Co~nlnu~~ications Act of ) 
1934, as Ajllellded by the Telecolnl~~unications ) 
Act of 1996 1 



Petition of South Central Rural Telephone 
Cooperative Corporation, Inc. for kl~itration 
Of Certain Terms and Conditions of Proposed 
Interconliection Agseement with Cellco 
Partnership d/b/a Verizon Wireless, GTE 
Wireless of the Midwest Incosporated d/b/a 
Verizon Wireless, and ICentuclcy RSA No. 1 
Partnersliip d/b/a Verizon Wireless, 
Pursuatit to tlie comlliunications Act of 1934, 
As Amended by the Telecomni~~nications 
Act of 1996 

Petition of Tliaclter-Grigsby Telephone Company, ) 
Inc., for Arbitration of Certain Tel-rns and ) 
Conditions of Proposed Interconnection Agreelrlent ) 
with Cellco Pal-tnersliip d/b/a Verizon Wireless, ) 
GTE Wireless of the Midwest Incorporated d/b/a ) 
Verizon Wireless, and Icentuclcy RSA No. 1 ) Case No. 2006-00300 
Pal-tnersllip d/b/a Verizon Wireless 1 
Pursuant to the Coi~lllnunications Act of 1934, ) 
as Atilended by the Teleconlinunications 1 
Act of 1996 

Petition of West Icenh~clcy Rural Telephone ) 
Cooperative Colyoratioa, Inc. for ) 
k17itration of Certain Tel-rils and 1 
Conditions of Proposed I~ltercoliriection 1 
Ageenlent with American Cellular Corporatioii ) Case No. 2006-00220 
fllda ACC I<enh~clcy License LLC, 1 
Pursuant to tlie Cocnmunications Act of 1934 ) 
as Anlended by the Teleconllilunications ) 
Act of 1996 ) 
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Direct Testimony of Steven E. Watltins 

September 29,2006 

1 Q: Please state your name, business address and telephone number. 

2 A: My nanie is Steven E. Watltins. My business address is 21 54 Wiscorlsin Avenue, N.W., 
3 Suite 290, Wasl~ington, D.C., 20007. My business pl~one number is (202) 333-5276. 

4 Q: What is your culrent position? 

5 A: I am self-employed providing teleconllnunications manageinent consulting services. 

6 Q: Did you provide testimony in this proceeding previously? 

7 A: Yes. I filed testinlony on solne preliminary issues 011 August 16, 2006 in the proceedings 
8 captioned above. 

9 Q: Did you include with your August 16, 2006 preliminary testilnony fiirther inforlnation 
10 regarding your bacltground and experience? 

11 A: Yes. 

12 Q: 011 whose behalf are you testifying? 

13 A: 1 all1 testifying on behalf of the entire set of Petitioners in the captioned proceedings. The 
14 Petitioners are twelve (12) small and 111ral telephone colnpanies and cooperatives 
15 providing local excl~ange ca~rier ("LEC") services to end users primarily in rural 
16 ICentuclcy. I will refer to these LBCs as the "RTCs." 
17 
18 Q: What is the purpose of your testimony? 

19 A: The purpose of my testilnony is to set fort11 the positions of the RTCs with respect to the 
20 list of issues to be resolved in the proceedings captioned above. The Respondent 
2 1 Colnlnercial Mobile Radio Service providers in tliis proceeding with be refelred to as the 
2 2 "CMRS Providers." 

23 Q: Before turning to the individual issues, do you have any general colnments? 

24 A: Yes. The RTCs respectfully urge the Colnrnissioll to review f~illy the bacltground, the 
2 5 FCC's rules discussion that reflect directly on many of the issues, and lily analysis set forth 
2 6 below in tliis Direct Testimony. When one reviews the entire record of FCC ~ ~ i l e s ,  one 
27 finds that Inany of tlie positions of the CMRS Providers simply cannot be squared with 
28 those l-~iles and the FCC's own analysis of its rilles. The CMRS Providers often attempt 
29 nlisleadingly to focus attention on one set of words in isolation of the fill1 set of definitions 
30 and conditions that the FCC has found to apply with respect to particular interconnection 



req~~ireinents. The CMRS Providers will liltely avoid a fill1 discussion of the issues, 
leaving a confused and inconlplete analysis. Tlle RTCs will show where tlle CMRS 
Providers' positions are iilconsisteiit with the rules and with the FCC's own discussion of 
those rules. If the CMRS providers' arguments were to be accepted and relied upon 
witl~out question, it could lead the Conl~nission to iillpropei- policy conclusions 
inconsistent wit11 tlle controlling statutory and regulatory requirements, as well as contrary 
to the best interests of the citizens of the Comii~onwealtl~. 

The RTCs expect that the CMRS Providers will inlply that the Commission sl~ould sinlply 
follow cei-tain decisions in other States. Tlle RTCs ask that this Colninission exainiiie the 
issues based upon the analysis we intend to set fol-tli in this proceeding. It is not clear 
what conclusions the CMRS Providers will attempt to infer froin other States' actions, but 
to the extent that those conclusions canilot be reconciled with the record set forth in this 
proceeding or wit11 the FCC's own analysis of its rules, they do not provide a basis for 
decisions iilcoilsisteilt with controlling federal and state regulations. To the extent that the 
confi~sioii tactics of the CMRS Providers have prevailed in one, or even a few states, or 
that the record in those decisions omit critical analysis (as the CMRS Providers would 
want to omit l~ere), it sl~ould not deter this Conlillission from exercising its owl1 judg~nent 
consistent wit11 the record developed in this proceeding. When the Conlinission loolts 
closely at the extraordinary requirements tile CMRS Providers seek to impose on the 
RTCs, it will be apparent that these proposals are not consistent with established stah~tory 
and regulatory requirements and are not consistent with sound public policy that would be 
in the best interests of the citizens of tlle Cominonwealtl~. 

The CMRS providers have atteinpted to stretch the n~les, requirements, and law well 
beyond their explicit scope in an effort to create an unwarsanted conipetitive advantage for 
tl~emselves by atteinpting to shift costs associated with their own network design and 
interconnection choices onto the RTCs. For their sole benefit, the CMRS providers have 
also attempted to force obligations on tlle RTCs far beyond those that actually apply 
pursuant to statute and regr~lation -- obligations that (as the CMRS Providers propose) 
would require the RTCs to provision iiltercoilnection arrange~nents and se~vices far 
beyond that which is equal to what they do for themselves or with other carriers. 

Q: Do you have any other general comments? 

A: Yes. The teims and conditions that the CMRS Providers have bilaterally entered into with 
BellSouth, ii~cluding bilaterally designed "transit" al~aiigements, cannot result in a 
colllpetitive disadvantage for the RTCs. But that is what the CMRS Providers intend. 
BellSouth decided without authorization or agreement froill the RTCs to conibine CMRS 
Provider traffic with BellSouth's own interexchange canier access traffic for termination 
to the RTCs and tllen sought to remove itself from coinpensatiori responsibility -- a right 
that no other i~iterexchange carrier Ins. Were it not for the legacy intrastate interexchange 
canier role that BellSoutll occupies, and the established access facilities with the RTCs, 
the commingled traffic, tandel~l-switched ai~aiigement that BellSoutli designed for its 
benefit and the CMRS Providers would not have been available. BellSouth offered transit 
ail-angeinents to CMRS Providers which necessarily involved the RTCs but did not 



provide notice to, or coilsent or authorization fsom, the RTCs. As such, BellSouth has 
offered al-rangeinents to the CMRS Providers whic11 BellSoutl~ cannot deliver. 

The RTCs have no obligatioi~ to accept tlle specific arrangement that BellSouth has 
designed for third-party traffic. Many of the RTCs have invested in switcl~ing, traffic 
identification, ineasurement, and recording equipment so that they would not have to rely 
on BellSoutll to deteimine billing and compensation. The proposals of the CMRS 
Providers (bilaterally with BellSouth) would deprive the RTCs of their ability to use their 
own capabilities and would force theill, involuntarily, to rely on BellSouth. It is important 
that ally ii~terconnection that BellSouth has with the RTCs for CMRS Provider traffic be 
designed in a lilanrler that does not foreclose the RTCs fiom using their ow11 facilities and 
capabilities, as must be the case in a competitive world. 

In any event, the teixis and cor~ditiolls that inay apply between BellSouth or ally other 
third party intelmedialy and each RTC (for the sole benefit of the CMRS Providers) 
cannot provide BellSouth or the CMRS providers with an opportunity to iillpose anti- 
competitive teil~ls on the RTCs. The RTCs are willing to contii~ue to allow BellSouth to 
act as a facilities intennediaiy, but o~lly pursuant to terins that address the RTCs' rights to 
identify, measure and record traffic for themselves under tiunlting ail-angements that 
support that result. The apparent proposals of the CMRS providers would iillpose anti- 
competitive conditions because their terins assuiile that the RTCs are forced to accept a 
subordillate network position relative to BeIISouth thereby il~alciilg the RTCs involulitai-ily 
dependent on BellSouth. There call be no requireinellt for the RTCs' end of'fices to 
subtend a BellSoutli tandem; tliere can be no requiremeilt for tlle RTCs to be forced to 
rely on BellSoutli to perf01111 iletworlc fi~nctions for the RTCs that the RTCs are prepared 
to perf01111 for thel~~selves (e.g., to identify and measure traffic for themselves ~~s i i l g  
ti-u~lnlting arrallgeinents that will allow that capability). BellSouth has no fi~ndameiital right 
to unilaterally coininingle third pasty CMRS Provider traffic with its owl1 iilterexcl~ailge 
carries ("KC") traffic over access facilities because t l~is deprives the RTCs of the ability 
to identify and measure CMRS Provider traffic for themselves. The CMRS Providers and 
the RTCs call be interconnected indirectly via BellSouth, provided that BellSoutl~ 
provisioi~s dedicated trurilting al-sangelnents with the RTCs that will allow the RTCs to 
identify and nleasure traffic for theil~selves. 

The RTCs have evely reason, in a conlpetitive world, not to want to rely on BellSouth. 
The CMRS Providers have no involuiltarily obligatioil to rely on BellSouth; and the rights 
of the RTCs are no different. 

Q: Have the CMRS Providers provided an explailation of their positioils on the issues they 
have identified for arbitration? 

A: No. The CMRS Providers, in their Colisolidated Response filed on July 7, 2006, have 
identified issues and what their proposed resolutioil of those issues would be, but provide 
very little discussion about how that resoIutioil is supported by the controlling 1111es and 
FCC analysis of tllose applical7le n~les .  Therefore, the RTCs are liil~ited here in their 
ability to respoild with discussio~l and analysis without lnowii~g the actual rationale that 
the CMRS Providers have relied upon for their proposed resolutioi~s. 



1 Q: How will you organize the relllaitlder of your Direct Testimony? 

2 A: I will set forth the explanation of, and rationale for, the RTCs' positio~ls on each issue in a 
3 series of individual sectioils to follow. I will start my discussion of each issue on a new 
4 page to facilitate disasse~llbly of this document into specific issues. 



ISSUE 1. How should the Interconnection Agreeii~ent identify traffic that is subject to reciprocal 
compensation? 

Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue I? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: The Interconnectiorl Agreenlent should use the tell11 
"Telecommunicatiol~s Traffic" as defined in the FCC's Rules, instead of the term "Sul7ject 
Traffic" as proposed by the RTCs. 

Q: Can you suinillarize the RTCs' position on Issue l ?  

A: Suiliillarv of RTC Position: This issue is siillply whether tlie words "Subject Traffic" or 
"Telecominui~ications Traffic" should be used to dellote traffic subject to Section 
251(1))(5) of the Act. IJse of the words "Subject Traffic" is sililply designed to avoid 
unnecessaiy conf~~sion. The RTCs lnaintain that the scope of traffic to be included and 
addressed in the Agreeillent is that traffic subject to the requirenlents of Sectioil25 1(1>)(5) 
of the Act and the FCC's Subpart EI intercomlection 1~1les. The challges that the CMRS 
providers propose to the Agseemellt go beyond that definition and the FCC's explicit 
discussioli of the scope of traffic subject to its Subpart H ix~les. The RTCs chose to use 
the words "Sul),ject Traffic" to illeail traffic that is subject to the FCC's reciprocal 
coillperisation (i.e., Subpart H) i-ules. (I am attaching as Exhibit 1 to this Direct 
Testimoily a copy of the FCC's Subpai-t I i  rules.) The RTCs did not use tlie words 
'Telecominui~icatioils Traffic" (as proposed by the CMRS Providers) because not all 
Telecoiilil~unicatiolls is within the scope of the reciprocal compensation (Subpart H) rules, 
and the use of the word "Telecoli~munications" therefore leads to urmecessary confusion. 
The proposed use of the words "Subject Traffic" by the RTCs is intended to avoid this 
confi~sion. 

Furthermore, the changes tliat the CMRS Providers have proposed for the definition of 
"Subject Traffic" or "Telecomi~~unicatioils Traffic" are not sufficiently detailed to avoid 
confusion with respect to the proper application of the tellns of the Agree~nent. With this 
in mind, the RTCs' positioii is that the following alternative for this definition captures the 
appropriate concepts and conditions: 

"Sul7ject Traffic" is as defined in 47 C.F.R. $ 51.701(b)(2) and is traffic exchatlged 
between a local exchange service end user of a LEC and a mobile wireless end user 
of a CMRS Provider that, at the beginning of the call, originates and terminates 
within the saille Major Trading Area. The definition and use of the te1111 "Subject 
Traffic" for purposes of this Agreement has no effect on the definition of local 
traffic or tlie geograpl~ic area associated with local calling under either Pai-ty's 
respective end user selvice offerings. 

The substitutioi~ of tlie word "S~ll?ject" does not change the meaning of the Agreement 
coinpared to the use of the word "Telecoininunications." It is the view of tlie RTCs that 
the use of this tern ft~rther avoids the uilnecessaly collfusion that could be the result by 
the use of the misleadingly tel-med "Telecomrnunicatioi~s Traffic" definition proposed by 
the CMRS Providers. 



FlJRTHER ANALYSIS 

I-Iow did the FCC define the scope of traffic subject to the FCC's Subpart FI rules wit11 
respect to niobile user traffic? 

It defines this scope of traffic as traffic between a LBC and a CMRS Provider that, at the 
beginning of the call, originates arid terininates within tlie saliie Major Tradiizg Area 
("MTA"). 

Is tliis issue related to other issues in this proceeding? 

This issue overlaps wit11 the other CMRS Providers' issues regarding the scope of traffic 
and the particular all-angements properly inclrrded under the FCC's Subpart H rules. Most 
directly, this Issue 1 overlaps witli Issue 9 whereby the CMRS Providers would expand 
the scope of the Subpart H rules to iniproperly include traffic of Interexcllange Carriers. 
This Issue 1 is also interrelated to Issue 2 whereby the CMRS Providers apparently seelc 
to require the RTCs to accept CMRS Provider traffic from BellSoutli over trunlts on 
which BellSoutl~ has colnrningled its own interexchange carrier traffic, an arrangement not 
included under tile scope of tlle Subpart H rules and FCC discussion. I will fi~rther 
elaborate in tlie discussion of Issues 2 and 9. Tlie discussion, below, in the context of tliis 
Issue 1, sliould be viewed as a prelude to that ful"c1er discussion. 

Do tlle Subpart H rules include traffic between a11 interexcl~ange service provider and a 
CMRS Provider? 

No. I will further explain that coiiclusion in the discussion of Issue 9. 

How is the location of the nlobile user of the CMRS Provider to be dete~lnitied for the 
application of the rule cited above? 

The location of the mobile user is based on the cell site serving the ~llobile user at the 
beginning of the call. See the FCC's First Report arid Order in its competitive 
interconnection proceeding in CC Doclcets 96-98 and 95-185 released Augr~st 8, 1996 at 
paragraphs 1043-1044 (to be referred to as the "Fir*sl Report nr7d Order-"). 

Has the FCC explained tliat tlle scope of tlie Subpart H reciprocal compensation rtlles 
apply witli respect to a L,EC's local exchange services? 

Yes. In the section of the FCC's First Report aud Order discussing the application of the 
Subpart I-I 1111es with respect to interconnection regarding "CMRS-Related Issues," the 
FCC explicitly states that the scope of the these rules is restricted to local exchange 
services. Specifically, tlie FCC's local interconiiection order states: 

As discussed above, pursuant to section 25 1(b)(5) of tlie Act, all local exchange 
carriers, including small incumbent LECs and small entities offering colnpetitive 
local exchange services, have a duty to establish reciprocal collipensation 
all-angelnents for the trailsport and termination of local exchange service. CMRS 



providers, including sniall entities, and LECs, including slllall incumbent LECs and 
slllall entity co~npetitive LECs, will receive reciprocal compensation for 
te~lninating certain traffic that origil~ates on the lietworlts of other cal-siers, and will 
pay sucl-~ compensation for certain traffic that they trallslllit and terllli~late to other 
cal-siers. . . . 

First Reyord n71cE Order at para. 1045 (e~nphasis added). 

What significance does the use of the ~ulderlined words "certaili traffic" have here? 

The FCC recognized that not all traffic is sub.ject to these 1-ules. However, the CMRS 
Providers would like to imnpel~ziissibly change the word "certain" to llleall "all." Not glJ 
traffic that pllysically originates on the networlts of LECs is within the scope of the 
Subpart H rules. Instead, as the language of the above-referenced discussion clearly 
demonstrates, only local excl~ange service traffic is within the scope of those rules. I will 
provide in my discussioll of Issue 9 below further evidence that interexcl~alige traffic is not 
Section 25 l(b)(S) traffic. 



ISSUE 2. Should the Interconnection Agseement apply to traffic exchanged directly, as well as 
traffic exchanged indirectly, through BellSout11 or another intermediary cat-sier? 

Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue 2? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: Yes. Consisteilt with federal law and Comn~ission precedent, 
the In te rco~~~iec t io~~ Agreement should apply to tsaffic exchanged via direct and indirect 
interconllection arrangements. 

Q: Can you summarize the RTCs' position on issue 2? 

A: Sullllnary of RTC Position: The RTCs aclu~owledge the general requireirlent for carriers 
to interconnect directly or indirectly with the facilities and eq~~ ip~nen t  of other 
telecol~~~nunications carriers. But that general requirement does not create specific 
requirelnei~ts for, or deterlnine the specific nlanner under which, cai~iers exchange traffic 
(subject to the FCC's Subpart H rules) with or through other carriers. It is the FCC's 
Subpart H rules that address those terms, and those terms are separate and apart frolr~ the 
any general requirements under Section 25 1 (a) of the Act. The Subpai-t H rules require, at 
most, that the exchange of traffic snbject to the Section 25 l(b)(5) of the Act take place at 
a point within the incmnbent LEC's network within the L,ATA with which the L,EC's 
service is associated. Whether the CMRS Provider is collnected to that point directly or 
indirectly does not change this l-ule. The CMRS Providers are attelllptillg ilnproperly to 
expand the scope of the general Section 25 I (a) requirenlent to iinpose involuntary 
amngelnents far beyond the RTCs' obligations. 

The CMRS Providers also conf~~se  the terms "direct" and "indirect" with the entirely 
different concepts of "dedicated" and "commoi~" trunlcing. The CMRS Providers lnay 
coimect according to the optioils that the FCC set fort11 in its rulernalci~lg for its Subpai-t 
H. As such, dedicated trunl<ing between the RTC and a CMRS Provider can be 
provisioned on an direct or indirect basis consistel~t with the options the FCC has 
described. 

There are ollly two ways that a carrier may intercoiulect with the RTCs: either (i) pursuant 
to the terms of tariffs; or (ii) pursuant to a contractual agreement. If the CMRS Providers 
are to be allowed to utilize coillmingled traffic options for traffic delivery up to a threshold 
level of traffic, then mutually agreeable terllls and conditions between the RTCs and any 
intermediary carrier (e.g., BellSouth) will need to be established. The CMRS Providers, in 
the context of their bilateral agree~nents with BellSouth (to which the RTCs are not 
pal-ties), do not have any right to dictate the trunlcing ai-rangeillents that BellSouth has 
with the RTCs or to restrict the RTCs' competitive rights to design and deploy their own 
networlcs without interference from BellSouth or the CMRS Providers. Moreover, the 
bilateral CMRS Provider-BellSouth agreeinents cannot be used to lilnit the RTCs' ability 
to identify and lneasure CMRS Provider traffic for themselves. Tl-unk groups for any 
allowable illdirect interconnection arsangell~ents that inay iilvolve an interil~edialy cal-sier 
(including BellSouth) lllust be consti-ucted in a manner that requires dedicated tr-unlcs for 
indirect CMRS Provider traffic (albeit through an intenlledia~y) when the voluine of traffic 
is more than an insignificant alnount. 111 this way, each RTC can identify and measure 



1 traffic (provided that traffic is inore tl1a11 an illsigriificallt level) without being forced to rely 
2 on BellSouth. 

3 FURTHER ANALYSIS 

4 Q: I-Iow will you organize your discussion of this issue? 

5 A: I will discuss this issue in two parts: (i) How should the ll~terco~iliectioii Agreement 
6 address traffic that the CMRS Providers request to terminate on the lletworlts of the RTCs 
7 pursuant to the applicable l-ules and requirements, ilicludillg requirelnents related to direct 
8 and indirect intercoix~ection; and (ii) How should the h~tercolmection Agreement address 
9 local exchange service traffic that the RTCs terminate to the CMRS Providers pursuant to 

10 the applicable rules and requirel~ients? 

11 Q: Is this Issue 2 related to other issues? 

12 A: Yes, Tlie (b) past of Issue 2 is related to Issues 5 and 16 where the CMRS Providers have 
13 apparently proposed assal~geinents that would improperly require the RTCs to provision 
14 iiltercollliection and service al-rangements for local exchalige services (under the CMRS 
15 Providers' expanded concept of "indirect interco~~llection") which overreaches the RTCs' 
16 obligations under the colltrolling regulatoly requirements. 

17 CMRS ORIGINATED TRAFFIC TERMINATED ON THE RTCs' NETWORKS 

18 Q: YOLI state that tlie general requirelnellts to interco~mect directly or illdirectly pursuallt to 
19 Section 25 S(a) of the Act do not address the exchallge of traffic. How did you colne to 
20 that conclusion? 

Section 25 1(a) of the Act sets forth the "general duty" of illterconilectioll and is separate 
and distinct from the specific Section 25 S(b)(5) requirements and the FCC's Subpart H 
rules regarding ilitercolinectioxl for the tral~sport and ter~nination of traffic that is within 
tlie scope of Section 25 l(b)(5). Section 25 l(a) of tlie Act establishes no standards or 
requireinents for the exchange of Section 25 S(b)(5) "local" traffic; it is the FCC's Subpart 
H 1111es which solely establish those standards. The general requirelnents of Section 
25 1 (a) create no obligation, whatsoever, for a LEC (i) to originate or deliver traffic; (ii) to 
provision a particular local service for its end users, or (iii) to pl-ovision sollle 
extraordillary fonn of service or interconnection arraligelilent at the request of solne other 
carrier. W11ile the FCC has stated tliese col~clusions more tl~aii once, I will point to a few 
paragraphs in a Menzor*andunz Opinion n11d Order released by the FCC on March 13, 
200 1, in File No. E-97-003 ("Atlas Decision") begill~iiilg at paragraph 23 3. 

23. Colnplailiallts base their argument 011 an enoneous iilterpretation of the tenn 
"intercorulect" in sectiotl25 l(a)(l). We have previously held that the term 
"intercoru~ection" refers solely to the pl~ysical linking of two netwol-Its, and not to 
the exchange of traffic between networks. In the Local Col~zpetition Order, we 
specifically drew a distinction between "intercoiinection" and "transport and 



tem~inatioll," and concluded that the term "intercolunection," as used in section 
25 1(c)(2), does not iilclude the duty to transport and terminate traffic. 
Accordingly, section 5 1.5 of our rules specifically defines "interconnection" as "the 
li~llcing of two networlts for the mutual exchange of traffic," and states that this 
tei-m "does not i~lclude the transport and teril~ination of traffic." 

24. Coillplainailts argue that the te1-m "intercoiulection" has a different llzeaning in 
section 25 1(a) than in section 25 l(c). According to Complainants, section 251(a) 
blends the collcepts of "interconnection" and "transport arid telmination," and "the 
only way for AT&T and [Total] to interconnect under Section 25 l(a)(l) is for 
AT&T to purchase [Totall's seivices at its tariffed rate." 

25. We find nothing in tlie statutory sclzelne to suggest that the tell11 
"intel-coll~lection'' has one ~ n e a n i n ~  in section 25 1(a) and a different meaning in 
section 25 l ( c n  The st~xlctclre of section 25 1 suppo~ts this conclusion. Section 
25 1(a) ilnposes relatively linlited obligations on all telecol~ilnunications carriers; 
section 25 1(b) imposes moderate duties on local exchange tarsiers; and section 
25 1 (c) imposes i~iore stringent obligations on incu~nbent LECs. Thus, section 25 1 
of the Act "create[sl a three-tiered hierarchy of escalating obligations based on the 
type of cal-sier involved." As explained above, section 25 I(c) does not require - 
incumbent L,ECs to transport and terlninate traffic as part of their obligation to 
interconnect. Accordingly, it would not be logical to confer a broader meaning to 
this tern as it appears in the less-burdensolne section 25 1(a). 

26. Furthennore, alllong the subparts of this provision, section 25 1 (b)(5) 
establishes a duty for all local exchange call-iers to "establisli reciprocal 
colnpensation arrangements for the transport and tel~nination of 
telecolnniunications~" L,ocal exchange cal-siers, then, are subject to section 
25 1 (a)'s duty to intercon~lect and section 25 l(b)(S)'s duty to establish 
arrangements for the transport and tellnination of traffic. Thus, the term 
interconnection, as used in section 25 l(a), cannot reasonably be interpreted to 
enconlpass a gelleral requirelizent to transport and tennillate traffic. Othelwise, 
section 25 1(b)(5) would cease to have independent ~neanillg, violating a well- 
established principle of statutoly constl-uction requiring that effect be giver] to 
evely portion of a statute so that no poltion becoiiles inoperative or lneaningless . 

Id. (foottlotes omitted, emphasis added). 

To the extent that the CMRS Providers suggest req~~irernents in this proceeding that go 
beyond the general and limited requirenlents of "direct and indirect" illterconnection under 
Section 251(a) of the Act, their proposals should be re,jected. AII arbitration caluiot result 
in the ilnposition of interconnection requirenlel~ts that go beyond what the Act requires or 
go beyond the regulations prescribed by the FCC. See 47 U.S.C. $ 252(c). 

Q: Are the RTCs already in colnpliance with the requirements of Section 25 1(a)? 



Yes. They have not refi~sed to connect with any carrier. The RTCs are willing to connect 
their networlcs with ally other carriel that requests such connection consistelit with 
applicable regulatoiy requirements. However, under the nlost extrenle requirements, the 
RTCs' obligations with respect to interconnection with the facilities and equipment of 
other carriers are linlited to arrangelnents equal (but not greater than) that provided by the 
RTC to itself or to any other carrier. The RTCs are not required to provision superior or 
extraordinary arrangelnents beyond that level. 

Do the provisions of Section 25 1 (a) create any specific req~~irenlents under which an 
inte~~nediary such as BellSouth connects with the RTCs for purposes of ternlinating the 
CMRS Providers Section 25 1 (b)(5) traffic? 

No. Section 25 1(a) and the associated ililplelnentation rules (i) do not ilnpose any specific 
standards; (ii) do not impose requirements to provide some specific local exchange selvice 
to end users; and (iii) do not dictate hiel-archical network all-angelnents (i.e., no 
requirelnerlt that the RTC's end offices subtend a BellSouth tanden1 fbr tellninating 
CMRS Provider traffic and no requirenlent tliat the RTC abandon its own traffic 
identification and measurement capabilities and be forced to rely 011 BellSouth for those 
f~~nctions). 

If Section 25 1 creates a three-tiered hierarchy of requirements, what would be required 
under the lnost burdensolne requirements under Section 25 1 (c)? 

Even under the inost rigorous require~rlents that apply to non-rural incumbent LECs, the 
incumbent LEC must provide illtercon~lection for the transmission and routing of calls & 
any technically feasible point within the incu~nbent carrier's ~~etworlc. Moreover, these -. 
requireinents do not impose any obligations on the incu~llbent LEC that are niore than a 
level equal to that which the irlcunlbeiit LEC provides to itself or any other pai-ty. See 47 
U.S.C. $$25 1(~)(2)(A)-(C). 

What 111les govelx the arrangeinents whereby the RTCs will terlninate tlle CMRS 
Providers traffic that is within the scope of Section 251(b)(5) of the Act. 

It is the FCC's Subpart H rules. 

In adopting the Subpart H rules, did the FCC discuss tlle options that CMRS Providers 
have for direct and indirect interconnection with the RTCs' networlcs for tlle transport and 
tellninatiori of traffic? 

With respect to tlle establishnleilt of the facilities between L,ECs and other can-iers for the 
ter~nination of traffic that is within the scope of the FCC's Subpart H rules and Section 
25 1 (b)(5) of the Act, the FCC explicitly stated what tlle direct and indirect options are: 

Many alternative arrangelnents exist for the provision of transport between the two 
networks. These ail-angernents include: dedicated circuits provided either by the 
incunlbent LEC, the other local seivice provider, separately by each, or jointly by 
botli; facilities provided by alternative carriers; unbuiidled network elenlents 



provided by inculnbent LECs; or similar network f~~nctions cul-sently offered by 
incumbent LECs on a tariffed basis. 

First Report ~11d  Order at para 10.39 

Do tlle FCC's rules and regulations pennit interexchange carriers to colnlningle CMRS 
Provider traffic with the IXC's own access traffic as a method of indirect interconnection 
for the exchange of traffic subject to the FCC's Subpart H ~xlles? 

No. Where an interexcllange carrier carries the traffic of a CMRS Provider and terminates 
that traffic to a LEC, this traffic is subject to access charges, and the terms for access 
traffic are outside of the scope of the Subpart H rules. See First Re~7or.t and Orcer at 
paras. 1043 (". . . lnost traffic between LECs and CMRS providers is not subject to 
interstate access charges unless it is canied by an IXC . . . .") 

Has the FCC conducted any rulelnaltings that exanlined whether IXCs should be allowed 
to colnrningle multiple cal-riers' traffic over access facilities? 

In the context of access services required of LECs, and in direct response to the concel-ns 
of slllall LECs such as the RTCs, the FCC has decided that there sliould be no LEC 
requirement to offer access selvices whereby an access facility connection is "shared" 
alnollg ~nultiple carriers: 

"[Tlhe record indicates that a ~nandated split billing tariff would be costly and 
burdensolne to lnany sniall LECs and, based on that record, we conclude that the 
benefits would not outweigh these costs. OPASTCO states that, although in 
general LECs lnay not be affected econoniically by mandated split billing, small 
LECs would be inore likely to be harrned by non-payment, as well as by having to 
support the additional adnlinistrative costs that would be incurred to supelvise tlle 
provision of split billing." 

See Report and Orde~", 117 the Matter oj  T~*a~-lsport Rate St~zrcture and Pricing, Resale, 
Sliared Use alld Split Billing, released by the FCC on March 5, 1998 in CC Doclcet No. 
91-213, at para. 17 (footnote omitted). 

Did the FCC include in the Subpart H 1~1les an arrangement whereby an intrastate 
interexchal-~ge carrier obtaining access from a RTC could coni~ningle CMRS Provider 
traffic in what is referred to as a "tandeni transit" al-sangement? 

No. In over 700 pages of the FCC's First Report alld Order and its ilnplelnentirlg ~x~les ,  
there is no discussion of commingled tandenl-switched a~rangenients under which an 
interexchallge carrier would commingle third-party CMRS Provider traffic under tenns 
not sub.ject to access. In fact, the words and/or concepts of "transit," "transit selvice," 
and "transit traffic" do not appear in that document. F~lrthelmore, the so-called 
comnzingled traffic, tandern-switched transit al-rangements present a whole set of 
competitive i~nplications for which there has been no rulemaking notice, opportrinity for 
colmnent or consideration of the issues (some, as 1 have explained where the colnpetitive 



choices of the RTCs could be linlited by BellSouth and the CMRS Providers or where the 
ability of RTCs to utilize their own traffic identification and measurement is undermined 
by the actions of Bell co~npanies and CMRS Providers). 

Moreover, the FCC has concluded (in an arbitration proceeding with a large Bell 
company) that the FCC had "not had occasion to deterlnine whether incumbent LECs 
have a duty to provide transit service under this [Section 25 1 (c)(2)] provision of the 
statute, nor do we find clear Commission precedent or rules declaring such a duty." See 
Memorniid~ir7z Oj7inior1 and O~~der- released July 17, 2002 by the FCC in CC Docket Nos. 
002 18, 00-249, and 00-25 1 at para. 1 17. There can be no pres~imption of regulations 
requiring the RTCs to acquiesce to BellSouth's interexchange carrier cornlni~igled traffic 
al-sangement if there has been no finding that such arrangements are even required under 
the intercomlection obligations set forth in the Act. The specific trunl<ing design for sucll 
intermediary arrangements, as well as the rights of tlle RTCs to design their netwol-ks so 
that they can identify and measure CMRS Provider traffic, are issues that would have to 
be addressed in the context of any fiiture proceeding that n~ight establish s~ich obligations. 
111 fact, the only typical three-party a~~angeinent recognized by the FCC in its 700 page 
interconnection order is one that involves an K C  as the inte~~llediaiy, and such 
arrangements and all of the traffic being delivered through an IXC are subject to the terms 
of the telminating LBC's access tariffs. First Report nncl O~*der at para. 10.34. 

Do the RTCs have to accept a transit al~angernent with BellSouth where BellSouth 
conlnling1es other carriers' traffic over access al~angernents? 

No. There is no requirement that the RTC participate in such al-rangements with 
BellSouth. The ICentucky industly agreement that ends at the end of 2006 is only an 
interim measure, not required by the interconnection regulations, that provided the CMRS 
Providers wit11 the opportuliity to pursue new arrangelllents in the interim, which they 
apparently have not done. 

Do the Section 25 1(a) or 25 l(b) rules establish any greater requirements for the LECs 
than that which apply to the CMRS providers? 

No. The RTCs cannot force the CMRS Providers into a transit assangenlent with 
BellSonth, and neitller the CMRS Providers nor BellSouth have any right to force the 
RTCs into a transit asrangement whereby the traffic of the CMRS Providers is 
co~n~ningled with interexchange carrier traffic. The Sections 25 1(a) and 25 I(\)) 11iles 
effectively apply equally to the parties. 

Are the RTCs willing to allow for arrangements rlilder wl.lich the CMRS Providers 
connect to the RTCs indirectly thro~igl? BellSouth facilities for the termination of the 
CMRS Providers' traffic that is within the scope of the Agseernent? 

Consistelit with the FCC's interconllection options that I outlined above, the RTCs are 
willing to establish mutually agreeable tl-clldcing al-sangeinents with a third party provider 
(including potentially BellSouth) which would provide the CMRS Providers with the 
ability to tennillate tlle CMRS Providers' traffic to the RTCs, but only under proper 



1 conditions. This would entail -- at a bare ininimuill -- dedicated interconnection facilities 
2 to the RTCs whenever the volume of traffic exceeds a de minitnus level. 

I-Iow should the tr~ullting between any inte~~llediaiy (including BellSoutll) and the RTCs 
be provisioned so that the RTCs can identify and measure CMRS Provider tertnillatiilg 
traffic without reliance on the interlnedialy? 

Tr~nl t  groups separate and apart fi-om the access trunks should be established for CMRS 
Provider traffic that BellSo~~th (or sonie other intei~ilediaiy) would deliver to the RTCs. 
When the amount of traffic that any single CMRS Provider tern~ii~ates in this nlatlner is 
insignificant in terms of minutes and cotnpeilsation dollars, then the CMRS Providers' 
traffic may be included in a cotllbined CMRS Provider trunk group with other low volunie 
CMRS Providers. When the tenninati~lg traffic fi-o~n a single CMRS Provider reaches a 
DS-I level of traffic, a separate trunk group should be established so that the RTC can 
identify and nleasure the traffic over the dedicated tl~~inlt group wit11 its own facilities and 
equipment. Also, wliere de minililus levels of CMRS Provider traffic are combined on the 
satile indirect tt-ullk gro~ip, all signaling and call identification infor~nation should be passed 
and delivered to the RTCs. 

Why do tlie RTCs not want to be forced to rely on BellSouth for traffic identificatioii and 
nleasurement? 

In a competitive world, no carrier can be required involuntarily to rely on its colnpetitor or 
potential competitor. Many of the RTCs l~ave inade significant capital expenditures and 
illvestillent in order to put in place the ability to identify, iileasure and record traffic that 
they telillinate from other carriers. These cai-riers' efforts should not be rendered useless, 
and these cai-riers should not be forced to rely on a coinpetitor (i.e., BellSouth), just 
because the CMRS Providers and BellSouth demand such a result. 

I-lave the RTCs generally invested in their network so as not to have to rely on colllpanies 
such as BellSouth? 

Yes. I have over 30 years experience with LECs such as the RTCs. Over the last few 
decades, illany sinall and rural L,ECs, including many of the RTCs, have reconfigured their 
networlts and end office switclling l~ierarchy and have deployed their owl1 tandem switcl~es 
and related lneasureinent and recording facilities for the express purpose of removing 
tlienlselves froill dependence on large LECs suc1-1 as BellSouth. All stnall LECs remain 
cancel-ned based on their experiences with inaccurate measurement, unidentified traffic, 
nlissing settlements, and other less than acceptable methods and results with respect to the 
large LEC's performance of these fiinctions. In response to circulnstances, illany smaller 
LECs have configured their networlts (i.e., established tandems and deployed 
measurement equipinent) so that they can identify and measure traffic for tl~emselves, 
thereby freeing themselves from reliance on a large LEC whicll tilay or, inore Iiltely, inay 
not talte sufficient care of these functions on behalf of the sinall LECs. - 

Call you cite a specific exatnple before the FCC? 



Yes. 111 an access proceeding involving a small LEC and its relationship with BellSouth, 
the FCC agreed with the Public Service Telepliolle Company in Georgia ("PSTC") that it 
was allowed to reconfig~~re its networlc for these very purposes: 

Further, PSTC is upgrading its perlnanent networlc not only to provide equal 
access and 800 nulnber portability, but to decrease its reliance on the facilities of a 
potential conlpetitor with wllich PSTC has already allegedly ellcountered 
il~easurement and reliability problems. 

Menzor.ar?dul.iz Opiliion and Order; hi  the Mcitter qf Alblet (3b~~z1~zunicatio~is Services, I11c. 
v. P~ihlic Service Telepholle Conzpallji, released by the FCC on October 8, 1996, in File 
No. E-93-099 at para. 17. 

The FCC noted PSTC's reason "that when [PSTC] noticed lneasurernerlt and reliability 
problems with BellSout11's networlc, [PSTC] decided to reconfigure its own networlc to 
reduce reliance 011 BellSouth." Id at para. 9. 

How are the issues in this proceeding related to the RTCs' right not to rely on BellSoutli 
for traffic identification, measurement, and records? 

The identification and measurement of traffic is vital to the RTCs own, independent 
operations. BellSouth's actions over the last several years, under whicll it choose 
unilaterally to use its established access trunlcing arrangenlents in place with RTCs to 
colnlllingle third party traffic and the11 to argue that it should not be responsible for such 
actions has essentially negated the RTCs' tanden? and measurement options and has 
undermined the RTCs' investments in these fr~nctions and ability to measure for 
tl~ernselves. Additionally, by unilaterally changing the terins of the access ti~lnlting 
arrangements with the RTCs to include multiple carriers' traffic under different 
circumstances, the RTCs' network choices liave been h~r t l~er  under~nined. There will be a 
cl~illilzg effect on competition if large LECs can dictate networlc design to srnaller carriers. 

Regardless of whether or how a CMRS Provider may use the facilities of BellSouth to 
establish indirect intercollnection with the RTC, where is the "interconnection point" to be 
pursuant to the FCC's Subpart H rules? 

T l ~ e  FCC's Subpart H mles explicitly state that the interconnection point is established 
between the networlcs of- carriers that are the parties to the colnpeiisation 
al-sangement. For example, Section 5 1.701(c) of the Subpart H rules defines transport as 
" . . . the transnlissioli and any necessary tandem switching of telecomnmnications traffic 
subject to section 25 1(b)(5) of the Act from the interconnection point between the two 
carriers to the terminating cal~ier's end office switch that directly selves the called party, 
or equivalent facility provided by a carrier other than an inculnbent L,EC." [1Jnderlining 
added.] Similarly, in adopting the Subpai-t k1 rules, the FCC described this frat~~eworlt as: 
"[R]eciprocal colnpensation for transport and tennillation of calls is intended for a 
situation in which two carriers collaborate to complete a local call . . . . We define 
'transport,' for purposes of Section 25 l(b)(5), as the tralisinission of terminating traffic 



that is sub.ject to section 25 l(b)(S) froill the interconilection point between tlie two 
cai-riers . . . ." First Report and Orcler at para. 1034, underlining added. 

What requirements did the FCC establish to prescribe the locatioil of that "interconnectio~~ 
point between the two cai-siers?" 

In adopting tlie Subpart H rules, the FCC coilcluded that the interco~illection point (for 
non-i~~ral incumbent LECs subject to the Section 25 I (c) I-equirenlents of the Act) for tlle 
application of the Subpart H n~les  would be as set forth under Section 25 l(c)(2) of the 
Act. The requirements establish that this excl~ange of traffic talces place at a point of 
ititerconllection at a teclinically feasible point on the network of the incumbent LEC. 
While the discussion of the interconliection point for all of tlle interconnection sules 
appears illany times throughout tlle FCC's First Report cilid 01-der., the most relevant 
discussion appears at para. 10 1.5: 

"Incunibent LECs are required to provide interconnection to CMRS providers who 
request it for the transinission and routing of telephone exchange service or 
exchange access, under the plain langnage of sectioii 25 1 (c)(2)." 

Id. (enlphasis added). 

And what does Section 25 1 (c)(2) of the Act state about this? 

Section 25 l(c)(2) of the Act states: 

(2) Intercoruiection.-- The duty to provide, for the facilities and equipinent of any 
requesting te lecom~~~u~~ica t io i~s  carrier, interconnectio~l with the local exchange 
carrier's network-- (A) for the transinission and routing of telephone exchange 
service and exchange access; (B) at any techi~ically feasible point within the 
carrier's network; (C) that is at least equal in quality to that provided by tlie local 
exchange cat-sier to itself or to any subsidia~y, affiliate, or any other pasty to whicli 
the cat-sier provides interconnection . . . . 

47 U.S.C. $ 251(c)(2) (emphasis added). 

This passage fi-0111 the Act is also consistent with the FCC's i-ules at 47 C.F.R. 5 1.305. 

Ase the RTCs subject to tlie requireinents of Section 25 l(c) of the Act? 

No. The RTCs are Rural Telephone Conlpanies and are not subject to the most 
burdensome Section 25 1 (c) requirements pursuant to the protectioris afforded Rural 
Telephone Companies under Section 25 l(f)(l) of the Act. 

Is there any reason to believe that the RTCs should be subject to obligations that are 
greater than, or Inore burdensome than, those set forth in Section 251(c) which apply to 
non-mral incunlbent LECs? 



No. The requirements for Rural Telephone Conlpanies sucll as the RTCs can certainly not 
be more burdensome than those that apply to non-rural telephone companies. As 1 
quoted from the Atlas Decisioli in this testimony above, the FCC correctly observes that 
the (a), (b) and (c) paragraphs of Section 25 l(c) create an escalating set ofrequirements, 
and it would not be logical to confer a broader nleaning to less burdensome pasts than 
what is required by the more burdensotne pasts. See Atlas Decisior~ at para. 25. Nor 
would it be logical to confer a broader intel-pretation for requirelnellts on Rural Telephone 
Companies than the iilterpretation and requirelnents that apply to the niuc11 larger, non- 
rural telephone companies. However, a thorough exanlination of the proposals of the 
CMRS Providers in this proceeding reveals that they are attempting to inlpose 
ilitercollnection obligations on the RTCs that are seater  than what applies even to 
BellSouth. 

What conclusion must one draw horn the explicit words in the Act and in tlie FCC's rules 
and 111lemalcing discussions? 

The inescapable conclusion is that, even under the strictest application of the 
requirements, the interconnection obligations of the inculnbent LECs apply only wit11 
respect to its own incumbent networlc, not with respect to the incumbent network of sonle 
other cai~ier or in areas where the LEC is not an incumbent. An incumbent LEC's 
obligation to establish an interconnection point "between the two call-iers" wit11 a 
requesting carrier; i.e., a CMRS Provider, for purposes of application of the Subpast H 
rules is only within the inculnbent service area of that incunlbeiit LEC. 

Regardless of what facilities options that a CMRS Provider inay use to establish 
interconnection with a RTC for the telmination of Subpast H traffic, such request of the 
CMRS Provider is dependent upon the obligation of the CMRS Provider to establish an 
intercolinection point within the incumbelit L,EC networlc of the L,EC receiving the 
request. 

Is this consistent with decisions addressing RellSoutl~ interconnection? 

Yes. Wllile this Commission has apparently required BellSouth to deliver intraLATA 
traffic to competitive LECs at interconnection points not geograpliically located in the 
BellSouth local calling area of tlie traffic being excl~anged, the interconnection points for 
such traffic delivery are nevertlieless points on the incumbent networlc of BellSoutl~ witl~in 
each LATA. Everyone tends to forget that the illtercoimection point for Bell colilpanies is 
a point solnewhere on the Bell company's netwosk. BellSouth does not intel-conizect with 
requesting can-iers at points where BellSouth is not an incumbent LEC. The RTCs only 
ask for equivalent treatlnent here. 

I am not aware of any example where the Commission has ever required BelISoutI~ to 
establish a point of interconnection with a requesting carrier at a point where BellSoutl~ is 
not an incunibent L,EC. Conseq~lently, I an1 not aware of any agreement under which 
BellSoutll has agreed to deliver any traffic to a competing carrier at a point of 
interconnection that is not a point on BellSoutli's network. 



To the extent that the result of this proceeding would l?e the establishlnent of the 
"interconnection point between two carriers" -- a CMRS Provider and the RTC -- at a 
point that is not a techllically feasible poi11t within the RTC's incumbent LEC networlc 
within a LATA, then that result will impose a greater burden on the RTC than that which 
applies to BellSoutl~ or any other incumbent. F~irthermore, I aln also not aware of any 
exanlple in any other state where a Bell company has been required to establish a11 
interconi~ection point wit11 a requesting carrier at a point that is not within that Bell 
company's network area. 

What is incant by the use of the word "ii~cumbent?" 

The Act defines what is meant by incumbent. An incumbent LEC's illtercollllection 
obligations arise only with respect to the network witliin the geographic area within which 
it operates as an incunlbent LEC. This is coilfirmed by a reading of Section 25 l ( l ~ ) ( l )  of 
the Act: 

For purposes of this [Section 25 11, the tern1 'incumbent local excl~ange carrier' 
means, with respect to an area, the local exchange carrier that---- (A) on the date 
of enactment of the Telecoml~~~~nicat io l~s  Act of 1996, provided telephone 
excl~ange service in such area; and (B)(i) on such date of enactment, was deeliled 
to be a member of the exchange carrier association pursuant to section 69.60 1 (b) 
of the [FCC's] reg~ilations . . . ; or (ii) is a person or entity that, on or after such 
date of enactment, becalne a successor or assign of a llnelnber described in clause 
(i). 

47 U.S.C. 5 251(11)(1) (emphasis added). 

Can you summarize your points here? 

Yes. The RTCs 11ave 110 interconnection obligations (i) in service areas in which they are 
not an inc~unlbent (or not even a LEC) or (ii) with respect to networlcs in some otller 
LEC's service area. In response to a request by a competitive carrier, including any 
request that nlay arise from the CMRS Providers, the RTC (as an inculnbent LEC) only 
must establish an illterconnection point with the requesting carrier at a point witllin its 
inculill>ent LEC networlt within the LATA. 

Is there anything lnore that you would lilce to add about the t e ~ ~ i l s  and conditions of the 
Interconnection Point? 

I will -further elaborate on this concept, ililtnediately below, in the context of any local 
exchange service traffic of the RTCs that may be sent to the CMRS Providers for 
termination. 



LOCAL EXCHANGE SERVICE TRAFFIC ORIGINATED BY THE RTCs 
TERMINATED ON THE CMRS PROVIDERS' NETWORKS. 

Q: Now let's t~u1-11 to local exchange service traffic originated by the RTC to be telnlinated to 
a CMRS Provider. Do the RTCs ternlinate traffic to the CMRS Providers via the existing 
interill1 industry arrangement between and aillong BellSouth, the CMRS Providers, and 
the RTCs? 

A: No. The industry agseement is only for the teimination of CMRS Provider originated 
traffic on the networlts of the RTCs. It is my understanding that where the RTC inay offer 
local exchange service calling to CMRS mobile users, these calls are ternlinated via 
dedicated facilities with the appropriate CMRS Provider under which an interconnection 
point witllill the incumbent network of the RTC within the LATA has been established 
with the CMRS Provider. In inany cases, there are no local exchange seivice calls to the 
CMRS Provider for the RTCs. In such cases, the CMRS Provider may not provide any 
wireless selvice within the local exchange service calling area of the RTC or has not 
established any ilitercoi-mection facilities over which the RTC would provisioil local 
exchange service consistent with its other service offerings. 

Q: Does the general duty to interconllect directly or indirectly with the facilities and 
eq~uipinent of other carriers under Section 25 1(a) of the Act address what services a 
can-ier provides to its own custoiners or how a cai-rier provisions its own seivices? 

A: No. As I have already cited above, and as the FCC has confii~l~ed, Sectiot~ 25 1(a) does 
not address exchallge of traffic. Moreover, Section 25 1(a) of the Act does not require any 
cai-sier to originate and colllplete a call to another carrier at the denland or pursuant to the 
design of the terminating carrier. There is absolutely no evidence in the i-ules or in the 
FCC's discussion adopting those r-~iles that a CMRS PI-ovider has any right to dercland tliat 
the RTC mn~ust provision an indirect arrangement, at extraordinary cost to t l ~e  RTC, to 
transport traffic througli a BellSout11 tandem. But that appears to be what the CMRS 
Providers are suggesting. No cai~ier, in a competitive world, 11as any right to force 
another carrier to obtain service fix1111 a third party. The RTCs have no right to denland 
that the CMRS Providers obtain trailsit seivices from BellSouth, and the CMRS Providers 
likewise have 110 such right to denland that of the RTCs. In the Atlas Decisioi~ I quoted 
above at paras. 22-27, the FCC concluded that 25 1(a) does not even require a carrier to 
deliver traffic. And, as I have explained, the intercoiu1ection point must be within the 
incuml~ent network of the incumbent LBC to wl~ich the CMRS Provider has requested 
intercolu~ectio~~ for the exchange of traffic subject to Section 25l(b)(5) of the Act. 

Q: Do the FCC's I-~iles require the RTCs to provision some superior or extraordinary 
interconnection arrangenlent in response to an interconnection request by the CMRS 
Provider? 

A: No. The Courts I~ave found that any attempt by the FCC to establish i-cules that would 
require an incuillbent to provision a superior interconnection arrarigelnent with a 
requesting carrier would be ~~nlawf i~ l .  On July 18, 2000, on reinand from the lJnited 
States Supreme Court, the TJnited States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit issued its 



opinion in Iowa IJtilities Board v. Federal Colnmunications Coinlnission ("IlJB Il"). See 
219 F. 3d 744 (8th Cir. 2000). 111 IlB II, the Eighth Circuit Court reaffirmed its earlier 
conclusion, unaffected by the Supreme Court's remand, that the FCC had unlawfully 
adopted and attempted to ilnpose interconnection requirements on inculnbent LECs in its 
original iliterconnection decision that would have resulted in the incumbent LECs 
providing interconnection arrangenlents superior to that which the inculnbent nornially 
provides for itself and its own services. The Court concluded that "the superior quality 
rules violate the plain language of the Act." IIJB II at 758. The Court was referring to 
those provisions ill the Act that state that intercoilnection with requesting competitors is 
limited to levels that are only at least equal in quality to what the inculnbent does for itself 
or with other carriers. The Court concluded that "at least equal in quality" does not mean 
"superior quality" and "[n]othiiig in the statute requires the [incumbent LECs] to provide 
superior quality interconnection to its colnpetitors." IlB I Z  at 758. 

At most, a fi~ndalilelital concept of the Act under Section 25 1(c)(2)(C) of the Act is that 
an incumbent LEC has no obligation to do something extraordiliary just because a 
colnpetitive carrier such as the CMRS Providers requests some new and/or superior 
arrangelnent. 

Under the FCC's original, illvalidated superior quality rules, if an inculnbent LEC were to 
have provisioned a superior arrangement in response to an interconnection request by a 
competitor, who would be responsible for the extraordinary costs of provisioning that 
superior arrangement? 

The requesting carrier wo~lld be responsible for t l~e  costs. The original rules, alnong other 
requirements, stated that an inculnbent LEC would have been required to provide 
interconnection arra~lgelne~lts with the incumbent LEC's networlc that, if so requested by a 
telecoli~ln~ulications carrier and to the extent technically feasible, are superior in quality to 
that provided by the ir~cumbent LEC to itself or to ally subsidialy, affiliate, or any other 
party to which the incumbent LEC provides interconnection. Specifically, the FCC stated: 

. . . [T]o the extent a carrier requests intercolulection of superior or lesser quality 
than an incumbent LEC currently provides, the inculnbent LEC is obligated to 
provide tlie requested interconnection arrangement if technically feasible. 
Requiring incuinbent LECs to provide upon request higher quality interconnection 
than they provide tl~emselves, subsidiaries, or affiliates will perniit new entrants to 
coll~pete with incumbent LECs by offering novel services that require superior 
interconnection quality. We also conclude that, as long as new entrants 
compensate incumbent LECs for the economic cost of tile h i~l ler  quality 
intercon~lection, colnpetition will be promoted. 

First Reporl and Order at para. 225 (footnote olmitted, emphasis added). 

Why is this discussion innportant? 

If one examines the proposals of tlie CMRS Providers in this proceeding, it becoines 
apparent that the CMRS Providers seek a much superior treat~nent with respect to the 



intended interconnection arsangements and related obligations to be inlposed on the 
RTCs. At the CMRS Providers' request and sole choice, the CMRS Providers are 
apparently expecting the RTCs to provision some new form of local exchange service that 
would require the RTCs to transport traffic to distant points, apparently to obtain tandem 
switching services fro111 BellSouth wl~ich the RTCs do not need or want, and to incur the 
additional costs associated with fulfilling the CMRS Providers' request. 

Can you provide an illustrative example of what the CMRS Providers intend? 

Yes. Let iile use Duo County Rural Telephone Cooperative as a11 exailiple to illustrate my 
point. Duo County provides local excliange services to its end users, and those local 
exchallge service offerings allow local calling to certain other exchanges that Duo Cout~ty 
selves and to some nearby, neighboring excl~a~zges of Windstreain (fonnerly Alltel). In 
providing these local exchange services to its end users, Duo C o ~ ~ n t y  is not required to 
transport traffic beyond points witllin its incumbel~t networ1~. Where it has local calling to 
a neighboring LEC's exchange, Duo County's responsibility is only to get those calls to a 
point witllin its incuilibent network on the border where it ineets the other carrier. 

In contrast, while the various CMRS Providers have not provided a clear idea of what 
al-rangements they intend to establisll with Duo County, it is apparent fi-on1 their issues 
discussion and Agreement proposals that they would intend for Duo County to be 
obligated to transport Duo County's local excllange service traffic to much Inore distant 
points, presuiliably to a tanden1 operated by BellSouth in Louisville which is a hundred, or 
so, miles away, and furthei~llore, to obtain tandell1 switcl~ing services fiom BellSouth. 

Does Duo County provide any local exchange service to its custonlers (or with other 
cal-riers) under which Duo County is obligated to be responsible for transport of local 
excl~ange service calls to Louisville or under which DLIO County is obligated to obtain 
switching seivices fvoi1-1 aiiotller carrier in Louisville? 

No. 

Do the CMRS Providers have a right to demand that Duo County provide such local 
exchange services to its custon~ers? 

For all of the reasons set forth above, the answer is no. 

How do the end users of Duo County coinplete calls that must be transported to 
Louisville? 

The end users obtain interexchange cai-rier services from interexchange carriers; Duo 
County originates tliese interexchange calls for the IXC that the end user has chosen, and 
it is iiiterexcharige carriers that transport calls to Louisville. 

Would your testimony regarding the exanlples with Duo Co~inty have the sailie application 
and lead to the same coi~clusions with respect to the other Petitioners? 



Yes, the discussion would be equally relevant to all of the Petitioners. 

Has the FCC concluded that a LEC could be expected to treat calls to a distant location as 
interexchange sel-vice toll calls? 

Yes. In a conlplaint proceeding, US West objected to the potential costs to deliver traffic 
to a wireless carrier at a point within the network of TJS West but beyond the local calling 
area of the call. In addressing the conceixs of US West and other wireline LECs about 
potential unbounded costs to be incurred in delivering traffic to wireless call-iers at distant 
points, the FCC responded that nothing prevents US West from treating these calls as toll 
*. 

M e ~ ~ ~ o r n n d ~ a ~ z  Opinion cllid Order, In the Matters of TSR Wireless, LLC, et nl., 
Complainants, v. US West Communications, Inc., et al., Defendants, released June 21, 
2000 in File Nos. E-98-13, E-98-15, E-98-16, E-98-17, E-98-18 ("TSR Order") at para. 
.3 1 . 

In this particular example, the FCC also went on to explain that if the wireless casrier 
wanted these calls to be provisioned as a local call rather thall a toll call, then the wireless 
carrier could enter into "reverse billing" or "buy down" anangenlents with US West (to 
the extent US West offered such a~l-angenlents). Id. IJnder reverse billing, the wireless 
carrier pays the toll charge in lieu of the end user paying the toll charge. As the FCC has 
concluded, such reverse billing all-angements are not required under the intercoilnection 
rilles. 

Alright, just briefly then, can you explain how toll services are provided to the end users of 
tlie RTCs? 

The interexchange carrier of the end user's choosing provides toll services to the RTC's 
end users. I11 order to originate and terminate toll calls, the interexchange canier uses the 
originating and te~~ninating access facilities and services of the RTC. The interexchange 
call-ier, with its own facilities, then completes and terlninates the call pursuant to existing 
terlninating ai-rangements that the interexchange carrier has with tel-minating cal-riers. 

Do the RTCs transpost interexchange traffic? 

No. The RTCs hand off interexchange carrier traffic to lXCs that, in tt11-11, transport their 
own traffic to colnplete IXC calls. 



1 ISSUE 3. Does the Interconnection Agreenient apply olily to traffic within the Commo~~wealth of 
2 I<entuclcy? 

3 Q:  What is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue 3? 

4 A: CMRS Providers' Position: Interstate calls lnay be delivered between the Parties and are 
5 sueject to the terins of the Interconnection Agreement. 

6 Q: Can you first summarize the RTCs' position on Issue 3? 

Sulnlnary of RTC Position: The CMRS Providers are wrong in their i~lte~pretatioii of the 
Agreement proposed by the RTCs. The RTCs' proposed ageelllent does not confine the 
traffic to that within the Cominonwealtl~ of Icentuclcy as clainled by the CMRS Providers. 
The proposed agreement anticipates that the geographic scope (area) f o ~ n  wllich the 
CMRS providers will originate calls from their niobile users and will, in turn, be 
t e~~n i l~a t ed  pursuant to the terms of the Agreernent, is defined by a list of counties whicll 
can include counties in more than one state. The need to define the area from wl~icli 
nlobile users can originate CMRS Provider calls for delivery to the RTCs is crucial for tlie 
deterlnillation of the relative alno~rnt of interMTA traffic that can be expected to be 
delivered by tlie CMRS providers to the RTCs. As such, this issue is related to Issues 13 
and 1 5. 

18 FURTHER ANALYSIS 

19 Q: Can you explain how the scope of geographic area from which tlie CMRS Provider will 
2 0 originate traffic for delivei-j to an RTC under the terins of the Agreenlent is related to the 
2 1 relative interMTA anlount of traffic? 

A: As the area f o m  wl~ich the CMRS Provider will collect originating calls, switch the111 
through its network, and deliver this traffic to tlie RTC pursuant to the ternls of tlie 
Agreernent grows larger, tlie relative alnount of interMTA traffic will increase. For 
example, if the CMRS Provider warrants that its switching network only collects 
originating CMRS calls froill a geographic area (i.e., counties) within the saiile MTA as 
the particular RTC is located, then the proportion of interMTA traffic that tlie CMRS 
Provider will deliver will be zero. If the CMRS Provider warrants that tlle list of counties 
fronl which it will originate nlobile calls and switch tlienl to the RTC under the Ageenlent 
includes Illany counties in ICentuclcy and Inany in the sulrounding States, solzle or many of 
which are not in the same MTA, then the proportion of interMTA traffic will be greater 
than zero. And if the CMRS Provider warrants that the list of counties are those in a 
twenty state area, the proportion will be greater than the previous example. Finally, if tlie 
CMRS Provider warrants that it intends to deliver to tlle RTC mobile traffic that lias 
originated anywllere in the United States (or, for that matter, the entire world), then the 
proportion of interMT.4 traffic will be the greatest. 

37 Moreover, because the operating territories of the RTCs are relatively small, the 
.3 8 proportion of interMTA traffic to intraMTA traffic that the CMRS Providers deliver under 
.3 9 the Agreement will depend on the location of the RTC's service area relative to MTA 



boundaries. Tliere is higher probability that a inobile user in a neighboring MTA will want 
to call a RTC end user if the RTC's service area is vely near tlie community of interest of 
the neighboring MTA area. 



ISSUE 4. Sllould the Itlterconnection Agreelnent apply to fixed wireless services? 

Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue 4? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: The Agreement applies to all CMRS traffic. An additional 
lilllitatioll related to '"xed wireless services" is tninecessaly. It is also cot~fi~sing because 
"fixed wireless" is not a defined teiln or a tell11 that has ally regulatory sigiifica~~t. 

Q: Can you su~nl~larize the RTCs' position 011 Issue 4? 

A: Smnllzary of RTC Position: T11e FCC has concluded that the regulatory treatnlent of ally 
proposed fixed wireless services will be exanlined and detennined 011 a case-by-case basis. 
Tlie FCC has found that there is no presulnptio~~ that fixed wireless applicatiolls of cal-siers 
are automatically deelned to be CMRS. IJ~zless and until a CMRS Provider proposes a 
form of fixed wireless service, and the regulatory treatlllellt is examined and detennined, it 
is ilnpossible to detel~nine what the intercoru~ection ter~lls and col~ditiol~s should be for ally 
traffic or intercomlection associated with fixed wireless services. If and when a fixed 
wireless service is proposed and its regulatory treatment is detel~nined, the RTCs are 
willing to negotiate terms and collditions co~lsistent with that regt~latory treatment. 

FURTHER ANALYSIS 

Q: How did the FCC detel~nine what the treatlllellt should be for fixed wireless services? 

A: In an order addressing issues related to flexible selvice offerings of CMRS Providers, the 
FCC rejected ally presuli~ption that fixed wireless seivices would be treated as CMRS, 
stating: 

We also do not adopt the rebuttable presumption proposed in the F N P M  Just as 
we find the evolving nature of wireless services makes it inappropriate to adopt a 
bright-line test, we also find that the ollgoillg changes in technology and services 
lnalte it difficult to set orrt in advance factors that we should col~sider in 
establishing such a presumption or othelwise deterlnillillg the regulatory treatlnent 
of any particular fixed wireless or integrated fixedlmobile service. To the extent 
that a party requires a deterlni~iation of whether or not a particular selvice that 
includes a fixed wireless co~npollent should be treated as CMRS, that party should 
petition the [FCC] for a declaratory ~xling. 

Secoiid Report aiid Ovder and Order oli Reconsideration, released July 20, 2000, in WT 
Docltet No. 96-6 at para. 8. 

A review of the decision demonstrates that the determination of whether a fixed service 
application of a wireless cal-sier will be treated as CMRS is depelldellt on a ruling by the 
FCC, arid there is no presumed expectatio~l that such service will be treated as CMRS. 

Q: Has ally CMRS Provider proposed a fixed service for inclusion in the interconl~ection 
Agreellle~lt in I<entuclcy? 



No. 

Has tlie CMRS Providers sought a l-uling fro111 the FCC with respect to tlie regulatoi-y 
treatlnent of ally fixed wireless application ill I<entucky? 

I all1 not aware of any such request, and the CMRS Providers liave not made us aware of 
any ruling. 

The CMRS Providers clainl that the definitioil of what is meant by fixed wireless in tlie 
Agreelnent is vague. Do you have ally comment? 

Yes. It is the RTCs' illtellti011 that tlie definition of "fixed wireless" be the salne as that of 
the FCC's in its order cited above. It is apparent that the FCC is coilfidellt that its own 
rules define what is llieallt by fixed wireless service. The RTCs are agreeable to the use of 
tlie same definition as the FCC uses for purposes of the Agreement. 

If a CMRS Provider sougl~t a ixlling from the FCC that some form of fixed wireless 
sesvice sliould be treated as CMRS, would the RTCs be agreeable to illcluding such 
service within the Agreement? 

Yes. The exclusio~~ of fixed wireless in the Agreeineilt is necessasy because there can be 
no pesurnption that any potel~tial fixed wireless service of tlie CMRS Providers will be 
CMRS unless and until a ruling is obtained on case-by-case basis. Anything else would 
llecessarily iilvolve iinproper speculation. 



ISSUE 5. Is each Party obligated to pay for the transit costs associated with tlle delivery of 
traffic originated on its network to the ter~ninating Party's networlc? 

Q :  What is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue S? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: Each originating Party sl~ould pay any transit charges 
inlposed by a transiting carrier to deliver traffic to a terniiliating cal~ier, as well as all costs 
of facilities lilllting its own switch to the third party transiting tandem. 

Q: Can you summarize the RTCs' position 011 Issue S? 

A: Summary of RTC Position: The CMRS Providers issue statement is rnisleadillg and 
deceptively avoids the real issues. What the CMRS Providers fail to recognize in the issue 
statenlent is whether the RTCs are obligated to provision or obtain, at the request of the 
CMRS providers: (i) some new local exchange service that involves an extraordinaly 
all-angernent including the transport to a distant point beyond the point that any other local 
exchange service is transported; andlor (ii) switcliing services from BellSoutli that tlie 
RTC does not need and does not want. Of course, as already explained in the extensive 
discussion of Issue 2, above, there is no sucll obligation. 

T11e CMRS Providers have no interconnection right to require the RTCs to involuntarily 
obtain some service, at potential additional charges, from BellSoutli or some other tandem 
provider just because tlie CMRS Provider chooses not to establish even a single 
Interconnection Point on the inculilbent networlc of the RTC within the LATA with which 
the RTC is associated. As explained in the discussion of Issue 2, the RTCs have no 
obligation to provision interconnection arrangelrients or services beyond what they do for 
themselves or witli other call-iers. It is firmly established that tlle requirenle~its of the Act, 
at most, only require an incumbent LEC to provision interconnection arrangelizents and 
services that are at least equal to that wl~icfi tlie LEC does for itself or with other cal-siers. 

It is the CMRS Providers' request and choice to interconnect at a tandem located beyond 
the RTCs' inculilbent networlc, and to the extent that the RTC were willing to provision 
sonle extlaordinary and superior form of local exchange service for the transport of its 
local traffic to a distant point, the RTC would do so only under the condition that tlle 
CMRS Provider is responsible for the extraordinary costs incussed by tlie RTC in doing 
so. As discussed in the Issue 2, above, this would have been the result of the now 
invalidated superior interconnection lxiles if the FCC rules had remained. Because those 
interconnection rules were invalidated, llowever, the RTCs llave no involuntaly obligation 
to provision such superior anangements. To the extent that they niay be willing to do so, 
tlie extraordinary costs that arise as a result of the CMRS Providers' choice and request, 
including the costs to transport traffic tl~rough a third party tandem, would have to be tlie 
responsibility of the CMRS Provider. Othe~wise, calls that must be transported to distant 
points are provisioned as interexchange service calls, not local excllange service calls; the 
caller is an end user of the interexchange service provider that the end user has selected, 
and the calls are, therefore, the service responsibility of that interexcl~ange carrier. 



ISSUE 6. Call the RLECs use illdustry stal~dard records (e.g., EM1 1 1-0 1-0 1 records provided 
by transiting cai-siers) to measure and bill CMRS Providers for terminating mobile-originated 
Telecoi~~~izunications Traffic? 

Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue 6? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: This for111 of industry-standard billiilg sllould be mailltained. 

Q: Can yotr sulnlllarize the RTCs' positioli on Issue 6? 

A: -nary of RTC Position: Tile CMRS Providers issue statelnellt is misleading and 
deceptively avoids the real issues. What the CMRS Providers fail to recognize in the issue 
statement is whether the RTCs are obligated to be forced to depend on switching and 
trulking al~angements wit11 BellSouth whereby CMRS Provider traffic is colnmil~gled 
with BellSouth's access traffic. As explained in the discussioll of Issue 2, there call be no 
requirement for one call-ier to be forced to depend 011 its co~npetitor for traffic 
lneasurelnellt and billing records. Where the RTC has its own tandem and 11as deployed 
its own measurement and traffic recording equipment, it does not need and does not want 
the selvices of BellSo~~th. BellSouth's trunlting arrangements, as explained in the 
discussiol~ of Issue 2, ca~ltlot deny the RTCs of their ability and sight to design and utilize 
their networlts as they have planned, without interference from colllpetitors lilte BellSouth 
or the CMRS Providers. 

The problem with the BellSouth interim alrangelnellts with the CMRS Providers is that 
calls terlnii~ated to the RTCs over the BellSouth provisioned t1111llts do not contain the 
necessary call details that would allow the RTCs to record calls 011 a real-time basis for 
themselves. That is because the interiln assallgelnellts are provisioned over inferior trunk 
types, and the traffic of multiple carriers is coinlningled with BellSouth's access traffic. 
The terlns and collditiolls between BellSouth and the RTCs for the delivery by BellSouth 
to the RTCs of third party traffic 1nust be detelmined consistent with lnethods that wiII 
allow the RTCs to identify, record and lneasure traffic on a real time basis, for tl~emselves. 
Traffic should be tra~lsiilitted to the RTCs in a lnanner over trurllting all-angelnents that 
allows the RTCs to identify and measure the CMRS providers' traffic accurately without 
reliance on BellSouth. This can be accomplished by requiring ally indirect intercolmection 
to occur by llleans of dedicated t1~1111cs when the volulne of traffic being delivered to the 
RTC is lnore than a de ininimus level of traffic. There is no illtercollllection requirernellt 
or 1xle which obligates the RTCs to be dependent on BellSouth for the measurement of 
traffic that ter~nillates to the RTCs. 

FURTHER ANALYSIS 

Q: IJnder the interim all-angements, is BellSouth capable of producing complete and accurate 
after-the-fact records? 

A: BellSouth is not capable of recording the proper inforilzatioll in all instances. It is not 
clear with respect to which CMRS Provider, and at what locations, BellSouth is producillg 



records, but it is clear that the records are not complete. Because those records are 
incol-nplete, they are, tl~erefore, inaccurate. 

Did the FCC recognize that cai-siers such as the RTCs inay need and want to expend 
resources to deploy the necessary lneasurelllent capability to identify and measure traffic 
that is sub.ject to tlie FCC's Subpart H rules? 

Yes. In its First Report a i d  Oidel-, the FCC stated: 

"We also recognize that, to inlplenlent transport and ter~niiiation pursuant to 
section 25 1(b)(5), cai-siers, including s~nall incunlbent LECs and snlall entities, nlay 
be required to measure the exchange of traffic, but we believe that the cost of such 
ineasureinent to these cai-siers is liltely to be substantially outweigl~ed by the 
benefits of these a~-sangements." 

First Report and Order at para. 104.5. 

In the later sections of that order, in the Regulatory Flexibility Act analysis of costs 
iinposed on sillall businesses, the FCC again stated that: 

"As sucl.1, sinall incuinberlt LECs and sinall entities offering colnpetitive local 
exchange services may be required to measure the exchange of traffic, and to bill 
and collect payment froill other cai-siers." 

Id. at para. 1412. 

Marly RTCs liave invested in the necessary network ai-sangements and traffic 
identification, measureinelit and recording eqt~ipment witl~in their networks, and the 
actions of a potential large L,EC colnpetitor such as BellSouth, in conjunction with tlle 
arrangements with CMRS Providers, sl~ould not be allowed to underinine a RTC's ability 
to use its networlt for its intended purpose, without interference from BellSouth. 



1 ISSUE 7. If a direct coll~lectio~~ is established between a CMRS Provider and a11 RLEC, what 
2 ter~lls should apply? 

3 Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue 7? 

4 A: CMRS Providers' Positior~: A Party call elect to provisioil one way facilities, or a CMRS 
5 Provider may request that the Parties jointly establish two way facilities. Intercon~~ectioii 
6 facilities call be purchased from RL,EC or from a third party. 

7 Q: Call you sumillarize the RTCs' position on Issue 7? 

Suininary of'RTC Position: This Issue 7 is esse~~tially the saine as Issue 8. Tile CMRS 
Providers, again, co~lfi~se the coilcept of "direct" wit11 dedicated tr-ur~ks. The CMRS 
Providers' issue discusses the establishment of dedicated trunks whicll  nay be either direct 
or indirect. In ally event, the interconnection point between the two carriers must be a 
point within the network of tlle inc~iinbent RTC within the LATA in whicl~ the RTC is 
located. The CMRS Providers' positioil that it can establish the dedicated coll~lection via 
a third party's facilities is evidence of the indirect option for dedicated facilities. For the 
poi-tioil of the dedicated tr~iillting facilities provided by the RTC or the CMRS Provider 
witllin the ii~cu~llbeilt service area of the RTC, those facilities costs should be shared based 
on the proportioil of Subject Traffic originated by one Party divided by the total Subject 
Traffic exchanged over the dedicated facility. The RTCs do not provisioil local calliilg 
services which would i~lvolve transpoi-t costs to distant locations. T11is issue is also related 
to Issue 15 regarding colnpe~lsation for interMTA traffic. 

2 1 FURTHER ANALYSIS 

22 Q: Where have the CMRS Providers provided evidence that dedicated facilities call be 
23 provisioiled by illdirect means? 

24 A: In their proposals for the resolution of this issue, they assume that they may be using the 
2 5 facilities of so~ne other ~letworlc provider. See proposed section 4.1.1.4 where the cost is 
2 6 described as what may be "charges to the CMRS Provider" obviously by soilze other 
27 cal-sier. If one reviews the details of the CMRS Providers' Issue 8, their position 
2 8 recognizes the col-rect concept -- dedicated facilities. In ally event, dedicated trualtii~g 
2 9 arrangei~~ents between the parties can be direct or indirect; i.e, via another carrier's 
30 facilities as the FCC recognized ~ I I  its stated optioils as I have set forth in ~ n y  testiilloily 011 
3 1 Issue 2. 

32 Q: What Subject Traffic inay be originated by a RTC that would be delivered over dedicated 
33 facilities to a CMRS Provider? 

3 4 A: Oilly traffic that is included in the local exchange service offeriilgs of t l ~e  RTC. As such, 
35 such local exchange service traffic will be calling to areas that are within the relatively 
36 slllall local callitlg areas of tlie RTCs. 



Do tlle RTCs have any interconiiectioli obligation to provision some new foiln of local 
exchange selvice which may involve extraordinary transport obligations l~eyond that whicl~ 
is equal to what the RTCs do now for any other local exchange service? 

No. To the extent that the CMRS Providers' proposals expect that the RTCs will 
provisioi~ one-way or two-trunlcs wit11 transport responsibility to a point beyond a 
technically feasible point within their networlcs within the LATA, or beyond any point to 
whicl~ they transport any other local traffic, then as already explained, no such 
extraordinaiy obligations exist. The RTCs' responsibility, at most, is to deliver any local 
exchange service traffic to an iiiterconllection point between their networlc and the CMRS 
providers networlc at a technically feasible point within their networlcs, within the LATA. 
This could be at the extreiile border of their networlc, provided that the point is witllin the 
RTC's incunlbent LEC network within the L,ATA. 

Do the RTCs question the provisions proposed by the CMRS Providers at Sections 
4.1.1.1 through 4.1.1.4? 

Yes. First, as explained above, the discussion in those sections is wit11 respect to 
"dedicated facilities" whicli, as I have explained, can be either direct or indirect. The 
RTCs' original proposal already set forth the option of indirect dedicated trunlcing facility 
arrangen~ents. See Section 4.1.2 as origirlally proposed by the RTCs: "CMRS Provider 
sl~all be permitted to use a third party cal~ier's facilities for purposes of establishing 
interconnection indirectly with [the RTC] at the [Interconnection Poi11t.1'~ The discussion 
of the interconnection facilities in the Ageelllent should be stated as "one-way dedicated 
facilities" and "two-way dedicated facilities" since the provisioning of those dedicated 
facilities niay be directly between the parties or inay involve tlie use of a third party's 
facilities in an indirect arrangement. 

Also, under Section 4.1.1.1, the CMRS Providers' proposed provision states that tlie 
originating Pai-ty will be responsible for 100% of the costs associated with the facilities. 
However, there is no definition or description of what "interco~mectio~i facilities" nleans in 
this context. Where the RTCs elect to provision one-way dedicated trunlts for their 
originating local exchange selvice traffic, tlie RTCs responsibility is only to deliver such 
traffic to a point within their incu~nbent LEC network within the LATA. That point could 
be the extrelne border of their territory. 

However, the CMRS Providers appear to believe that the RTCs are financially responsible 
to provisioll one-way tl-~~nl<s for local exchange service traffic to the point where the 
CMRS Providers' switch is located (wl1ic1-1 literally could be hundreds, or even tl~ousands, 
of nliles beyond any technically feasible point within the network of the incu~libent RTC in 
the LATA). This belief is unfounded. As I have already stated above, the RTCs have no 
obligation to provision solne new and extraordinary form of local exchange service to 
respond to a request by the CMRS Provider for some interconnection ai~angenlent 
superior to what the RTC does for other local exchange services. The RTCs' obligation is 
to deliver traffic to a properly defined interconnection point within the RTC's incumbent 
LEC network (within a LATA) as the regulations and law require. 



1 Q: What about two-way dedicated facilities? 

2 A: To the extent that the RTC has any local excl~alige service traffic to deliver to the CMRS 
3 Provider for tenliination under the Agreement, and the CMRS Provider has Sub.ject 
4 Traffic to deliver to the RTC, and pres~i~liing that fair tenns are illiposed regarding the 
5 responsibilities to the "Interconnection Point," the RTC niay prefer two-way facilities. 
6 Just as with one-way dedicated facilities, a RTC's responsibility for its local exchange 
7 service Subject Traffic is to deliver it to points no fii~ther than to the most distant point 
8 within the RTC's incumbent network within tlie LATA. 



ISSUE 8. Pursuant to 47 C.F.R. 8 5 1.703 and 5 1.709, what are the Pal-ties' obligations to pay for 
the costs of establishing and using direct interconnection facilities? 

Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue 8? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: Each Party should be financially responsible for any 
additional costs for the origination of its traffic. Recurring and non-recul-ring costs of ally 
dedicated facilities connecting the respective RLEC and CMRS Provider ~~etworlts should 
be prorated based 011 respective shares of traffic excl~anged over those facilities. 

Q: Can you s~unlmarize the RTCs' position 011 Issue 8? 

A: Summaw of RTC Position: See RTCs' Positio~l wit11 respect to Issue 7. The RTCs are 
not required to provision superior intercollnectioll arrangelnents at the reqt~est of the 
CMRS Providers and are not required to establish some form of extraordinaly local 
exchange service calling for transpost to a distant point. To tlle extent that the request of 
the CMRS Provider would involve superior interconnection or service arrangements 
beyond that whicl~ the RTC does for itself or with other carriers, the provisioning of such 
superior al-sangeinent is not required and, in any event, would not be provided unless the 
CMRS Provider agreed to be responsible for the extraordinaly costs. Otherwise, calls to 
distant points are provisioned as interexchange cal-sier calls, are provided by interexchange 
carriers, and are the responsibility of those interexchange carriers. Tlle RTCs are only 
required to transport Subpart H l-ules Sul>ject Traffic to an intercom~ection point within 
their irlculnbent network in the LATA with which they are associated. The proration of 
facilities within the potential area for transport to a properly defined Interconnection Point 
is based on the proportion of LEC origiilated Subject Traffic to all traffic exchanged over 
two-way dedicated facilities. 



ISSUE 9. Are tlie Parties required to pay reciprocal conlpensatioil to one another for all 
intraMTA traffic originated by subscribers on their networlc, regardless of 11ow such traffic is 
routed, for termination to the other party? 

Q: What is tlle CMRS Providers' Position wit11 respect to Issue 9? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: FCC Regulations require that CMRS Providers and RLECs 
conlpensate eacll other for intraMTA traffic regardless of existence or nature of a11 
inte~lliediaiy carrier. 

Q: Can you first summarize the RTCs' position on Issue 9? 

A: m a r y  of RTC Position: The CMRS Providers' statenlent of this issue is 11iisleading 
and avoids the real issue. The CMRS Providers propose incoirectly that where an end 
user is a customer of an interexcliange cai-sier service provider, such interexcl~ange service 
traffic should sornehow be subject to the LECs' reciprocal coinpensation responsibility. 
The RTCs have already set forth in the discussion of Issue 1, above, a preview of sonie of 
the reasons why tlie CMRS Providers are wrong about this position and how it cailllot be 
reconciled wit11 the explicit law and conclusions of the FCC. When an end user places a 
call with an interexchange cai-sier, it is tlie interexchange carrier that is providing the 
service to the custonler that allows the end user to coiilplete that call, and as such the 
custonler is an end user of the interexchange cai-sier, not the local exchange carrier sei-vice 
provider. The scope of traffic that is subject to tlle FCC's Subpart H rules (reciprocal 
conipeiisation for traffic subject to Section 25 I (b)(5) of tlie Act) is explicitly related to 
local exchange service traffic of the RTC, to traffic between the LEC and the CMRS 
Provider, and not to traffic between a11 IXC and a CMRS Provider. For interexcliange 
service traffic originated by tlie end users of tlie RTC, tlle IXC is not an intersriediary 
provider to the RTC; the IXC is tile originating and call completion carrier to the eiid user. 
Interexchailge carrier traffic is subject to tlie rules, teilns, and conditions of access; access 
service traffic is subject to tlle req~~irements of Section 25 l(g) of tlle Act and Part 69 of 
tlie FCC's rules, and traffic subject to Section 251(g) of the Act is mutually exclusive from 
traffic that is subject to Section 25 1(b)(5). 

FURTHER ANALYSIS 

Q: What were the reasons that you previously set fort11 in the discussion of Issue 1 that 
support the RTCs' positioii on this issue? 

A: Interexcl~ange carrier traffic is not within the scope of tile Subpart H rules because the 
FCC explicitly stated this conclusion. The FCC stated that the scope of traffic subject to 
the duty of reciprocal conlpensation (the Subpart H rules) between a LEC and a CMRS 
Provider is for the transport and ternliliation of "local exchange sel-vice" traffic. The FCC 
also explicitly recognized that the reciprocal conlpensation obligations apply to "certain" 
traffic, not all traffic, as the CMRS Providers would conf~~sedly leave as the illterpretation 
of its position. The FCC stated ui~eq~~ivocally that: 



the reciprocal coil-lpeilsatioil provisions of section 25 l(b)(5) for transport and 
tel-lllination of traffic do not apply to the transport and tei~llinatioil of interstate or 
intrastate ii~terexcl~ai~ge traffic. 

First Repo1.t nrid Order, at para. 1034, (empl~asis added) 

These statements are not lily speculation about what I think the FCC intended; tliese are 
the explicit stateinents of the FCC wliich 1 have not altered. The CMRS Providers 
=parent view (as well as unexplained actions in other states) that interexchange carrier 
traffic is LEC local excllange service traffic canllot be reconciled wit11 these explicit 
stateillents of the FCC. - 

Do tl-re Subpart H rules say that reciprocal compensation traffic is traffic between a LEC 
and a CMRS Provider? 

Yes. Section 5 1.701(b)(2) of the Subpart I3 i-ules defines tlie scope of traffic sub,ject to 
transpoi-t and tei-nlination is traffic "between a LEC and a CMRS Provider." 

When an end user of a RTC inaltes an interexchange service call, which cai-rier originates 
the call? 

The interexchange carrier tliat the end user chooses either originates such interexchange 
sei-vice calls on the facilities that it provisions for tlie end user or uses the local exchange 
carrier's exchange access facilities to originate the end user's call. The interexcl~ange 
carrier is the cai-rier originating the interexchange service call. The iilterexchange carrier is 
the carrier providing the calling service to the end user. 

Is an iliterexcliange carrier call between a L,EC and a CMRS Provider? 

No. An interexchange sei-vice call is between an IXC and a CMRS Provider. 

Have the CMRS Providers asked the FCC to clarify what conlpensation terms apply wllei~ 
a CMRS Provider tei~ninates a call from a11 interexcha~ige carrier? 

Yes. Sprint PCS aslced the FCC to declare that the framework of access applies to traffic 
that lXCs ter~llinate to CMRS providers, and the FCC found tliat the framework of access 
applies. See Declaratory Ruling, In the Matter of Petitions of Sprint PCS and AT&T 
Corp. For Declaratoiy R ~ ~ l i n g  Regarding CMRS Access Charges, released by the FCC on 
July 3, 2002 in WT Doclcet No. 01-3 16. 

The CMRS providers will attempt, after the fact, to suggest that the FCC's findiiigs 
regarding lXCs and tlle access charge franiework were confined to iriterMTA LXC traffic 
only. That is once again wrong for tlie following reasons: (a) there is no evidence that tlie 
FCC's decisioil is coilfilled to interMTA lXC traffic; tlle discussion is with respect to 
interstate access which is both interMTA and intraMTA; and (b) the CMRS provider's 
declaratoly request petition and the FCC's discussion does not even mention this issue. 



Calls delivered by an IXC to the network of a CMRS provider for teiillinatioil are subject 
to the access coinpensation frameworlt between the IXC and the CMRS provider. In an 
earlier action, the FCC stated that: 

"[iln the context of the existing access charge regime, we tentatively conclude that 
CMRS providers should be entitled to recovery of access charges froin IXCs, as 
the LECs do when interstate interexchange traffic passes from CMRS customers 
to IXCs (or vice versa). . . . We proposed to reqriire that CMRS providers be 
treated no less favorably than neighboring LECs or CAPS with respect to recovery 
of access charges froill IXCs and L,ECs for interstate iilterexchange traffic." 

See Notice ofProposed R~ller~zaking, I11 the Matter q f l ~ ~ l e r c o ~ ~ r ~ e c l i o ~ ~  Betwee71 Local 
Exchange Carv-iers arid Conznzerflcial Mobile Rrrcl'io Service Providers, n11d Equal Access 
ancl bztercori~iectior~ Obligatio~~s Pertnir~il~g to Cor~lmercinl Mobile Radio Service 
Providers, released by the FCC 011 January 11, 1996 it1 CC Docltet Nos. 95-185 and 94- 
54) at para. 1 16. 

In the Sprint PCS declaratory ruling released by the FCC on July 3, 2002, the FCC agreed 
with Sprint PCS that CMRS providers are not prohibited froin charging IXCs access 
charges when IXCs tei-niinate traffic to wireless carriers, but recognized that there was a 
question about whether Sprint PCS had established a contrach~al right to bill and collect 
the IXCs. Because CMRS providers are not permitted, however, by the FCC to file 
access tariffs, they have generally bee11 unsuccessful at establishing contractual terms with 
IXCs. This fact does not support any effort by the CMRS providers to use this arbitration 
proceeding to establish a new extension of reciprocal coiupensation obligations on the 
RTCs to pay where the CMRS Providers callnot collect froill the interexcl~ange cal-riers. 

Q: What provisioil in the Act goveins the ternls and conditions of access services provided by 
local carriers to interexcl~ange carriers? 

A: Section 251(g) sets forth the ternls for interexchange carrier access. Section 25 1(g) 
provides: 

011 or after the date of enactllieilt of the Telecoi~~mui~icatioi~s Act of 1996, each 
local exchange carrier. . . sl~all provide exchange access, infbnnatiol~ access, and 
exchange seivices for sucl~ access to interexchange carriers and inforlnatioil service 
providers in accordance with the same eclual access and nondiscriillinatory 
i~ltercom~ection restrictions and obligations (including receipt of compensation) 
that apply to such carrier on the date iillniediately preceding the date of eliactinent 
of the Telecoin~~l~~nications Act of 1996 under any court order, consent decree, or 
regulation, order-, or policy of the [Federal Coinmunicatioi~s] Coi~lmission, until 
such restrictioils and obligations are explicitly superseded by regulations prescribed 
by the Commission after such date of enactillent. 

47 1J.S.C. 3 251(g) (emphasis added). 

Q: What conclusions has the FCC drawn about this provisioii of the Act? 



The t e r m  and conditions (specifically the language in the Act cited above ~ulder which 
"the receipt of compensation" for "exchange access" to interexchange carriers) for traffic 
subject to the fra~neworlc of access as set forth in Section 25 1(g) of the Act ca~inot be read 
in any other way other tllan to conclrrde that access traffic subject to Section 25 1 (T) is 
~nutually exclusive from traffic subject to Section 25 l(b)(5) of the Act. I11 its ISP-Bound 
traffic senland decision (and separate and apart from any conclusions associated with ISP 
bound traffic with which the Courts have talcen issue), the FCC explained that Section 
25 1 (g) excludes certain traffic from tlle scope of Te l eco~~~mu~~ ica t i o i~ s  subject to Section 
25 1 (b)(S) of the Act. See Order 011 Rel7zarid slid O~.deld, hi the Mclrter of b~zlller7zentation 
of the Local Conzyetition Provisiol~s it7 the Telecomlnzr1iicatio~7s Act of 1996, and 
Inter-carrier Conz~~ensatiori for ISP-Round h$ffic, released by the FCC on April 27, 2001 
in CC Doclcet Nos. 96-98 and 99-68, at paras. 30-41 ("Section 251(g) Order"). For 
example, the FCC went on to conclude: 

This li~llitation in section 25 1(g) n~alces sense wllen viewed in the overall context 
of the statute. All of the services specified in section 25 1(g) have one thing in 
common: they are all access services or services associated with access . . . . 
[Bloth the Coillinission and the states had in place access reginles applicable to this 
traffic . . . . Accordingly, Congsess excluded all such access traffic fro111 the 
purview of section 25 l(b)(5). 

Id. at para. 37, footnote olnitted. 

Ase there ally other reasons you can point to which provide additional evidence that 
interexcl~ange carrier traffic does not fall within the scope of Section 2.5 1 (11)(5) traffic? 

Yes, there are colnnlon sense reasons. For interexchailge service calls, the IXC is the 
seivice provider; the IXC bills and receives the revenues for the provision of the 
interexcl~ange service call, and it is the IXC that collects the revenue to coillpensate the 
tei~ninating cauier. That is the access frameworlc that has applied for more than two 
decades. 

I11 fact, the very way the CMRS Providers have characterized this issue points to the 
common sense flaws. Tlle CMRS Providers use the word "subscribers" regarding the 
question posed by the traffic scope. W11en an end user uses the services of an 
interexchange carrier, the end user is a su~bscriber of the interexchange carrier's se~vices, 
not the LEC. And the CMRS Providers also use the word "route" in the issue question. 
Of co-urse, it is the end user that routes its call to the interexchange cairier based on the 
end user's choice of irlterexchange carrier service provider. And it is the chosen 
interexchange carrier that then routes the call to the CMRS Provider. The LEC has no 
involvenleiit in tlle routing of the call. The LEC provides equal access to IXCs and hands 
the call off to the chosel~ IXC so that the JXC can route the iilterexchange service call. 

Has the FCC specifically recognized that intraMTA traffic when the IXC is the seivice 
provider cairier of the call is subject to the fra~neworlc of access, not reciprocal 
compensation? 



Yes. I do not lu~ow how lilore clear or how ma~iy tinles the FCC would need to ~nalte 
statelne~lts that come to the same conclusion. FOLIS years after its initial First Report arid 
Or-clef., ill reviewing a c o ~ ~ ~ p l a i ~ z t  against a large Bell company, the FCC once again came 
to tile saine conclusion as I have been emphasizing here. The FCC collcluded that a LEC 
could and would "hand off'  traffic, destined to a CMRS provider's end user within the 
sali~e MTA, to an interexchange service provider and that the frameworlt of access 
applies: 

Pursua~~t to Section 5 1.703(b), a LEC may not charge CMRS providers for 
facilities used to deliver LEC-originated traffic that originates and ter~ili~lates 
within the same MTA, as this constitutes local traffic under our rules. Such traffic 
falls ~ulder our reciprocal co~llpe~lsatio~l n ~ l e s  if carried by the incumbent LEC, g& 
under our access charge rules if carried by an interexchange carrier. 

See Menzarcrridr~ni Opiriiori arid Order*, Iri the Mc~tters of TSR Wireless, LLC, et al., 
Conzplairinnts, v. 7JS West Cor~znz~iriicntio~is, IIIC. et nl., DefencJniits, released by the FCC 
011 June 21,2000, in File Nos. E-98-13, E-98-15, E-98-16, E-98-17, E-98-18 at para. .31 
(underlini~~g added). 

This C O I ~ C ~ L I S ~ O I ~  is also co~lsiste~it with the discussion of the FCC in its Fil*st Report arid 
Orflder- at paras. 1041 -45. 

Can you summarize the RTCs' positions on this issue? 

The terms and conditio~is that apply wit11 respect to tlie RTCs' origination of access traffic 
for interexchange cassiers ullder Section 25 l(g) of the Act are mutx~ally exclusive f r o ~ i ~  the 
tenns that apply to celtain "local" Teleco~ll~nunications traffic that is within the scope of 
Sectioll25 l(b)(5) of the Act. The arbitration issues in this proceeding are co~lfi~led solely 
to traffic that is withi11 the scope of Section 25 1(b)(5) of tlie Act. Moreover, tile terms 
and col~ditions under wl~ ic l~  the RTCs provide access services for the originatio~l of access 
traffic are set forth in interstate and intrastate access tariffs, and the te~lns of these tariffs 
are not subject to negotiation or arbitration under Sectioli 252 of the Act. To the extent 
that the CMRS Providers have included this issue o~ily to pursue the ilnproper i~lclusio~l of 
interexchange carrier traffic withi11 the scope of reciprocal co~npensation traffic, this 
position should be rejected and this issue dis~nissed for all of the reasons stated herein. 



ISSUE 10. Is each RL,EC required to develop a company-specific TELRIC-based rate for 
transport and termination, what sl~ould tliat rate be for each RLEC, and what are the proper rate 
elelnents and inputs to derive that rate? 

Q: Wliat is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue lo? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: Each RLEC l~lust develop a company-specific rate that 
properly reflects the total long run incremental cost ("TELRIC") for the transport and 
telmination of traffic on its network. CMRS Providers reserve the right to review the 
RLECs7 cost studies, conduct discovely, propose reciprocal conlpensation rates consistent 
witli TELRIC, and identify issues raised by ally cost studies produced by the RLECs. 

Q: Can you summarize the RTCs' position on Issue lo? 

A: Sulil~ilary of RTC Position: As explicitly stated by the FCC, the FCC's pricing rules, 
specifically including the TELRIC pricing ii~etl~odology for transport and termination of 
traffic subject to Section 25 l(b)(S) of the Act, do not apply to a Rural Telephone 
Colilpany that possesses an exelnption under Section 251(f)(l) of the Act. All of the 
RTCs are Rural Telephone Conlpanies that possess such exemption. The rates for 
transporting calls from an interconllection point on the incunlbent LEC network to the end 
office(s), and the rate for terinination of those calls, should be established based on the 
preli~ninasy testiinony I filed in this lilatter on August 16, 2006, as well as the Inore 
detailed testimony expected to be submitted in this proceding by Douglas Meredith on 
l?ehalf of the RTCs. 



ISSUE 11 .  If the RLECs fail to demonstrate rates that meet the requirenle~lts of 47 IJ-S.C. 5 
252(d)(2)(A) and the FCC's Regulations, what rate should the Comlnissioll establish for each 
RL,EC? 

Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position wit11 respect to Issue 1 I?  

A: CMRS Providers' Position: For any RLEC that fails to meet its burden of proof, the 
Colninissioi~ should establish an initial rate fbr that RLEC consistent with 47 C.F.R. 
$5 1.7 15(b)(3) until appropriate RLEC cost studies establisl~ peilnanent rates. 

Q: Can you su~ninarize the RTCs' position on Issue 1 I? 

A: Suininary of RTC Position: The rates for transport and teilniaation should colnply with 
rates to be deteilllined from infomlation available to the Coininission in this proceeding, 
consistent with illy preliininaly testimony filed on ALI~LIS~ 16, 2006 in this proceeding, as 
well as the Inore detailed testiinorly to be submitted by Douglas Meredith 011 bel~alf of the 
RTCs. 



ISSUE 12. Sllould the Irlterco~l~lectio~l Agreement provide both reciprocal and net billing 
options? 

Q: What is tlie CMRS Providers' Positio~i with respect to Issue 12? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: Billing provisiolis sllould be available, and net billilig should 
be all option where appropriate. 

Q: Cali you suiiilnarize tlie RTCs' positioli 011 Issue 12? 

A: Su~liinary of RTC Position: Either option is acceptable to the RTCs, provided that tlie 
billing accurately reflects tlie acklal net obligatiot~s of tlie parties. 



ISSUE 13. If a CMRS Provider does not ilieasure intercai~ier traffic for reciprocal conipensation 
billing purposes, what iiltraMTA traffic factors should apply? 

What is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue IS? 

CMRS Providers' Position: IntraMTA traffic factors should be used in the absence of 
measurement, and factors should be developed on a company-by-company basis. 

Can you first suinnlarize the RTCs' position on Issue 13? 

Suillillary of RTC Position: If this issue is intended to ask how the portions of total 
mobile-to-land traffic and land-to-mobile traffic should be identified and measured, then 
actual iileasusenlent is available and traffic factors are not needed. Actual ilzeasureine~~t of 
total amounts of traffic exchanged between the Parties should be utilized. IJnder proper 
intercoilnection ai~angernents, the RTC can provide actual nieasureinent of the proper 
scope of traffic in both directions. The portion of the total ainounts of traffic that is 
interMTA traffic should either be based on a reasonable representative factor or a 
sui-sogate measure. 

FURTHER ANALYSIS 

How would measurement be available for total mobile-to-land or land-to-mobile traffic? 

The RTC can measure total land-to-mobile traffic that it sends to the CMRS Provider 
including Subject Traffic and interMTA traffic. With dedicated tixinlcs, whether 
intercoiinected directly with the CMRS provider or indirectly through BellSouth, the 
RTCs can measure total mobile-to-land t e~~i~ ina t ing  traffic. If the CMRS Provider needs 
or wants to rely on BellSouth as an intesnlediary for traffic that the CMRS Provider 
tel~i~inates (subject to the conditions discussed in this Testimony), then measureinent will 
be available to the CMRS provider from BellSo~~th. The RTCs do not need or want to 
rely on BellSouth; the RTCs are prepared to establish the necessary trunlcing arrangeinents 
and are prepared to ivleasure traffic for theinselves, and they have deployed recording 
equip~nent as the FCC recognized c a ~ ~ i e r s  would need to do for reciprocal co~npeilsation 
traffic. 

The only remaining issue is how the co~nponent of the land-to-mobile and mobile-to-land 
traffic that is interMTA will be accurately established by CMRS Providers. 

How should the colnponeilt of interMTA traffic be determined? 

The CMRS Providers should be required to provide accurate, representative infosmation 
about the extent of interMTA traffic. Only the CMRS Providers lalow fi.0111 which cell 
site a nlobile user is served at the beginning of a call. See Section 1.15 of the draft 
Agreelnent. 



Q: Why is it illlportant to have a11 accurate accounting of the portion of traffic that is 
interMTA? 

A: As I will estal?lish in nly discussion of Issue 15, InterMTA traffic is subject to the LEC7s 
intrastate and interstate access charges for origination and ternlination because the FCC 
has found that when the CMRS provider carries traffic to anotl~er MTA, or delivers traffic 
to the RTC that has origi~lated in another MTA, the CMRS Provider is acting as an 
interexchange cal-sier. 

Moreover, the amount of interMTA traffic that CMRS providers are liltely to originate 
and terminate will continue to increase fronl already significant levels. As everyone is 
aware, users continue to use their wireless phones as a replacenlent for traditional 
intrastate and interstate long distance i~lterexchange calls. Because CMRS services are 
used as a replacement, it is liltely that interMTA traffic will increase in the same manner 
that the FCC has observed that interstate CMRS traffic is increasing: 

To address the colicenls raised in the record that the current interiln safe harbor 
[for the percentage of interstate revenue] for nlobile wireless providers is 
inappropriate in light of changing nlarltet conditions, we raise the safe harbor from 
15 to 28.5 percent. 

Report alid Ordel- c~17d Seco17d F~~r ther  Notice of Proposed Rulerizaki~ig, hi the Matter of 
Federal-Stcrte .loi17t Bocrrd 011 IJrii~~er-sal Service, 1998 Bienrrial Regillntory Review - 
Streanilined Contributor- Reporting Requireme~its Associated with Adtirinistratio~ of 
Telecomnzu~iiccrtioris Relay Service, North Aniel-ican Nirnzberir7g Plan, Local N~a~zber 
Portability, crlid 1J1iiversal Service S~rppo~.t Mechcrnisms; Teleconznztn7icatio11s Sewices 
. f o ~  bidivid~~als with Hearilig al7d S'7eech Disabilities, crlrd the Anzerica~i with Disabilities 
Act of 1990; Ad~izinistmtion ofthe North Alnel~iccrn N~~11zbering Plan and North Alnericari 
Ni~r7zbering Plalr Cost Recove~-)l Contrib~~tion Fcrctor and F~a7d Size; Nzln7ber Resource 
Optinzization; Telephone N~anber Por-tnbilitj~; alid T~.trl/i-in-Billing slid Billirrg For.mat, 
released by the FCC on Decelllber 13, 2002, in CC Docltet Nos. 96-45, 98-171, 90-571, 
92-237, 99-200, 95-1 16 and 98-1 70, FCC 02-329 ("Safe Hal*bor O J ~ ~ Y " )  at para. 19. 

On June 21, 2006, the FCC announced that it was again raising the wireless "safe harbor" 
percentage: 

[Tlhe [FCC] raises the existing wireless "safe harbor" percentage used to estimate 
interstate revenue from 28.5 percent to 37.1 percent of total end-user 
telecommunicatio~ls revenue to better reflect growing dellland of wireless services. 
This interim wireless safe harbor was last updated in 2002. Wireless casriers 
continue to retain the option to base contributions on their actual revenues or on 
traffic studies that estimate their actual interstate revenues. 

News released by the FCC on June 21,2006, "FCC Updates Approach For Assessing 
Contributions To The Federal Universal Service F~uld." On June 27, 2006, the FCC 
released another order in the same "Safe Harbor" docitets as set forth above. This order 
reflects the substarice of the annoul~cements contained in the News release. 



Is interstate traffic the sanle as interMTA traffic? 

No. There is soll~e intrastate interMTA traffic because ICentuclcy is divided by nlore than 
one MTA, And sonle MTAs associated with ICei~tucky also include portions of other 
states. Therefore, in this case, sonle interstate traffic would not be interMTA. 

What significance do the FCC's conclusions have here? 

If the proportion of interstate usage and revenues is growing, then tlle propoiTion of 
interMTA traffic is vely liltely also growing. The interstate percentage provides 
meaningful i~lfornlation tliat reflects upon what a reasonable proportion of interMTA 
traffic nlay be. The RTCs want to make sure that the Agreenlent illcorporates interMTA 
factors that reasonably reflect the actual a~nount of interMTA traffic origi~lated and 
ternlinated by each CMRS Provider. 

If the CMRS Providers cannot provide actual data to docunient the alnou~lt of traffic that 
they originate with their nlobile users in other MTAs, and the amount of traffic that they 
carry to their nlobile users in different MTAs, how sl~ould the proportion of interMTA 
traffic be detei~nined? 

T11e Co~~lmission sl~ould base the deternlination of the proportion of interMTA traffic on 
t l~e  best available info~~nation. There are a couple options. 

One method would be sinlply to use the sanle interstate percentage that the CMRS 
Providers use for interstate IJSF contribution. The mismatches between interstate and 
intesMTA that I explained above effectively cancei each other out. That is, sonle 
intrastate ~llobile calls are actually interMTA and some interstate calls are not interMTA. 
As such, this surrogate ]nay be the most accurate available. 

Altl~ougl~ the location of the nlobile end user, for purposes of detei~llining whether a call 
in intraMTA or interMTA, is based 011 the cell site that selves the end user at the 
begit~ning of the call, another surrogate method nliglit be to use the rate center area 
associated wit11 the nlobile user's telephone nurnber for each mobile-to-land call to 
deternline whether a call is intraMTA or interMTA. 111 other words, if the telepllone 
number is associated wit11 a rate center area tliat is not wi t l~i~i  the same MTA as the RTC 
is located, the call fro111 that nlobile user would be presu~l~ed to be interMTA. The 
availability of calling party nt~mbers and called party number on calls between  nob bile users 
and RTCs' end users would provide the ~iecessary infor~nation to establish an interMTA 
portion of usage for mobile-to-land calls. This propoi-tion could then also apply to land- 
to-mobile traffic. 



1 ISSUE 14. S h o ~ ~ l d  the Interconnectiol~ Agreeilieilt prohibit the Land-to-Mobile Traffic Factor 
2 fro111 exceeding SO%? 

3 Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position wit11 respect to Issue 14? 

4 A: CMRS Providers' Position: No such liixlitatioll is IawCul or appropriate. 

5 Q: Can you suliilnarize the RTCs' position 01-1 Issue 14? 

6 A: Summary of RTC Position: Tlie RTCs agree to reniove this condition. 



1 ISSUE 15. What is the appropriate compensation for interMTA traffic? 

2 Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue 15? 

3 A: CMRS Providers' Position: InterMTA traffic factors should be developed on a company- 
4 by-company basis. The originating Pasty sl~ould coinpensate the tel~ninating Party at the 
5 rate coiltained in the RLEC's tariffs. 

6 Q: Can you first summarize the RTCs' position on Issue 15? 

7 A: Sulnlllary of RTC Position: As set foi-tli in the discussion of Issue 13, InterMTA traffic 
8 proportions should be based on factors that accurately reflect the amount of interMTA 
9 traffic for each arrangement. The amount of interMTA traffic is growing and most likely 

10 greater than the level that the CMRS Providers will adlnit or propose. See discussion 
11 above regarding the RTCs' position with respect to Issue 13. 

According to the FCC's ~ ~ ~ l e s ,  all i11terMTA traffic is sub~ect to the te17n.s of the RTCs' 
intrastate and interstate access tariffs and rates. As the FCC has explicitly concluded, 
where an end user of the RTC originates a call that is delivered to a CMRS provider 
which, in tux ,  carries that call to its nlohile user for tenzlination in a ~ ~ o t h e r  MTA, the 
CMRS Provider is acting as an interexchange cai~ier  and owes originating access cl~arges 
to the RTC. 111 the opposite direction, where the CMRS Provider originates a call for its 
nlobile user located in a different MTA than the MTA in wl~icli the RTC is located, and 
the CMRS Provider carries that call across MTA boundaries for tei~nination with the 
RTC, the CMRS Provider is obtaining tei~llinating access selvice froin the RTC and owes 
tel~llinating access charges to the RTC. 

22 There is no sucl~ concept as "reciprocal" access charges with incumbent LECs. 

23 FURTHER ANALYSIS 

24 Q: Do the CMRS Providers agree that, for a CMRS Provider to LEC call, when a nlobile 
2 5 user is located in a different MTA than the terminating end user of the LEC, and the 
2 6 CMRS Provider delivers this traffic for tel~nination on the network of the LEC, the CMRS 
27 Provider owes ternlinating intrastate or interstate access charges to the RTC? 

2 8 A: Yes. That appears to be the essence of their proposal. 

29 Q: What about when the end user of the RTC originates a call that the RTC delivers to the 
:3 0 CMRS Provider and the CMRS Provider, in turn, carries that call to a mobile user in 
3 1 anotl~er MTA? 

32 A: The FCC 11as explained that in such a case, the CMRS Provider is acting as an 
3 3 interexchange carrier (it is the CMRS Provider that is cal~ying the call to the other MTA) 
3 4 and the CMRS Provider is obtaining originating access from the RTC. 



How do you come to this col~clusion? 

It is exactly what the FCC stated and explained in its origillal First Report arid Older. 
IntraMTA traffic is the only traffic within tlle scope of the reciprocal conlpensation rules. 
The RTCs do not provide any services for calls to other MTAs other thal~ the provision of 
access services as set forth in tariffs provided to other carriers that route calls to other 
MTAs. The FCC recognized this s t ~ ~ ~ c t u r e  in its order: 

We reiterate that traffic between an incumbent LEC and a CMRS network that 
originates and te~lninates within the same MTA (defined based on the parties' 
locations at the beginning of the call) is subject to transport and t e ~ ~ ~ ~ i n a t i o n  rates 
under section 25 1(b)(5), rather than interstate or intrastate access charges. Under 
our existing practice,   no st traffic between LECs and CMRS providers is not 
subject to interstate access charges unless it is carried by an IXC, with the 
exception of certain interstate interexchange service provided by CMRS carriers, 
such as sonle "roaming" traffic that transits incumbent LECs' switching facilities, 
which is subiect to interstate access charges. [fn 248.51 

[fk 24851 "[Slollle cellular carriers provide their custonlers with a service 
whereby a call to a subscriber's local cellular number will be routed to them 
over interstate facilities wllen the custonler is "roaming" in a cellular systelrl 
in another state. In this case, the cellular carrier is providing not local 
exchange service but interstate, il~terexchange service. In this and other 
situations where a cellular conlpany is offering interstate, interexchange 
service, the local telephone colllpally providing intercol~llectioll is providing 
exchange access to an interexchange carrier and may expect to be paid the 
appropriate access charge . . . . Therefore, to the extent that a cellular 
operator does provide interexchange service through switching facilities 
provided by a telephone company, its obligation to pay cal-rier's carrier 
[i e., access] charges is defined by $ 69.5(b) of our rules." Tlie Need to 
Prornote Conzpeiitior~ arid Efficierit Use of S~~ectnirn for" Radio Cor1211zor1 
Cc~rrie~*Services, 59 RR 2d 1275, 1284-85 n.3 (1986). See cilso 
Ir~ipler~zer~tntion of'Seciions .3(1i) niid 332 of the Comr~~ui~ications Acf, 
Reg~~lntor*)~ Treatn7erit of Mobile Selvices, GN Docltet No. 9.3-252, Second 
Report and Order, 9 FCC Rcd 141 1, 1497-98 (1994) (concluding that 
there should be no distinctioll between incumbent LECs' intercolmection 
al~angelllents wit11 cellular carriers and those with other CMRS providers). 

First Report aiid Order at para. 1043 and footnote 2485 (empl~asis added) 

The obligation to pay carrier access charges pursuant to Section 69.5 of the FCC's access 
lx~les is tlle obligation to pay the RTC for the use of the RTC7s facilities to originate or 
tel~ninate a call sub.ject to access. When an RTC end user places a call to a mobile user 
that uses a telephone number that appears to be in a local calling area in I<enh~clcy, and the 
CMRS provider routes (carries the call) to a nlobile user in another MTA in another state, 
the CMRS Provider is providing "not local exchange service but interstate, illterexchange 
service" as the footnote above lnakes clear. As such, the CMRS provider is using the 



facilities of tlne RTC to originate an "interstate, interexclnalnge service" and owes interstate 
origilnating access charges to the RTC as Section 69.5(b) of tlne access charge rules states. 

The exact same analysis applies with respect to i~nterMTA intrastate traffic. An intrastate 
call between two MTAs within the state is not traffic subject to tlne reciprocal 
coilnpelnsation ~xles.  Where a CMRS Provider carries (routes) a call to its nnobile user in 
tlne state that is in an MTA other than tlne MTA in which the RTC end user is located, the 
CMRS Provider is not providing local exchange service, but is providing intrastate, 
interexclnange service, just as the FCC explained in its footnote. 

How do the FCC 1111es define what is Subject Traffic under tlne FCC's Subpast H rules as 
opposed to traffic where the CMRS Provider is acting as an interexclnange service 
provider? 

The MTA detenlnines that distinction. Calls delivered to or received fro111 a CMRS 
Provider (and not call-ied by an interexclnange carrier) are considered Subject Traffic if 
they originate and terminate within tlne same MTA. Calls that a CMRS Provider delivers 
to an RTC tlnat originated in another MTA, arid calls that a CMRS Provider routes 
(carries) to another MTA are not Subject Traffic; sucln calls are tlle interexclnange seivice 
calls of the CMRS Providers. As tlne FCC stated, tlne CMRS provider is acting as an 
interexclnange cal-rier. 

What tel-nns apply with respect to the origination or ter~ilination of traffic on the networlts 
of tlne RTC for traffic where tlne innobile user of tlne CMRS Provider is either tlne calling or 
called party? 

hntraMTA traffic between tlle RTC and a CMRS Provider (not call-ied by an 
interexclnange cassier) is subject to the contractual temls and conditions of an 
interco~ninection agreelnnent pursuant to requirements of tlle FCC's Subpart H rules. All 
other traffic that originates or telininates on the network of tlne RTC is not reciprocal 
compensation traffic and is subject to the RTC's origitiating or telilninating access charge 
tenns. Those two options are the only options available for the origination or ter~nnination 
of traffic on tlne RTCs7 networlts. There is no sucln concept as reciprocal access charges. 
The RTC's access tariffs apply wit11 respect to both tlne origination and telilnination of 
interexclnange traffic on their networlts. It is the mobile nature of the CMRS Providers7 
wireless service that affects this framework. In both directions, when it is the CMRS 
Provider tlnat is carrying traffic to or fro111 another MTA, it is the CMRS Provider tlnat is 
using tlne local exchange access facilities of the RTC pursuant to tlne FCC's Past 69 I-~lles. 



1 ISSUE 16. Are the RLECs required to provide dialing parity (in te i~ns  of both number of digits 
2 dialed and rates charged) for land to inobile traffic? 

3 Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue 16? 

4 A: CMRS Providers' Position: RLECs should ensure that their customers can lilalte calls to 
5 CMRS Providers' customers' nuinbers in local and EAS exchanges without dialing extra 
6 digits or paying extra charges. 

7 Q: Can you first sulnn~arize the RTCs' position on Issue 16? 

Suinnlary of RTC Position: The dialing parity rules are explicitly related to calling and 
local services based on a specific local calling geogsaphic area, not telephone numbers. 
This concept does not logically apply to inobile users as the CMRS Providers suggest. 
Regardless of any dialing parity req~iirements, the interconnection requireillents do not 
obligate the RTCs to provision iiltercoilnection or service arraligelnents that are beyond 
that which is equal to what they do for theinselves or with other carriers. To the extent 
that the RTCs recognize telephone lluinbers of inobile users to define their local calling 
services, they do so under the coildition that they are not required to provision some 
extraordinary or superior interconnection arrangement or service for such calls. The 
dialing parity rules have llothing to do with what the RTCs charge their custoiners for calls 
to or froin colncnercial inobile radio service users. 

19 FURTHER ANALYSIS 

20 Q: Do you have any initial cominents about this issue? 

2 1 A: Yes. The CMRS Providers' presentation of this issue is misleading, incomplete, wrong, 
22 and creates unnecessary confiision. 

2 3 Q: What is dialing parity? 

24 A: Dialing parity is a concept related to the dialing of local calls and toll calls, not what 
25 sei-vices a carrier offers its custoiner, and not what a carier  charges its end users for 
26 services. No where do the interco~~nection ixiles dictate what sel-vices the RTC or the 
27 CMRS Provider offer to its own custoiners, what either one charges its custoiners for 
2 8 those services, or the maimer in wl~ich the RTC or the CMRS Provider provisions such 
29 services. 

3 0 Section 5 1.205 of the FCC's rules defines dialing parity as: 

3 1 A local exchange carrier (LEC) shall provide local and toll dialing parity to 
3 2 colnpeting providers of telephone exchange service or telephone toll service, with 
3 3 no unreasonable dialing delays. Dialing parity sllall be provided for all origi~lating 
3 4 telecommunicatioils services that require dialing to route a call. 



This has nothing to do with what local exchange services a carrier provides or what 
charges the carvier applies to its selvices. Dialing parity is: 

The dr~ty to provide dialing parity to co~~zpeting providers of telephone exchange 
service and telephone toll sesvice, and the duty to pel~nit all such providers to have 
discrinlinatory access to teleplione numbers, operator services, directory 
assistance, and directory listing, with no unreasonable dialing delays. 

47 U.S.C. $ 25 1 (b)(3) (emphasis added). 

Local dialing parity is a concept that applies to a specific geographic area, not telephone 
numbers: 

We anticipate that local dialing parity will be achieved upon implementation of the 
nunlber portability and intercor~~lectio~~ requirements of section 25 1. . . . [W]e 
find that under section 25 1(b)(3) each L,EC must ensure that its custolners within a 
defined local calling area be able to dial the same number of digits to lnalte a local 
telephone call notwithstandirlg the identity of the calling party's or called party's 
local telephone service provider. 

Second Report ciricl Ordel- n11cl Me11zornr7d~an Opinion c~l-zd Order; released by tile FCC on 
August 8, 1996 in CC Docltet Nos. 96-98, 95-185, 92-237, a i d  94-102; and NSD File 
No. 96-8; and IAn  File No. 94-102, at para. 71, (emphasis added). 

Furthermore, in adopting the l-ules to i1nplen1ent this statutoiy requirement, the FCC 
specifically addressed ally applicability to Collllnercial Mobile Radio Service providers by 
concluding that: 

"[tlo the extellt that a CMRS provider offers telephone exchange service, such a 
provider is entitled to receive the benefits of local dialing parity.'' 

Icl. at para. 68. 

No CMRS Provider has indicated any intent to provide "telephone excl~ange selvice," a 
statutory defined tern1 distinct fro111 the provision of CMRS. Tlie Act defines "telephone 
exchange sesvice" as (underlining added): 

(A) service within a telephone excllange, or withill a connected systenl of 
telepllone exchanges within the salile exchange area operated to fi~lnish to 
subscribers illtercolnlllullicatillg selvice of the character ordinarily fui~~islled by a 
single exchange, and which is covered by the exchange service charge, or (B) 
colnparable service provided througli a system of switches, transmission 
equipment, or other facilities (or combination thereof) by which a subscriber can 
originate and terininate a telecolninunications service." 



Q: If local dialing parity is a coilcept that applies only with respect to a local calling area and 
only with respect to teleplione exchange seivice for calling witllin that local calling area, 
do the CMRS Providers' seivices fit those conditions? 

A: No. The nlobile users of the CMRS Providers can be located virtually allywliere ill the 
nation to place or receive calls. Telephone excl~ange service is service defined with 
respect to a specific service area. There is no defining area for lnobile wireless services. 
Fustl~ermore, the RTCs do not provide any local exchange selvice to call lnobile users 
anywhere in the United States. 

Q: Does the telephone ntnnber used by a lilobile user necessarily determine the location of the 
mobile user or the jurisdiction of a call to or fi-om a CMRS user? 

A: No. Considerable confusion arises because of the attempt to inix the col~cepts tliat arise 
with the geographically static assignineilt of a laildlirie nunlber that is associated with a 
specific exchange area with tlie concepts of a number assigned to a lilobile service user 
which has no geographic significance. Because the wireless custo~ner is lnobile and the 
service areas of CMRS providers are very large, wit11 lilally deilolninating the entire nation 
as their service area, the teleplione nu~nber (or Inore specifically the NPA-NXX of the 
teleplione number) of a lnobile user does not detennine the inobile user's geographic 
location. And with respect to jurisdiction, it is the actual location of the mobile user and 
the other party to a call that deteilnines the jurisdiction of a call, not the telepholle 
number. 

With landline service, the static location of the user enables association of the number with 
a specific location. Accordingly, the lalldline n~~lllber accurately can be used to determine 
the geographic terminating or originating point of the call for purposes of deterlnirling the 
jurisdiction of a point-to-point landliiie call. That is not true, llowever, with respect to a 
call that is placed to or fiom a wireless number. The wireless n~imber is not, in any way, 
an indication of the geographical location of the wireless end user when the end user 
places or receives a call. 

The CMRS Providers can cite no logical discussioil of what dialing parity means with 
respect to a "defined area" in the context of mobile service where the inobile service 
defined area is the entire nation. More importantly, there can be no requirement that 
forces a wireline LEC to treat as "local" a call to a mobile user that is located in Califolmia 
just because the telephone iluinber appears to be a number that would only be used at a 
location in I<entuclcy if it was assigned to larldline seivice. 

Q: Do some LECs, nevertl~eless, utilize an approach for the design of solne of their local 
exchange sellrice offerings for CMRS calls that relies partly on the NPA-NXX of the 
inobile user and other conditions? 

A: Yes. I will discuss tliis in Inore detail below. Nevertheless, partial reliance on tlie NPA- 
NXX to detennine local exchange selvice offerings by a RTC is not a requireme~~t of the 
Act or the interconnection l-ules; and, regardless, wliere an RTC has opted to design a 
local excl~aiige service offeriilg for calling to mobile users, it is conditioiled on the 



availability of an il~terconnection point within its inc~unbent service area that the LEC call 
use to deliver such local traffic without extraordinary cost, and s ~ ~ c h  treatliient is also 
conditioned on lnuhtal agreelnent on prerequisite terlns between the RTC and the CMRS 
Provider. If acceptable conditions are satisfied; i.e , the service requires no lnore from the 
RTC for local calls to a CMRS provider than what the RTC does for itself for sinlilar calls 
and does not subject the RTC to extraordinaly costs, tl~en the RTC lnay be willing to treat 
CMRS calls as local calling ~ ~ n d e r  this voluntary surrogate method. 

If these satisfactory conditions are present, the RTC lnay elect to provision local exchange 
service calls to nlobile users based on telephone n-umbers, but in any event, the RTC is 
totally within its rights to treat CMRS calls as toll calls. And toll calls are not subject to 
local dialing parity; toll calls are subject to toll dialing parity. 

Q: What do you base your conclusions on? 

A: The FCC's ow11 statenle~~ts and conclusio~~s. The FCC has used the exa~i~ple of callers, 
including rnobile wireless users, in the multi-state area sussounding the District of 
Columbia to illustrate the facts. Because wireless mobile users often cross state lines and 
are mobile, a cellular customer with a telephone number that appears to be associated with 
Richmond, Virginia nlay travel to Baltimore, Maryla~zd. A call between the mobile user in 
Baltimore and, for example, a wireline end user in Alexandria, Virginia might appear to be 
an intrastate call "placed fi-om a Virginia telephone number to anotller Virginia telephone 
nunlber, but would in fact be interstate . . . ." 11 FCC Rcd 5020, 5073,111 the Matter of 
111te~~conizection Bet+veeli Local E~ckange Ccil*riels c~licl Col7111zercial Mobile Radio 
Service Proviclera, ci~id Equal Access and hiter~conriectio~~ Obligntiol~s Pertailling to 
Comnzel--cia1 Mobile Radio Service Providers, CC Docltet Nos. 95-1 85 and 94-54, 
(1996) at para. 112, (emphasis added). 

Similarly, a call between a wireline end user in Richmond to the sanle rnobile user in 
Baltinlore might also appear to be an intrastate call because tlie call is placed fro111 a 
"Virginia telephone number" to another number that also appears to be associated with 
Virginia, this call would also in fact be an interstate call. When one end of the call is in 
Maryland and the otller is in Virginia, the call is interstate. The telephone nulnber 
assigned to the lnobile user does not deteriiline the jurisdiction and any reliance on the 
telepl~one number of  nob bile users is a11 arbitraly practice. 

Q: Has the FCC conle to any otlier collclusions about the lack of any geogsaphic relationship 
between the rate center areas associated wit11 mobile user teleplione numbers? 

A: Yes. In its 200:3 number portability order related to wireless-wireless porting, the FCC 
concluded that: 

Because wireless service is spectn~nl-based and mobile in nature, wireless cal-riers 
do not utilize or depend on the wireline rate center structure to provide service: 
wireless licensing and service areas are typically lilucll larger than wireline rate 
center boundaries, and wireless cal-siers typically charge their subscribers based on 
minutes of use rather than location or distance." 



Mei~~oi~crndian Opiiiioii C~IIC/ 01-&I", released by the FCC on October 7, 2003 in CC Docltet 
96-1 16 at para. 22. 

The FCC's conclusion confirnls that the specific geographic areas lu~own as rate center 
areas for wireline LECs have no relevance to the services offered to, or provided to, the 
typical lllobile user of the large wireless carriers. The "defined local calling area" that is 
the criterion for local dialing parity is not the entire United States. 

Now tui~ling to the CMRS Providers' notion that dialing parity somel~ow affects the rates 
that the cai~iers charge for calls, how do you respond? 

There is absolutely no discussion anywhere in the statute or by the FCC to suggest that 
ixlles addressiilg dialing of local calls or dialing of toll calls soniehow requires some 
particular service offering treatinellt or sollze particular rate result. 

The CMRS Providers have 110 nlore right to dictate to the RTCs what services the RTCs 
must offer and what the RTCs should charge for their services than the RTCs can dictate 
to the CMRS providers what they sl~ould provide and charge their nlobile users. The 
CMRS providers offer services based on usage, while the RTCs generally offer local 
services on an ~lnlimited basis, at a fixed rate. What the CMRS providers actually seelt 
here is not parity, but disparity. They seelt a favorable and disparate alrangement under 
wllich the RTCs would be forced to provide calling for their wireline end users to lllalce 
unliillited calls to nzobile wireless users that may be located anywhere in the nation, and to 
pay the CMRS providers for doing so, while the CMRS providers continue to cliarge their 
customers based on a rate structure that is usage-based for calls in both directions. What 
a carrier charges its end users is not an interconnection issue for arbitration. 

Is there ally rate reg~llation of CMRS calls? 

No. The fact that traffic between wireline and wireless networl<s constitutes CMRS traffic 
is often overloolted by parties reviewing these issues. 

Section 332 of the Act defines "commercial nlobile radio service" or "CMRS" as: 

any nlobile service (as defined in section 3) that is provided for profit, and illaltes 
interconnected service available (A) to the public or (B) to such classes of eligible 
users as to be effectively available to a substantial portioil of the public, as 
specified by regulation by the [FCC] . . . ." 

47 U.S.C. tj 332(d)(l). 

Moreover, Section 3(27) of the Telecommunications Act and Section 20.3 of the FCC's 
i-ules define "mobile service" as: 

a radio coillmullication service carried 011 between nlobile stations or receivers and 
land stations, and by mobile stations communicating anlong tl~emselves." 



47 U.S.C. 5 3(27); 47 C.F.R. 5 20.3 (emphasis added). 

The statutory defiilition oECMRS does not rely on or refer to whether the call originates 
on the wireline or wireless networlc. Both landline-to-mobile and mobile-to-landliile calls 
fall within the definition of a Conlilzercial Mobile Radio Service, consistent with the 
analysis of the FCC. This same analysis is set forth fi~lly in Menzo~c~lidi~l~? Opinion slid 
Order on Reconsiderntior mid Oiader Te1*171ii1atiiig Pi"ocee&i~g, released by the FCC on 
April 13, 200 1 in WT Docltet No. 97-207 ("Cc~lliiig Party Or~der.") at paras. 10-1 9. 

Accordingly, the landline-to-mobile and mobile-to-landline calls are the same calls and 
subject to the requireilleilts set forth in §332(c)(3) of the Act including exeinption from 
regulation of service entry and rates for Commercial Mobile Radio Seivices. If the CMRS 
providers seek rate regulatioil when the call is originated on the wireline networlc, then 
there is no basis to deny the RTCs equal protection and inlpose the saivle requirements 
when the call originates on the wireless networlc. 

Q: Do the CMRS Providers have discriillinating rate s t~~~c tures?  

A: Yes. I ain aware that at least some, if not all, of the CMRS Providers have rate struchlres 
under whic1-1 the ultimate financial consequence to the wireless user is less for wireless 
calls to or from another inobile user of the sanle CMRS Provider than the rate 
conseqLlence of calling, or being called by, sonle other carrier's end user. hl-system calls 
inay be provided 011 an unlimited basis, but out-of-system calls are subjected to usage 
liinits and per-nlinute rates. 

Q: How should the Coninlissioi~ resolve this issue? 

A: This issue should be dismissed as beyond the scope of intercoiuiection arbitration and 
beyond any standards for arbitration. 

The CMRS providers are attempting to use their inisinterpretation of dialing parity to 
suggest i~nproperly that the RTCs are required to provisio~~ local service calls, deliver 
tl~em to a distant point, be responsible for transporting and switching calls through 
BellSouth, or be responsible for dedicated trunlting to deliver local calls to distant points, 
all of which would subject the RTC to extraordinary costs beyond the costs that apply to 
any other local exchange service call. No such req~~irements exist. 

Q: Even though the CMRS Providers have ii~iproperly distorted the i~leaning of the rules in 
an attenlpt to iivlpose dialing parity requirements, are the RTCs prepared to provision 
sonle voluntary forill of local calling to CMRS Provider's inobile users? 

A: There is no illvoluntary requirei~lent for any LEC to provision a local excllange sewice 
calling service to mobile users that nlay be located anywhere in the nation. However, 
several of the RTCs have reached mutual agreeinent with some wireless carriers regarding 
the conditions under which the RTC could provision local calling to inobile users. These 
muh~ally agreeable al-rangeinents nlost often rely on a set of telephone nuinbers as the 
sun-ogate method to deter~liine what calls are to be treated as local, and the provision of 



such calling service (so that mobile users can receive seine local calls from other users) is 
conditioned 011 tile RTCs not incui-ring extraordinary costs and not having to transport 
local calls to distant points. Where the RTCs have mutually agreed to these arrangements, 
they would be willing to extend the sanle treatment, but not superior treatment, to 
equivalent arrangements wit11 other CMRS Providers. If the calls are to be transported to 
distant points at additional cost to the RTC, tlien the RTC will provision those calls as 
interexchange service calls, as the FCC lias stated is the RTCs' choice. 



ISSUE 17. What SS7 signaling paranleters sl-iould be required? 

What is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue 17? 

CMRS Providers' Position: The Interconnection Agreenlent sl~ould contain language 
(ploposed by the CMRS Providers) that establishes separate obligations based on whether 
the Parties are directly or indirectly interconnected, and wl~ich prevents either Party from 
assessing SS7 tariff or message cllarges on the other for tile exchange of traffic. 

Can you first summarize the RTCs' position on Issue 17? 

Sullz~llary of RTC Position: The creation and delivery of all SS7 signaling parameters 
does not, and should not, depend on whether traffic is routed through third party 
networlts. All SS7 it~fol~nation sl~ould be created and sent by both parties. The SS7 
infornlation is necessary to ensure accurate identification and measurement of traffic and 
colrlpliance with the terms of the agreement. The RTCs have no intention of cl~arging the 
CMRS Providers any SS7 related cl~arges. 

FURTHER ANALYSIS 

Does the creation or transmittal of SS7 signaling parameters depend 011 the routing of the 
actual voice call? 

No. SS7 signaling including call set-up infonnation and all other transaction inforination 
included with SS7 signaling is created and sent tl~rough an entirely different signaling 
network than that used for the actual voice call. Tlle separate signaling pat11 is a ltey 
conzponent to the usefillness of SS7. SS7 signaling messages are created by Seivice 
Signaling Point equipment at the point where a call is originated. There are separate 
signaling links to special routers that are used solely for SS7 signaling purposes. There is 
no reasoil for the CMRS Providers to distinguish SS7 signaling based 011 the way the 
actual voice call is routed. All SS7 infoi~llation or all calls should be created and sent by 
both pal-ties. 

Do CMRS providers use SS7 signaling? 

Yes. The advanced features that are typically available and used on wireless phones 
depend 011 SS7 signaling capability. Caller ID depends on the receipt of SS7 infol-~nation 
from the origiilating cal-sier. 

Are the RTCs proposiilg to charge the CMRS Providers anytlling for SS7 signaling 
activity under the terms of the interconllection agseement? 

No, not for the sinlple excllange of traffic or delivery of signaling infonnation 
conte~~~plated and addressed under the draft agreement. Of course, outside the scope of 
interconi~ectioi~ for the transport and termination of S-~~bpart H traffic, should the CMRS 
Providers have other uses of the RTCs' physical SS7 network operations, that would be 



liaildled uilder separate tei-111s and conditioi~s not i~lcluded in these negotiations or in the 
draft agreement. 



1 ISSUE 18. Should RL,EC tariff provisions be incoiporated into the contract? 

2 Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position wit11 respect to Issue 18? 

3 A: CMRS Providers' Position: Absent express nlutual consent, tariffs cannot supersede or 
4 supplement the t e ~ ~ n s  and conditions of the Parties' Intercoil~lection Agreement. 

5 Q: Can you first sunl~~iarize the RTCs' position on Issue 18? 

6 A: Suililllary of RTC Position: Where required and appropriate, the Ageenlent IIILIS~ refer to 
7 the terilis and conditions of tariffs. For example, the origination and tei-niination of 
8 interMTA traffic is subject to the application of the terms and conditions contained in the 
9 RTCs' intrastate and interstate access tariffs. 

10 FURTHER ANALYSIS 

11 Q: Does the proposed draft agreenient refer to tariffs? 

Yes. Section 2.2 as proposed by the RTCs acluiowledges that soine of the terlils and 
conditions or the agreement niay depend on teims and conditions contained in tariffs. 
While the te1111s and coi~ditions for the provision of ii~tercom~ection facilities between tlie 
parties is a matter under review, and I have set forth the positiolis of the RTCs above with 
respect to Issues 7 and 8, it should be noted that the CMRS Providers have, themselves, 
proposed teixls tl~at reference tariffs. h~ the CMRS Providers7 proposed section 4.1.1.3, 
they propose a reference to the effective intrastate access tariff of the RTC. As I 
explained in the response to Issue 14, the origination and termination of interMTA traffic 
on the network of the RTCs is subject to the tei~ns of interstate and intrastate access 
tariffs. Accordingly, the RTCs' Proposed Section 5.4 properly refers to those access 
tariffs. 

23 For these reasons, the provisions of the draft agreeinent that would recognize that tariffs 
24 nlay need to be referenced should remain. 



ISSUE 19. IJnder what circumstances should a Party be pernlitted to block traffic or terlilinate 
the Interconnection Agreement? 

Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position wit11 respect to Issue 19? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: The CMRS Providers propose a mechanism for notice of 
default and terlnillatioil that will ensure custoiners will not be ~u~necessarily affected as a 
result of carrier disputes. Bloclting of trafic should be allowed only if authorized by the 
appropriate regulatoly agency. 

Q: Can you first sunllllarize the RTCs7 position on Issue 19? 

A: Summary of RTC Position: The RTCs call agree to the CMRS Providers7 proposals for 
this issue provided that the proposed Section 8.6.4 is inodified to state: 

"In any event, no Party shall ter~ilinate the services and facilities arrangeinents or 
discontinue the tei~i~ination of traffic under this Agreenlent without express 
authorization from an appropriate governnlent agency authorizing such 
discontinuation or without a decision froill a court of coinpetelit jurisdiction 
granting tile right to discontinue the services under this Agreement." 

FURTHER ANALYSIS 

Q: How has tliis provision been lnodified by the RTCs? 

A: It has been nlodified to recognize that a carrier nlust seek approval in order to terminate 
services, facilities, or termination of other party's traffic under the Agreenlent and that 
approval call coine from either the Conllllission or a court that has co~ilpetent jurisdictioi~. 



ISSUE 20, What post-tel~~linatiol~ arrailgemel~ts should be included in the Interconnection 
Agreement? 

Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Positioil with respect to Issue 20? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: If either party seelts post ter~l~ination arrangements, the 
agreement will reillail1 in place, subject to true-up following the collclusion of 
llegotiatiolls. 

Q: Call you first sunlmarize the RTCs' position on Issue 20? 

A: Sunlmary of RTC Position: The RTCs are willing to alter their original proposal such that 
the 12-mollth liinit w0111d 110t apply to the extent that the Parties are engaged in lawful 
arbitration; i,e., the agreement would recllaill in place if the parties are engaged in lawfill 
arbitration. There is no provision in the mles for a tlxe-up as proposed by the CMRS 
providers in Section 8.2.1, and the CMRS Providers have themselves (at the illfollnal 
conference) expressed their own disagreement with the use of "true-up" arrangements. 
The RTCs do not illtend to be subject to te1111s and conditions that would subject them to 
uncertainty. 

FURTHER ANALYSIS 

Q: How would the proposed, nlodified provision read? 

A: Section 8.2.1 should read: 

8.2.1 Post-Termination Arrangements. 1Jpo11 tem1inatio1-1 or expiration of this 
Agreelnetlt pursuant to Section 8.2 above, and upon the written request of either 
Party, this Agreelllellt shall remain in full force and effect until a replacelllellt 
agreelllellt has been executed by the Parties either (a) under an agreement 
volulltarily executed by the Parties; (b) under a new agree arrived at pursuant to 
the provisiolls of the Act; or (c) under an agreement available to and requested by 
CMRS Provider according to the provisiolls of Sectioll25 l(i) of the Act, but in no 
case will the existing service arrangements continue for longer than 12 months 
followi~lg the date on which notice of teni~il~atioi~ is provided, except that the 
agreement will remain it place beyond the 12 month period to the extent, and for 
the period, that the Parties are engaged in lawful arbitration under tile Act. 

The underlil~ed portiol~ reflects the RTCs' modified position. 

If neither party seelts arbitration, or if the parties abandon arbitration, the11 the RTCs 
would not want the status of the agreelilellt to linger without resolution. This provisioll 
lileans that there call be no uncertail~ty about the status of the agreement. 

Q: Have you included any provisio11 for a true-up as proposed by the CMRS Providers? 



A: No. The i~lterconnection requireme~~ts and l-ules do not require that the RTCs be 
subjected to uncertain terms that could be retroactively adjusted at sonle point in time in 
the future. Moreover, the CMRS Providers tllenlselves have indicated (at the infornlal 
conference) that true-up mecl~anisms do not work in practice. Either the existing telxls 
remain in place with certainty for a lilllited amonnt of time, or new tellns replace the 
existing terlns withi11 a reasonable alllount of time after ternlination. The teriils must be 
certain. The RTCs do not want, and callnot be expected, to endure a period of 
uncertainty where the ter~rls are ~~nlcnown and a retroactive i~llpact is pending. Any period 
of uncertainty with a retroactive financial i~~ipact  for the RTCs would be tantamount to 
retroactive ratemaking. If any new replacelllent terlns illlposed additional costs 011 the 
RTCs in the for11 of retroactive settlement, there may be no means available to the RTC 
for recovery of such costs. 



ISSUE 21. How should the following terms be defined: "Central Office Switch," 
"Interconnection Point," "InterMTA Traffic," "Interexchange Cal-rier," "Multifrequen~y,~~ "Rate 
Center," "Subject Traffic," "Telecommunicatiolls Traffic," "Temlination," and "Transport." 

Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue 21? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: The position of the CMRS Providers is not l<llow11 because 
their Response in the issues matrix only refers to tlie CMRS redline agreelllent that was 
attached to their Response. 

Q :  Can you smnmarize the RTCs' position 011 Issue 21? 

A: Summary of RTC Position: 

The change to the "Central Office Switch" definition is acceptable. 

The deletion of the definition for "Ii~terconnection Point" is not acceptable. 
Intercoiinection Point is explicitly defined in the FCC's Subpai-t H rules, and the definition 
set forth by the RTCs in their proposed Agreement is consistellt with those rules. 

Tlle CMRS Providers' changes to the first sentence of the definition of "Inter-MTA 
Traffic" are acceptable. The deletion of the last sentence of tlie definition of "Inter-MTA 
Traffic" is not coirect, and the RTCs do not accept that change for the reasons already set 
forth in the discussion of Issue 15, above. 

The definition of "Intel-exchange Carsier" as proposed by tlie RTCs is accurate and 
correct, should not be deleted, is necessary to address other provisions of the Agreement, 
and is necessary to avoid confi~sion about the scope of traffic subject to reciprocal 
coiliperisation under the FCC's Subpart H rules. 

The RTCs accept the deletion of the definition of "Multifiequency." 

The RTCs do iiot agree to the CMRS Providers' proposed change to the definition of 
"Rate Center," and the CMRS Providers have 11ot set forth their position on this issue. 
This issue should be dismissed. 

The changes that the CMRS Providers have proposed for the definition of "Subject 
Traffic" and/or "Telecommunications Traffic" are not sufficiently detailed to avoid 
corlfilsion with respect to tlie proper application of the terins of the Agreement. The 
CMRS Providers incorrectly conft~se interexchange carrier traffic that is mrth~ally 
exclusive from certain "local" traffic subject to the FCC's Subpart H nlles under Section 
251(1~)(5) of the Act. The RTCs' position is that the use of words "Subject Traffic" 
avoids the confi~sion created by the use of "Telecomn~unications Traffic" because not all 
Teleco~ninuilicatioiis is subject to the ternis of reciprocal compensation. Witli this in mind, 
the RTCs would agree to the following alteiilative for this defiaition: 



"Sul?ject Traffic,'' is as defined ill 47 C.F.R. $ 5 1.70 1 (b)(2) and is traffic 
exchanged between a local exchange service end user of a LEC and a CMRS end 
user of a CMRS Provider that, at the beginnil~g of the call, originates and 
tel~llinates within the same Major Trading Area. The defil~itioll and use of the 
ter111 "Sul).ject Traffic" for pusposes of this Agreenlent has no effect on the 
definition of local traffic or the geograpllic area associated with local calling under 
either Party's respective end user service offerings. 

The substitutiol~ ofthe word "Sul?ject" does not cha~lge the llleallillg of the Agreement 
coiilpared to the use of the word "Telecommunications." 

The RTCs agsee with the changes to the definition of "Telm~~i~lation" and "Transport" as 
proposed by the CMRS Providers; however, the words origillally proposed by the RTCs 
have the same meaning as those proposed by the CMRS Providers. 

FURTHER ANALYSIS 

Regarding the CMRS Providers' proposal to delete the nse of the tern1 illterconllectioll 
and tlie definition, why do you disagree? 

As I have explained above, the Illtercollllectioll Point with respect to the excllallge of 
traffic that is subject to the FCC's Subpart H rules is explicitly set forth in the Act and in 
the FCC's l-ules. Without repeating that discussion, the FCC decided that the 
Illterconnectio~l Point between two cal-riers for the exchange of traffic (without ally 
distinction about whether tlie illtercollnectioll is direct or indirect) is as the Act sets forth 
in Section 25 l(c)(2)(B). Section 51.701(c) of the FCC's Subpart H i~iles specifically 
addresses the "intercolu~ection point" between the two carriers. As such, this concept and 
telm is used througl~out the Act and rules with respect to the interconllectio~l arrallgellle~lt 
collte~l~plated between the parties. 

Does the definitio~~ for I~~terconnectiotl Point proposed by the RTCs colllply with the 
FCC's rules, discussion and the Act? 

Yes. The FCC has concluded, as I have established above in this testimony, that the 
Interco~u~ection Point between the two c a ~ ~ i e r s  (without ally distillctiort about whether the 
interconriectioll is direct or indirect) is as set fol-th in Section 25 1 (c)(2)(B) which states 
that the point lll~ist be within the i~lcumbellt carrier's iletworlt, and the definition proposed 
by the RTCs also states that condition. In the FCC's Subpart H rules, it states under 
Section 5 1.701(c) that the transpost of traffic for termination on the tel-ll~inating call-ier's 
network taltes place at tlie "intercoimection point between the two call-iers." Again, the 
definition proposed by the RTCs is collsistent with that 1111e -- the RTCs' pl-oposed 
language states that tliis "Ltlterconnection Poii~t" is where the "delivery of traffic from one 
Party to the other Party taltes place." There is no basis for ol>.jection to the inclusion of 
this collcept and definition because it is cotlsistellt with the Act and the colltrolling 1111es. 



Wit11 respect to the changes that the CMRS Providers propose for the definition of Inter- 
MTA Traffic, why do you disagree with the deletion of the last sentence proposed by tlre 
RTCs? 

As I have explained in the response to Issue 1.5, above, and as the FCC has explicitly 
explained in its First Repoi? arid Order, when tlie CMRS Provider carries a L,EC- 
origitiated call to another MTA, the CMRS Provider is acting as a11 iliterexchange carrier 
and is obtaining originating access services fro111 the RTC. Also, when a CMRS 
Providers' nlobile end user originates a call in a different MTA thall the RTC is located 
and tel~ninates that call to the RTC, the CMRS Provider is obtaining terminating access 
sei-vices from the RTC. Accordingly, the last sentence in the definition of Inter-MTA 
Traffic as proposed by the RTCs simply reflects tlie requirements as the FCC has defined 
them. This sentence sllould be retained. 

Wlly do the RTCs object to the deletion of the definition of "Interexc1ian~r;e Call-ier?" 

As I have quoted several tinles above, the scope of traffic that is sueject to the FCC's 
Subpart H rules with respect to reciprocal compensation and the definitions of traffic are 
affected depending 011 whether a call is carried by an interexchange carrier. Therefore, to 
reflect these requirements, the agreeniellt needs to refer to the concept of interexcl~ange 
carrier. For this reason, and to be consiste~lt with the FCC's discussion of its own rules, 
the agreement needs to include tlie concept of interexchange carrier. 

With respect to the ~liodification to the definition of "Rate Center" proposed by the CMRS 
Providers, why do the RTCs object to these changes? 

The CMRS Providers appear to be troubled about tlie sentelice that states that the Rate 
Center Point must be within the Rate Center Area. I cannot see why the CMRS Providers 
would object to such a logically obvious and basic point. The identification of a Rate 
Center Area is based on the ide~ltification of the Rate Center Point. If they expect that 
there would be sonle significance to NPA-NXXs associated with Rate Center Areas in 
I<entucky, then the Rate Center Point for such Rate Center Area would have to be 
identified in that area. Perhaps the CMRS Providers have sonle other misunderstanding 
about the concept. 



ISSUE 22. What notice and consent requirements should apply prior to assigninent of the 
Interco~l~lection Agreement? 

Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue 22? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: A Party sl~ould be allowed to assign to an affiliate with 
notice, and to a tliird party upon written consent, wl~icl~ conse~lt will not be unreasonably 
withheld. 

Q: Can you first summarize the RTCs' position on Issue 22? 

A: Summary of RTC Position: Tlle RTCs can agree sinlply to require notice with respect to 
assign~nent to a11 affiliate, and written notice and consent for assignment to non-affiliates, 
except that all assignments lliust be conditiolied on the assignee delllollstrating that it has 
the resources, ability, and authority to satisfy the assigned ter~lls and conditions. The final 
sentence in section 14.7 of the Agreement as proposed by the RTCs sliould not be deleted. 
This sentence recognizes legitilllate and customary obligations that flow to a successor or 
assignee. 



ISSUE 23. If the pal-ties to a11 Intercolmectioi~ Agreeineilt are unable to resolve a dispute, should 
either party be allowed to raise sucli dispute before any agency or court of coinpeteilt jurisdiction? 

Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Positioil with respect to Issue 23? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: Disputes iilay be resolved before the Coinmission, the FCC, 
or a court of co~llpeteilt j~~risdiction. 

Q: Call you first summarize the RTCs' positiotl 011 Issue 23? 

A: Suinillary of RTC Position: The RTCs lnaiiltaiil that the FCC has no jurisdictioi~ over the 
enforceinei~t of what is a state approved intercolmectioi~ agreeineilt (i.e, contract). Any 
action that either Party may talce at the FCC would be pursuant to the FCC's coinplai~lt 
processes, and the agreeinent terins proposed by the RTCs do not affect either Pai-ty's 
right to pursue a coinplaint before the FCC. Regardless of this difference of opinion, the 
RTCs would nevei-tl~eless be agreeable to the changes in both sectioils 14.8.4 and 14.9 
where the CMRS providers have inserted new language if that inserted language, in both 
ii~stances, states: " . . . or ally agency of coinpetent jurisdictioil or court of coinpeteilt 
,jurisdiction." This altei-native lailguage would fi~lly address the CMRS Providers' issue 
because if the FCC or a court has coinpeterit jurisdiction, then the provision will apply. 



ISSUE 24. Sliould the CMRS Providers be required to provide "1-ollii~g" six inoi~ths' forecasts of 
"traffic and volume" requireinents? 

Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue 24? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: Such forecasts are unnecessaiy. 

Q: Call you first sunimarize the RTCs' positioil on Issue 24? 

A: Sullliilary of RTC Position: The RTCs would be agseeable to forecasts once a year as 
necessary for tlie Parties' planning of iiltercoililection facilities and trililltiilg capacity. The 
RTCs would be agseeable to a forin of forecasts that is nlutually dete~~nined by the Parties. 



ISSUE 25. Should the Intel-col~nection Agreeineilt require the Parties to iilaintaiil specific 
ins~irance not required by law? 

Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue 25? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: Such insurance requirelllellts are ui~necessary. 

Q: Call you first summarize the RTCs' positioi~ on Issue 25? 

A: Summary of RTC Position: The requireilients of Section 7.8 are reasonable and 
custo~llaiy ill iiltercoiiilectioil agseements and in business relationships in general, and they 
sl~ould be retained. 



ISSUE 26. Should a Party be required to insert in its tariffs and/or service contract language that 
attenlpts to limit third-party clailns for dalliage arising fro111 service provided under the 
Interco~u~ection Agreement, and should tlie Intercolinection Agreement itself attempt to liinit 
clainls of one Party's customer against the other Party? 

Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position wit11 respect to Issue 26? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: Such requirements are unnecessary, not conlnlercially 
reasonable and unenforceable. 

Q: Can you first sulnmarize tlie RTCs' position on Issue 26? 

A: Sunlrna1-y of RTC Position: The RTCs do not intend to be liable to the CMRS Providers' 
custolllers to any greater degree than the RTCs have liability with respect to their own 
c~~stomers. The RTCs are agreeable to a modified version of this provisioli which would 
not require the CMRS providers to place teni~s  in their contracts or tariffs but would state 
that the linlitation 011 liability would apply in the event that such te~mls are not included. 
The RTCs propose the following alternative language for Section 10.3: 

10.3 A Party may, in its sole discretion, provide in its tariffs and contracts with its 
End IJsers and third pal-ties that relate to any service, product or filnction provided 
or contel~lplated urider this Agreement, that to the maxim~u?l extent perlriitted by 
Applicable Law, such Party shall not be liable to the End User or third party for (i) 
any loss relating to or arising out of this Agreement, whether in contract, tort or 
otherwise, that exceeds the a~~ loun t  such Party would have cl~arged that applicable 
person for the service, product or function that gave rise to such loss and (ii) 
consequential damages. To the extent that a Pavty (First Party) elects not to place 
in its tariffs or contracts such liniitations of liability, and the other Party (Second 
Party) incurs a loss as a result thereof, the First Party shall, except to the extent 
caused by the Second Party's gross negligence or willful misconduct, indemnify 
and reilllburse the Second Party for that portion of the loss that would have been 
liliiited had the First Party incl-uded in its tariffs and contracts the limitations of 
liability that the Second Party included in its own tariffs at the time of such loss. 

Also, the first sentence of Section 11.3 should be iilodified to state: "The Parties agree 
tliat the liability to each other's c~~stomers shall be govei-ned by the provisions of Section 
10.3. 



ISSUE 27. If tile Pal-ties cannot agree up011 a replacelllent for invalidated language, should either 
Party be allowed to tellnillate the Illterconnectioll Agreement, or should the stalemate be resolved 
pursuant to Dispute Resolution? 

Q: What is tlie CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue 27? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: Agreement should be i~lodified via the dispute resolution 
provision, not terminated. 

Q: Can you first sunlrnarize the RTCs' position on Issue 27? 

A: S~l~lllnary of RTC Position: The cl~allge in this provision proposed by the CMRS 
Providers is acceptable to the RTCs. 



ISSUE 28. Should the CMRS Providers be allowed to expand their lletworlts thro~~gh 
management contracts? 

Q: What is the CMRS Providers' Position with respect to Issue 28? 

A: CMRS Providers' Position: Yes. The Interco~-~l~ection Agreelllellt should accolmnodate 
this standard i~idustly practice. 

Q: Can you first sm~~marize tlie RTCs' position on Issue 28? 

A: Summary of RTC Position: The CMRS Providers ca~lnot provide ally reference to ally 
illtercon~lectioll requirement that supports their position; there is no "stal~dard illdustry 
practice" as claillled by the CMRS Providers. 

The CMRS Providers' proposed addition in Section 4.4 is unreasonably vague and would 
effectively allow a single CMRS Provider to extend the agreement uililaterally to ally and 
all wireless carriers, without llegotiatioll with the RTC and without consent of the RTC. 
The RTCs oppose the arbitrary expa~zsioll of the scope of ally specific agreement to 
include some other carrier not contemplated by the negotiated or arbitrated terms. The 
expansion to illclude some other call-ier would alter the scope of traffic, the jurisdictional 
proportions of traffic, and could present problellls as to the identity of whicll carriers to 
bill. 

The Agree~nent already contains provisions for assignment, if this is what the CMRS 
Providers are concel~led about. 

Absent assignment of the agreement, however, if solne other entity not affiliated with a 
CMRS Provider wants to establish CMRS-LEC il~tercolu~ectioll with the RTC, sucl~ entity 
must either request illtercolmectioll and liegotiate t e ~ ~ n s  or  nus st adopt, in its entirety, an 
existing interconllection agreement. 

The terins of the Agreement with one particular CMRS Provider depend on the 
geographic scope of the particular CMRS provider that is party to the agreenlent (e.g", tlie 
amount of interMTA traffic). To the extent that the agreemel~t is extellded to parties that 
widen the geographic scope of the Ageelllent, the te1111s and collditions would require 
al~lendment to reflect the new scope. T11e RTCs have the sight to negotiate and arbitrate, 
if necessary, ally new and different arrallgelllellts with different consequences. The CMRS 
Providers' proposal would write the i~ltercoll~lectioll request, negotiation, arbitration, 
and/or adoptioll of existing agreements provisiolls out of the Act. 

For these reaso~~s,  this provision should be re.jected. 
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FCC Rules 
Related to the Transport and Termination of 

Traffic Subject to Section 251 (b)(5) of the Act. 

$ 51.221 Reciprocal compensation. 
The rules governing reciprocal compensation are set forth in subpart H of this part. 

Subpart H - Reciprocal Compensation for Transport and Termination of 
Telecommunications Traffic. 

5 51.701 Scope of transport and termination pricing rules. 
(a) The provisions of this subpart apply to reciprocal compensation for transport and 

termination of telecommunications traffic between LECs and other telecommunications carriers. 
(b) Telecommunications traffic. For purposes of this subpart, telecommunications 

traffic means: 
(1) Telecommunications traffic exchanged between a LEC and a 

telecommunications carrier other than a CMRS provider, except for telecommunications traffic 
that is interstate or intrastate exchange access, information access, or exchange services for 
such access (see FCC 01-131, paras. 23, 36, 39, 42-43); or 

(2) Telecommunications traffic between a LEC and a CMRS provider that, at the 
beginning of the call, originates and terminates within the same Major Trading Area, as defined 
in fj 24.202(a) of this chapter. 

(c) Transport. For purposes of this subpart, transport is the transmission and any 
necessary tandem switching of telecornrnunications traffic subject to section 251 (b)(5) of the 
Act from the interconnection point between the two carriers to the terminating carrier's end 
office switch that directly serves the called party, or equivalent facility provided by a carrier 
other than an incumbent LEC. 

(d) Termination. For purposes of this subpart, termination is the switching of 
telecommunications traffic at the terminating carrier's end office switch, or equivalent facility, 
and delivery of such traffic to the called party's premises. 

(e) Reciprocal compensation. For purposes of this subpart, a reciprocal compensation 
arrangement between two carriers is one in which each of the two carriers receives 
compensation from the other carrier for the transport and termination on each carrier's network 
facilities of telecommunications traffic that originates on the network facilities of the other 
carrier. 

§ 51.703 Reciprocal compensation obligation of LECs. 
(a) Each LEC shall establish reciprocal compensation arrangements for transport and 

termination of telecommunications traffic with any requesting telecommunications carrier. 
(b) A LEC may not assess charges on any other telecommunications carrier for 

telecommunications traffic that originates on the LEC's network. 

5 51.705 Incumbent LECs' rates for transport and termination. 
(a) An incumbent LEC's rates for transport and termination of telecommunications 

traffic shall be established, at the election of the state commission, on the basis of: 
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(1) the forward-looking economic costs of such offerings, using a cost study 
pursuant to $9 51.505 and 51.51 1; 

1 .  
u 111 5: .727; or 

(3) a bill-and-keep arrangement, as provided in $ 51.713. (b) In cases where 
both carriers in a reciprocal compensation arrangement are incumbent 1-ECs, state 
commissions shall establish the rates of the smaller carrier on the basis of the larger carrier's 
forward-looking costs, pursuant to $ 51.71 1. 

5 51.709 Rate structure fo r  t ransport  and termination. 
(a) In state proceedings, a state commission shall establish rates for the transport and 

termination of telecommunications traffic that are structured consistently with the manner that 
carriers incur those costs, and consistently with the principles in $$ 51 "507 and 51.509. 

(b) The rate of a carrier providing transmission facilities dedicated to the transmission of 
traffic between two carriers' networks shall recover only the costs of the proportion of that trunk 
capacity used by an interconnecting carrier to send traffic that will terminate on the providing 
carrier's network. Such proportions may be measured during peak periods. 

p 51.711 Symmetrical reciprocal compensation. 
(a) Rates for transport and termination of telecommunications traffic shall be 

symmetrical, except as provided in paragraphs (b) and (c) of this section. 
(1) For purposes of this subpart, symmetrical rates are rates that a carrier other 

than an incumbent LEC assesses upon an incumbent LEC for transport and termination of 
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telecommunications traffic equal to those that the incumbent LEC assesses upon the other 
carrier for the same services. 

(2) In cases where both parties are incumbent LECs, or neither party is an 
incumbent LEC, a state commission shall establish the symmetrical rates for transport and 
termination based on the larger carrier's forward-looking costs. 

(3) Where the switch of a carrier other than an incumbent LEC serves a 
geographic area comparable to the area served by the incumbent LEC's tandem switch, the 
appropriate rate for the carrier other than an incumbent LEC is the incumbent LEC's tandem 
interconnection rate. 

(b) A state commission may establish asymmetrical rates for transport and termination 
of telecommunications traffic only if the carrier other than the incumbent LEC (or the smaller of 
two incumbent LECs) proves to the state commission on the basis of a cost study using the 
forward-looking economic cost based pricing methodology described in 55 51 "505 and 51 51 1,  
that the forward-looking costs for a network efficiently configured and operated by the carrier 
other than the incumbent 1-EC (or the smaller of two incumbent LECs), exceed the costs 
incurred by the incumbent LEC (or the larger incumbent LEC), and, consequently, that such 
that a higher rate is justified. 

(c) Pending further proceedings before the Com mission, a state commission shall 
establish the rates that licensees in the Paging and Radiotelephone Service (defined in part 22, 
subpart E of this chapter), Narrowband Personal Communications Services (defined in part 24, 
subpart D of this chapter), and Paging Operations in the Private Land Mobile Radio Services 
(defined in part 90, subpart P of this chapter) may assess upon other carriers for the transport 
and termination of telecommunications traffic based on the forward-looking costs that such 
licensees incur in providing such services, pursuant to 35 51.505 and 51.51 1. Such licensees' 
rates shall not be set based on the default proxies described in § 51.707. 

5 51.713 Bill-and-keep arrangements for  reciprocal compensation. 
(a) For purposes of this subpart, bill-and-keep arrangements are those in which neither 

of the two interconnecting carriers charges the other for the termination of telecommunications 
traffic that originates on the other carrier's network. 

(b) A state commission may impose bill-and-keep arrangements if the state commission 
determines that the amount of telecommunications traffic from one network to the other is 
roughly balanced with the amount of telecommunications traffic flowing in the opposite 
direction, and is expected to remain so, and no showing has been made pursuant to 
5 51,71I(b). 

(c) Nothing in this section precludes a state commission from presuming that the 
amount of telecommunications traffic from one network to the other is roughly balanced with the 
amount of telecommunications traffic flowing in the opposite direction and is expected to remain 
so, unless a party rebuts such a presumption. 

5 51.71 5 Interim transport and termination pricing. 
(a) Upon request from a telecommunications carrier without an existing interconnection 

arrangement with an incumbent LEC, the incumbent LEC shall provide transport and 
termination of telecommunications traffic immediately under an interim arrangement, pending 
resolution of negotiation or arbitration regarding transport and termination rates and approval of 
such rates by a state commission under sections 251 and 252 of the Act. 

(1) This requirement shall not apply when the requesting carrier has an existing 
interconnection arrangement that provides for the transport and termination of 
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telecommunications traffic by the incumbent LEC. 
(2) A telecommunications carrier may take advantage of such an interim 

arrangement only after it has requested negotiation with the incumbent LEC pursuant to 
§ 51.301. 

(b) Upon receipt of a request as described in paragraph (a) of this section, an 
incumbent LEC must, without unreasonable delay, establish an interim arrangement for 
transport and termination of telecommunications traffic at symmetrical rates. 

(1) In a state in which the state commission has established transport and 
termination rates based on forward-looking economic cost studies, an incumbent LEC shall use 
these state-determined rates as interim transport and termination rates. 
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(c) An interim arrangement shall cease to be in effect when one of the following occurs 
with respect to rates for transport and termination of telecommunications traffic subject to the 
interim arrangement: 

(1) a voluntary agreement has been negotiated and approved by a state 
commission; 

(2) an agreement has been arbitrated and approved by a state commission; or 
(3) the period for requesting arbitration has passed with no such request. 

(d) If the rates for transport and termination of telecommunications traffic in an interim 
arrangement differ from the rates established by a state commission pursuant to § 51 705, the 
state commission shall require carriers to make adjustments to past compensation. Such 
adjustments to past compensation shall allow each carrier to receive the level of compensation 
it would have received had the rates in the interim arrangement equalled the rates later 
established by the state commission pursuant to 3 51.705. 

5 51.717 Renegotiation of existing non-reciprocal arrangements. 
(a) Any CMRS provider that operates under an arrangement with an incumbent LEC 

that was established before August 8, 1996 and that provides for non-reciprocal compensation 
for transport and termination of telecommunicatians traffic is entitled to renegotiate these 
arrangements with no termination liability or other contract penalties. 

(b) From the date that a CMRS provider makes a request under paragraph (a) until a 
new agreement has been either arbitrated or negotiated and has been approved by a state 
commission, the CMRS provider shall be entitled to assess upon the incumbent LEC the same 
rates for the transport and termination of telecommunications traffic that the incumbent LEC 
assesses upon the CMRS provider pursuant to the pre-existing arrangement. 


